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EMPOWERING RURAL COMMUNITY AND THEIR PARTICIPATION IN                     

PRIMARY EDUCATION : THE ROLE OF NSS VOLUNTEERS 
 

* Mr. YADLA RAMANA 
 

“ Education not only moulds the new generation, but reflects a society’s fundamental 

assumptions about itself and the individuals which compose it ”  –  Mahatma Gandhi 
 

ABSTRACT: 

Right to Education - Article 21 (A) provides that the state shall provide free and 

compulsory education to all children of the age of six to fourteen years. According to 

Indian Constitution 86th Amendment Act, 2002, it is also now guaranteed as a 

fundamental right. But without making right to education a reality the fundamental 

rights guaranteed under the constitution shall remain beyond the reach of large majority 

which is illiterate. In many efforts to bring community and school closer together and 

also to involve community members in the development of primary education 

programmes. Students with primary focus on the Personality Development of the 

student volunteers through service to the community. The National Policy of education 

provides equal opportunities to all irrespective of caste, class, creed, race, religion, sex 

and location etc. N.S.S. volunteers are required to take up number of activities for the 

eradication of illiteracy such as adult education, non formal education, and women 

literacy programmes etc. Community participation and empowerment in primary 

education is widely recognized and can play an important role.  

KEY WORDS: Education, Rural, NSS, Constitution, Development, Volunteers, 

Participation, Service, Youth, Student, Right, State, Community.  

INTRODUCTION 

Community participation and empowerment in primary education is widely 

recognized and can play an important role. It also has the potential to increase awareness 

levels and to bring about improvements in health and living conditions. In India, too, 

decentralization has been identified in recent years as an essential component of the 

processes of educational reform and change. This has resulted in many efforts to bring 

community and school closer together as also to involve community members in the 

development of primary education programmes. The National Policy of education 

provides equal opportunities to all irrespective of caste, class, creed, race, religion, sex 

and location etc not only in access but also in the conditions for security. The 

participatory elements in the rural community members could be involved in the 

planning of primary education programmes, school maintenance, supervision of children 

attendance, curriculum activities, games & Study, mid-day meal programme, teaching 

aids, environment and sanitation etc. The participation could be easily checked and 

motivating them to provide voluntary support for the quality improvement in the school 

and not those children become more active and enthusiastic. In addition to this the state, 
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whenever possible should give more chance and power to village community to involve 

in the primary education planning and programmes. 

RURAL DEVELOPMENT 

There are no universally accepted approaches to rural development. It is a choice 

influenced by time, space and culture. The term rural development connotes overall 

development of rural areas to improve the quality of life of rural people. In this sense, it 

is a comprehensive and multidimensional concept, and encompasses the development of 

agriculture and allied activities, village and cottage industries and crafts, socio - 

economic infrastructure, community services and facilities and, above all, human 

resources in rural areas. As a phenomenon, rural development is the end - result of 

interactions between various physical, technological, economic, social, cultural and 

institutional factors. As a strategy, it is designed to improve the rural poor. In the Indian 

context rural development assumes greater significance as 72.22 per cent (according to 

the 2001 census) of its population still live in rural areas. Most of the people living in 

rural areas draw their livelihood from agriculture and allied sectors (60.41% of total work 

force), and poverty mostly persists here (27.1 % in 1999-2000). At the time of 

independence around 83 per cent of the Indian population was living in rural areas.  

Strategically, the focus of our planning was to improve the economic and social 

conditions of the underprivileged sections of rural society. During the plan periods, there 

have been shifting strategies for rural development. The First Plan (1951-56) was a period 

when community development was taken as a method and national extension services as 

the agency for rural development. Co-operative farming with local participation was the 

focus of the Second Plan (1956-61) strategy. The Third Plan (1961-66) was the period of re-

strengthening the PanchayatRaj System through a democratic decentralized mechanism. 

Special Area Programmes were started for the development of backward areas in the 

Fourth Plan (1969-74). In the Fifth Plan (1974-79), the concept of minimum needs 

programme was introduced to eradicate poverty in rural areas. There was a paradigm 

shift in the strategy for rural development in the Sixth Plan (1980-85). The emphasis was 

on strengthening the socio-economic infrastructure in rural areas, and initiatives were 

taken to alleviate disparities through the Integrated Rural Development Programme 

(IRDP).  

During the Seventh Plan (1985-90), a new strategy was chalked out to create skill-

based employment opportunities under different schemes. Special programmes for 

income generation through creation of  assets, endowments and land reforms were 

formulated for participation by the people at the grassroots level. The focus of the Eighth 

Plan (1992-97) was to build up rural infrastructure through participation of the people. 

Priorities were given to rural roads, minor irrigation, soil conservation and social 

forestry. Strategic changes were made in the Ninth Plan (1997-2002) to promote the 

process of nation-building through decentralized planning. It emphasized strengthening 

of the panchayatiraj and civil society groups for promoting transparency, accountability 
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and responsibility in the development process. The role of the government, in general, 

had to shift, from being the provider, to the facilitator.  

NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME (NSS) 

National Service Scheme, popularly known as NSS was launched in 1969-the 

birth centenary year of Mahatma Gandhi in 37 Universities involving 40,000 students 

with primary focus on the Personality Development of the student volunteers through 

service to the community. Today, NSS has more than 3.4. million volunteers on its roll 

spread over 301 Universities and 42 (+2) Senior Secondary Councils and Directorate of 

Technical Education all over the country. Since its inception more than 3.75 crores 

students from various institutions of higher learning have been benefitted out of this 

scheme. The “Regular Activities” and Special Camping Programmes” are the two main 

components of NSS programmes.  

During the two year volunteer-ship, the volunteers devote 240 hours under 

Regular activities. This includes 20 hours of general orientation regarding NSS and the 

mode of work they have to do in their volunteer-ship. Out of the remaining 220 hours, 30 

hours are given for the campus development and rest 190 hours for the services in the 

community in various areas as per the need and priority. Presently, we have 26,202 

villages/urban slums adopted for this purpose. Every volunteer has to attend one special 

camping programme to become eligible for getting the NSS Certificate issued by the 

Universities and +2 councils. This residential camp is of 7 days duration and is organized 

in the community by the NSS units based on specific themes which keep on changing 

from time to time.  

NSS, over the years has made outstanding contributions in the field of Mass 

Literacy, Environment Preservation, Waste Land development, Watershed Management, 

Health Education, Community Development, Disaster Management, Adolescent Health 

Development, HIV/AIDs Awareness, Drive against Social evils, Homes for the homeless, 

Mass forestation drives, Communal and Social Harmony etc. NSS Volunteers have always 

come to the forefront to extend voluntary service in natural calamities like drought, 

flood, Tsunami, cyclone and earthquake etc. As part of environment conservation and 

enrichment project, more than 37, 06,075 saplings were planted throughout the nation 

by the NSS volunteers under regular activities. NSS volunteers have undertaken some 

innovative projects like avenue plantation, plant identification and conducted a large 

number of plantation camps during the VAN MAHOTSAV week. 

PRIMARY EDUCATION SYSTEM IN INDIA 

The Indian government lays emphasis on Primary Education up to the age of 

Fourteen years, referred to as Elementary Education in India. The Indian government has 

also banned child labor in order to ensure that the children do not enter unsafe working 

conditions. However, both free Education and the ban on child labor are difficult to 

enforce due to economic disparity and social conditions. 80% of all recognized schools at 

the elementary stage are government run or supported, making it the largest provider of 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Primary_education
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education in the country. However, due to a shortage of resources and lack of political 

will, this system suffers from massive gaps including high pupil to teacher ratios, 

shortage of infrastructure and poor levels of teacher training.  

Figures released by the Indian government in 2011 show that there were 5,816,673 

elementary school teachers in India. As of March 2012 there were 2,127,000 secondary 

school teachers in India. Education has also been made free for children for 6 to 14 years 

of age or up to class VIII under the Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education 

Act 2009. There have been several efforts to enhance quality made by the government. 

With all the Primary Education schemes it has resulted that a High Gross Enrollment 

Ratio of 93–95% for the last three years in some states. Significant improvement in 

staffing and enrollment of girls has also been made as a part of this. The current scheme 

for Universalization of Education for All is the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan which is one of the 

largest Education initiatives in the world. Enrollment has been enhanced, but the levels 

of quality remain low. 

Literacy Rate and Number of Primary Schools (1951–2001) 

Literacy Rate (%)   Number of Schools 

--------------------  ----------------------- 

                     Year     Total         Male         Females       Primary     UP School 

 

                     1951     18.33         27.16         8.86             215,036      14,576 

                     1961     28.31        40.40          15.34           351,530      55,915 

                     1971     34.45        45.95          21.97           417,473      93,665 

                     1981     43.56        56.37          29.75           503,763      122,377 

                     1991     52.21        64.13          39.29           566,744      155,926 

                     2001     65.37        75.85          54.16           641,695      198,004 

 

Note: Literacy rates of 1951, 1961, and 1971 relate to population aged five years and above. 

The rates for the years 1981, 1991, and 2001 relate to the population aged seven years and 

above.  

Source: MHRD (2003a). 

RURAL DEVELOPMENT - THE ISSUE OF RURAL EMPOWERMENT IN INDIA : 

It is often said that India lives in its villages. The rural areas are characterized by 

large scale poverty, low levels of productivity, lack of adequate basic minimum services 

and social reforms. In the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) report, India 

was ranked 124 among 173 countries of the world in terms of successful implementation 

of social reforms. The report exposes lack of literacy, primary education, and women 

participation, high infant mortality ratio and high population growth rate in the rural 

sector. The reason attributed to the failure in achieving the desired objectives is the lack 

of appropriate orientation of our rural development programs. The lack of infrastructure 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right_of_Children_to_Free_and_Compulsory_Education_Act
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Right_of_Children_to_Free_and_Compulsory_Education_Act
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sarva_Shiksha_Abhiyan
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and the basic minimum services has led to exodus of the rural population from villages to 

cities.  

Gandhi desired to establish the village governments in independent India, which 

would function as democratic 'little republics' for the self-sustenance of the rural areas. 

He believed that "Indian independence must begin at the bottom .... Village governments 

having full powers--every village have to be self sustained and capable of managing its 

own affairs." However, after Independence, the issue of rural empowerment was ignored. 

In 1952, the Community Development Program was launched to seek people's 

participation and involvement in the task of rural reconstruction but it failed in its 

mission. The failure in implementation of measures for rural development has led to 

several socio-economic disabilities like illiteracy, child labor, exploitation of women, 

poor housing, lack of primary healthcare facilities, poor sanitation, unavailability of 

potable water and poor income generation from fragmented land holdings.  

According to the World Bank report, one in every six persons living in abject 

poverty across the world is an Indian. India's economic growth rate has been 6.5 per cent, 

yet the poor have remained unaffected by the general progress. The Bank puts it mildly, 

the poor have not benefited from the economic reforms. The report on education, "State 

of the World's Children - 1999", projected India to be the world's most illiterate nation in 

the near future. It has also been noticed that two-thirds of the total numbers of illiterates 

comprise the womenfolk. In a nation of 1,027 million, 65.38 million children have been 

denied access to primary education. The primary schools in the rural areas have poor 

infrastructure, which accounts for poor enrolment and high dropout rate. The children 

are usually exploited as child labor, while the adults as unorganized labor. Those working 

as marginal farmers, agricultural laborers and rural artisans have found it impossible to 

overcome their economic hardships. A need was felt to empower the rural folk for the 

effective functioning of the development programs. The Ministry of Rural Development 

was renamed the Ministry of Rural Areas and Employment. Apart from promoting 

infrastructure for improving productivity, the Ministry through its programs promoted 

income generation and wage employment. A new Department of Rural Employment and 

Poverty Alleviation was formed to provide employment which would lead to the 

eradication of rural poverty. It was felt that gainful employment of both the unemployed 

and underemployed could ameliorate poverty. The program of Development of Women 

and Children in Rural Areas (DWCRA), aiming at income generation for women, was 

intended to lead to their economic self-reliance. It is also aimed to provide access to 

basic services of health, education, child care, nutrition, water and sanitation. The 

Department also launched self-employment programs like Integrated Rural 

Development Program (IRDP), land reforms, rural housing and the provision of drinking 

water and sanitation facilities. 
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EMPOWERING RURAL COMMUNITY AND THEIR PARTICIPATION IN PRIMARY 

EDUCATION: THE ROLE OF NSS VOLUNTEERS 

“No society can surely be flourishing and happy, of which the far greater part of 

the members are poor and miserable”, as Adam Smith put it. When we refer to 

development we essentially refer to the development of the under-developed. Even in the 

least developed and developing countries, the disparity between development status of 

urban areas and rural areas is extremely high. Rural areas in the developing world are 

home to the most under-developed people and gruesome poverty. These rural societies 

are often found trapped in vicious cycle of poverty that is characterized by poor 

infrastructure, lack of access to water & sanitation, health, education, capital, and 

communication facilities etc... Therefore, the development of these rural societies is the 

key to the development of the world.  

Literacy Programmes : N.S.S. volunteers are required to take up number of activities 

for the eradication of illiteracy such as adult education, non formal education, women 

literacy programmes etc.  

• Adult education (short-duration programmes). 

• Pre-school education programmes. 

• Programmes of continuing education of school drop outs, remedial coaching 

of students from weaker sections. 

• Work in crèches. 

• Participatory cultural and recreation programmes for the community including 

the use of mass media for instruction and recreation, programmes of community 

singing, dancing etc. 

• Organization of youth clubs, rural land indigenous sports in collaboration 

with Nehru Yuva Kendras. 

• Programmes including discussions on eradications of social evils like communalism, 

castism, regionalism, untouchability, drug abuse etc. 

• Non-formal education for rural youth and  

• (xi)     Legal literacy, consumer awareness.               

Higher educational institutions have become the most important means of 

transforming wealth of knowledge and skills from one generation to another. Legal 

Literacy Knowledge on basic legal matters is must for the present day citizens of country. 

NSS volunteers should learn the legal points related to various issues. Particularly, 

Ragging and its consequences, basic business and commercial laws etc. Legal awareness 

is essential to the NSS volunteers and the same will helps them to spread the knowledge 

in the rural areas/slums while doing the special camping. To implement this, NSS can 

collaborate with Legal Services Authorities at National level, State level or District level.  

Human Rights Education : The government is introducing variety of schemes to uplift 

the poor people of the society. Human Rights are the basic rights which are required for 

smooth living in the society. NSS volunteers should learn various human rights to make 
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use of them to improve their living standards. NSS volunteers also need to create 

awareness among the public about human rights. They should also explain various 

human rights which are extended by the government.  

Child Rights : NSS volunteers should posses the knowledge related to child rights. NSS 

volunteers should try to identify the school dropouts, identifying the child labor, 

explaining the child rights to their parents, counseling parents about importance of 

education are said to be prominent. Child rights are the most important area where NSS 

can play pivotal role. 

Women Rights : NSS Units have to create awareness among the public about the women 

rights. Women empowerment is possible when they are well educated about their rights. 

It is quite obvious that family development depends more on women empowerment. 

There is no doubt that if a woman is educated, it means that the entire family is 

educated. Keeping this in mind it can be understood that women is the key in the 

development of the family at root level which leads to nations development at later 

stages. Women should be educated about their rights. NSS volunteers have to organized 

workshops, interactive sessions with Self Help Groups (SHGs), Development of Women 

and Children in Rural Areas (DWCRA) women to create awareness about women rights. 

Minority Rights : NSS volunteers have to make an attempt to know the rights of 

minorities. Special privileges offered by the government to minorities should be 

explained to them. Various acts pertaining to minorities should be explained. Support to 

pursue education, financial assistance to start business and other facilities extended by 

the government should be covered. 

Civic Rights and Responsibilities : NSS volunteers have to learn about the civic rights 

and also their responsibilities. The NSS volunteers have to act as social soldiers. They 

have to motivate people to discharge their respective responsibilities. There is a great 

deal of educating the citizens about civic rights. Rights and responsibilities are just like 

two sides of a coin where one cannot be imagined in the absence of the other. NSS 

volunteers can act as the changing agents to create awareness regarding responsibilities  

of  civilians.  Various rights available to common man should be informed to make use 

for their well being. To build the strong nation it is essential to sensitize the people about 

their respective roles in the process. Constitutional Rights Constitutional rights play 

important role in utilizing the liberty to improve the living standards of common public. 

There is a great need of creating awareness about the constitutional rights. NSS units 

have to conduct seminars/workshops and interactive programmes in the adopted 

villages/slums to make the people aware of various constitutional rights. Constitutional 

knowledge is also essential to the present day citizen to avail and enjoy the constitutional 

rights.  

CONCLUSION 

Special crash course/fast track courses may be conducted to educate the rural 

uneducated youth. Night schools, youth and adolescent education programmes can be 
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initiated by the NSS volunteers. Motivational programmes/orientation programmes play 

vital role in mobilizing the uneducated youth towards literacy activities. Sensitization of 

illiterates by organizing processions and rallies would also results in success. The N.S.S. is 

a useful exercise which provides student youth with a social apprenticeship. The 

philosophical base of NSS has degenerated due to lack of intelligent leadership. The 

scheme should be given in the hands of able and committed persons to train the students 

as sensitizers. 

It has been observed that social work educators and teachers are preferred as 

programme coordinators at the university level and as POs at the college level. The 

relationship among practice social work and community should be rekindled to promote 

social change. The chief concern of the N.S.S. should be to identify the youth as a social 

construct in order to redefine and relocate their position in the society. The authorities 

concerned should work together for popularizing N.S.S. programmes so that the energy 

and vigor of the youth may be utilized for building a strong and healthy nation. 
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LOCATING HIGH PERFORMANCE HYDROPONIC GREENHOUSE                            

FARMING - BUILDING INTEGRATED AGRICULTURE 
 

* Dr. VENKATA RAO PUPPALA  

Introduction: 

Building-integrated agriculture is the practice of locating high performance 

hydroponic greenhouse farming systems on and in mixed-use buildings to exploit 

synergies between the built environment and agriculture.  Typical characteristics of BIA 

installations include: recalculating hydroponics, waste heat captured from a building's 

heating-ventilation-air condition system (HVAC), solar photovoltaics or other forms 

of renewable energy, rainwater catchment systems, and evaporative cooling. The earliest 

example of BIA may have been the Hanging Gardens of Babylon around 600 BC. Modern 

examples include Eli Zabar's Vinegar Factory Greenhouse, Gotham 

Greens, Dongtan, Masdar City, and Lufa Farms. 

The term building-integrated agriculture was coined by Ted Caplow in a paper delivered 

at the 2007 Passive and Low Energy Cooling Conference in Crete, Greece.  

Background 

Applications of BIA are motivated by trends in patterns of energy use, global 

population, and global climate change. Specific observations include: 

• Globally, modern agriculture uses 70% of fresh water withdrawals, is the world's 

largest source of water pollution, and the largest consumer of land.4 

• According to official UN estimates, global population is expected to exceed nine 

billion by 2050. Food travels hundreds of thousands of miles to reach urban 

consumers, adding to traffic congestion, air pollution and carbon emissions. 

• Increased urbanization, results in marginalization of natural world and distance from 

food production. 

• In the United States, buildings account for 9% of energy use, 68% of electricity 

consumption, 12% of water consumption, and 8% of carbon dioxide emissions. 

• Global warming is predicted to lead to widespread shortages of food, water, and 

arable land by 2050. 

Environmental advantages 

Proponents maintain that BIA is an environmentally sustainable strategy for 

urban food production that reduces our environmental footprint, cuts transportation 

costs, enhances food security / safety, conserves water, protects rivers, improves health, 

reduces waste, cools buildings, and combats global warming. For 

example, hydroponics uses ten to twenty times less land and ten times less water than 

conventional agriculture, while eliminating chemical pesticides, fertilizer runoff, and 

carbon emissions from farm machinery and long distance transport. Using a building's 

waste heat and solar photo voltaic panels reduces fossil fuel emissions that typically result 

from production and distribution. Rainwater catchment systems help to manage 

stormwater, much like a green roof. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydroponics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waste_heat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HVAC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_photovoltaics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renewable_energy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rainwater_catchment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evaporative_cooling
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hanging_Gardens_of_Babylon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gotham_Greens
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gotham_Greens
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dongtan,_Shanghai
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Masdar_City
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lufa_Farms
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Building-integrated_agriculture#cite_note-4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydroponics
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Economics 

Integrating a farm into a building offers all of the building performance benefits 

of a more conventional green roof, and results in a lower combined energy bill than if the 

components were separate. These systems are achievable with extant technology. Projects 

such as Gotham Greens 10,000-square-foot (90 m2) greenhouse will cost approximately 

$1.4 million to build. Shulman, Robin. "Raising the Root: Some City Dwellers Are Hoping 

Rooftop Farming Will Bear Fruit.". The economics of BIA were the subject of a 2006 

article in the New York Times business section.  

Applications 

BIA systems may be integrated into commercial, educational, and residential 

buildings of varying sizes. Feasibility varies based on building size, climate, availability of 

light, and new build vs. retrofit. BIA farms are located on the building's envelope to make 

maximum use of normal light. Both horizontal (rooftop) and vertical (façade) surfaces 

may be used. 

A sprinkling of rooftop hydroponic greenhouses can be found around the world, 

including at academic centers in the United States (Washington University and Barnard 

College, among others); on a hospital (Changi) in Singapore; in the Netherlands, in India, 

and in parts of the developing world.The Science Barge, while not on a building, is widely 

cred with invigorating interest in BIA in New York City, following its 2007 public debut. 

Retrofit 

Example retrofit projects include: Eli Zabar's Vinegar Factory Greenhouse, which 

has been growing vegetables since 1995 heats his rooftop greenhouse with waste heat 

from the store's bakery, and Gotham Greens, a company building New York City's first 

commercial scale, hydroponic rooftop farm. 

New build 

Example new build projects include the Forest Houses greenhouse, a fully 

integrated rooftop farm integrated onto the rooftop of an affordable housing 

complex, and Solar Two, an environmental learning center that will feature a Vertically 

Integrated Greenhouse.  

Proposed 

Proposed projects include Dongtan, a proposed eco-city island in Shanghai, 

and Masdar City, a carbon neutral city being built in Abu Dhabi, UAE and India. 

Related concepts 

Vertical farming is a proposed agricultural concept in which entire urban high-

rise buildings, not just the building envelope, are dedicated to large-scale 

farming. According to various researchers, to be realized vertical farms would require 

significant technological breakthroughs with regards to energy consumption and 

lighting. It has been estimated that a prototype five-story farm would cost between $20 

million to $0 million.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Science_Barge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gotham_Greens
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dongtan,_Shanghai
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Masdar_City
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vertical_farming
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In compost heated greenhouses, heat and carbon dioxide are generated from a 

manure-based compost contained in a special chamber attached to one side of the 

greenhouse. The New Alchemy Institute designed and built an experimental composting 

greenhouse in 198 to research opportunities for the production of biothermal 

energy. Growing Power utilizes heat produced through vermicomposting to provide heat 

for their greenhouse.  

Integrated floating cage aquageoponics system 

The Integrated Floating Cage Aquageoponics System (IFCAS) was developed 

as an aquaculture-horticulture based on the concept of integrated farming system 

approach firstly in Bangladesh in 201 to produce fish and vegetables in floating condition 

where waste materials (fish feces and unused feed) from fish culture dissolved in the pond 

water and settled on the bottom mud are used for vegetables production. Of the newly 

adopted term aquageoponics, aqua, geo and ponics means water, mud/ soil and cultivatio

n, respectively. In fact, aquageoponics is a new version of traditional aquaponics where 

soil is used as a medium instead of conventional media such as hydroton, pebbles, and 

sponges. 

Development process of IFCAS 

Filling the gap of supply and demand of fish and vegetables for improving 

household nutrition, the ANEP (Agriculture and Nutrition Extension Project) funded by 

the European Union (EU) works in Barisal District of Bangladesh following an integrated 

aquaculture-agriculture approach. Pond dykes in Barisal are commonly used for planting 

trees by the rural people which provide cooking fuel, fruits, and timber for sale. Trees on 

the pond dyke create shadow, which reduce sunlight penetration to the edges of the pond 

and the dykes. In this context, IFCAS was developed in the shaded ponds without 

changing the vegetative nature of pond dykes following the collegial principles of action 

research. In the whole process of action research, farmers, researchers and developers 

from Bangladesh Agricultural University (BAU), Mymensingh, Patuakhali Science and 

Technology University, Bangladesh, WorldFish-ANEP, and Bangladesh Fisheries Research 

Forum (BFRF) together were involved in the trial of this technology. The concept of 

IFCAS was developed by Dr. M. Mahfujul Haque (Ripon), Professor, Department of 

Aquaculture, BAU, Mymensingh who led the action research as the Principal Investigator. 

Technical aspects 

A 9 m2 rectangular iron-bar made structure was constructed, having 

four concave grooves in its four corners for holding floats of plastic drums. The whole 

bottom of the structure was surrounded by a rectangular nylon net cage with the 

dimensions of length-.66 m × width-2.44 m × depth-1.25 m. Under the four corners and 

middle points of the net, half-brick weights were hung to ensure that the net retained a 

rectangular structure under the water. In the middle of both widths of IFCAS, two pits 

filled with dried pond mud of the same pond are used as medium for 
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vegetable plantation. On the top of the structure, a scaffold was made using 

split bamboo and net for vegetables to climb on. 

Benefits 

Compared to other aquaculture technology, IFCAS showed several benefits to the 

adopting farmers. Like traditional aquaponics, fish and plants also rely on each other in 

aquageoponics.Here a mutual relationship exists between fish and plants. Unused fish 

feed and excrements result in nitrogenous wastes in the pond water and mud what are 

used as nutrients (nitrate) by the plants in IFCAS. Here some substrates such as, fallen 

leaves from horticulture plants, mud and materials in IFCAS (such as drums, iron plates 

etc.) harbour the nitrifying bacteria what convert toxic ammonia to less 

harmful nitrate. Plant roots hanging from IFCAS pits, absorb nutrients more effectively 

from water than plants do in traditional soil based agriculture as roots are longer and 

healthier in IFCAS. Like in aquaponics, plants grow faster in IFCAS also. Moreover, 

symbiotically plants facilitate by providing fish with ammonia free water in 

return. Harvesting fish and vegetables from IFCAS is very easy for both men and women. 

Apart from consumption of fish and vegetables at the household level, farmers earned 

money by selling fish from IFCAS. IFCAS is not only useful in the small shaded ponds but 

also in multi-ownership ponds, state-owned ponds, natural water bodies (beel), rivers, 

canals, and the waterlogged areas affected by climate change. Along with dissemination of 

this technology in Bangladesh, IFCAS has been trialed in ponds in Nepal which was found 

encouraging for nursing fish fingerlings and vegetables during dry season.  

Stocking density and production 

Professor Dr. M. Mahfujul Haque, the leading researcher of the IFCAS project, 

recommends a stocking density for monosex Tilapia of 100 fry per cubic meter. For 

vegetables, cucumber, bean, bitter melon, Asian spinach etc. are recommended. Tilapia 

production of 1 kg and 52 kg per 9 m2 were found within 120 days of period in the IFCAS 

placed heavily shaded and moderately-shaded ponds, respectively. On-station and farmer 

participatory on-farm research works are underway focusing suitable fish species 

combination in the cage of IFCAS to determine its optimum productivity potential. 
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LOCATING HIGH PERFORMANCE HYDROPONIC GREENHOUSE                            

FARMING - BUILDING INTEGRATED AGRICULTURE 
 

* Dr. VENKATA RAO PUPPALA  

Introduction: 

Building-integrated agriculture is the practice of locating high performance 

hydroponic greenhouse farming systems on and in mixed-use buildings to exploit 

synergies between the built environment and agriculture. Typical characteristics of BIA 

installations include: recirculating hydroponics, waste heat captured from a building's 

heating-ventilation-air condition system (HVAC), solar photovoltaics or other forms 

of renewable energy, rainwater catchment systems, and evaporative cooling. The earliest 

example of BIA may have been the Hanging Gardens of Babylon around 600 BC. Modern 

examples include Eli Zabar's Vinegar Factory Greenhouse, Gotham Greens,  

Dongtan, Masdar City, and Lufa Farms. The term building-integrated agriculture was 

coined by Ted Caplow in a paper delivered at the 2007 Passive and Low Energy Cooling 

Conference in Crete, Greece.  

Background 

Applications of BIA are motivated by trends in patterns of energy use, global 

population, and global climate change. Specific observations include: 

• Globally, modern agriculture uses 70% of fresh water withdrawals, is the world's 

largest source of water pollution, and the largest consumer of land.4 

• According to official UN estimates, global population is expected to exceed nine 

billion by 2050. Food travels hundreds of thousands of miles to reach urban 

consumers, adding to traffic congestion, air pollution and carbon emissions. 

• Increased urbanization, results in marginalization of natural world and distance from 

food production. 

• In the United States, buildings account for 9% of energy use, 68% of electricity 

consumption, 12% of water consumption, and 8% of carbon dioxide emissions. 

• Global warming is predicted to lead to widespread shortages of food, water, and 

arable land by 2050. 

Environmental advantages 

Proponents maintain that BIA is an environmentally sustainable strategy for 

urban food production that reduces our environmental footprint, cuts transportation 

costs, enhances food security / safety, conserves water, protects rivers, improves health, 

reduces waste, cools buildings, and combats global warming. For 

example, hydroponics uses ten to twenty times less land and ten times less water than 

conventional agriculture, while eliminating chemical pesticides, fertilizer runoff, and 

carbon emissions from farm machinery and long distance transport. Using a building's 

waste heat and solar photo voltaic panels reduces fossil fuel emissions that typically result 

from production and distribution. Rainwater catchment systems help to manage 

stormwater, much like a green roof. 
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Economics 

Integrating a farm into a building offers all of the building performance benefits 

of a more conventional green roof, and results in a lower combined energy bill than if the 

components were separate. These systems are achievable with extant technology. Projects 

such as Gotham Greens 10,000-square-foot (90 m2) greenhouse will cost approximately 

$1.4 million to build. Shulman, Robin. "Raising the Root: Some City Dwellers Are Hoping 

Rooftop Farming Will Bear Fruit.". The economics of BIA were the subject of a 2006 

article in the New York Times business section.  

Applications 

BIA systems may be integrated into commercial, educational, and residential 

buildings of varying sizes. Feasibility varies based on building size, climate, availability of 

light, and new build vs. retrofit. BIA farms are located on the building's envelope to make 

maximum use of normal light. Both horizontal (rooftop) and vertical (façade) surfaces 

may be used. A sprinkling of rooftop hydroponic greenhouses can be found around the 

world, including at academic centers in the United States (Washington University and 

Barnard College, among others); on a hospital (Changi) in Singapore; in the Netherlands, 

in India, and in parts of the developing world.The Science Barge, while not on a building, 

is widely cred with invigorating interest in BIA in New York City, following its 2007 public 

debut. 

Retrofit 

Example retrofit projects include: Eli Zabar's Vinegar Factory Greenhouse, which 

has been growing vegetables since 1995 heats his rooftop greenhouse with waste heat 

from the store's bakery, and Gotham Greens, a company building New York City's first 

commercial scale, hydroponic rooftop farm. 

New build 

Example new build projects include the Forest Houses greenhouse, a fully 

integrated rooftop farm integrated onto the rooftop of an affordable housing 

complex, and Solar Two, an environmental learning center that will feature a Vertically 

Integrated Greenhouse.  

Proposed 

Proposed projects include Dongtan, a proposed eco-city island in Shanghai, 

and Masdar City, a carbon neutral city being built in Abu Dhabi, UAE and India. 

Related concepts. Vertical farming is a proposed agricultural concept in which entire 

urban high-rise buildings, not just the building envelope, are dedicated to large-scale 

farming. According to various researchers, to be realized vertical farms would require 

significant technological breakthroughs with regards to energy consumption and 

lighting. It has been estimated that a prototype five-story farm would cost between $20 

million to $0 million.  In compost heated greenhouses, heat and carbon dioxide are 

generated from a manure-based compost contained in a special chamber attached to one 

side of the greenhouse. The New Alchemy Institute designed and built an experimental 
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composting greenhouse in 198 to research opportunities for the production of biothermal 

energy. Growing Power utilizes heat produced through vermicomposting to provide heat 

for their greenhouse.  

Integrated floating cage aquageoponics system 

The Integrated Floating Cage Aquageoponics System (IFCAS) was developed 

as an aquaculture-horticulture based on the concept of integrated farming system 

approach firstly in Bangladesh in 201 to produce fish and vegetables in floating condition 

where waste materials (fish feces and unused feed) from fish culture dissolved in the pond 

water and settled on the bottom mud are used for vegetables production. Of the newly 

adopted term aquageoponics, aqua, geo and ponics means water, mud/ soil and cultivatio

n, respectively. In fact, aquageoponics is a new version of traditional aquaponics where 

soil is used as a medium instead of conventional media such as hydroton, pebbles, and 

sponges. 

Development process of IFCAS 

Filling the gap of supply and demand of fish and vegetables for improving 

household nutrition, the ANEP (Agriculture and Nutrition Extension Project) funded by 

the European Union (EU) works in Barisal District of Bangladesh following an integrated 

aquaculture-agriculture approach. Pond dykes in Barisal are commonly used for planting 

trees by the rural people which provide cooking fuel, fruits, and timber for sale. Trees on 

the pond dyke create shadow, which reduce sunlight penetration to the edges of the pond 

and the dykes. In this context, IFCAS was developed in the shaded ponds without 

changing the vegetative nature of pond dykes following the collegial principles of action 

research. In the whole process of action research, farmers, researchers and developers 

from Bangladesh Agricultural University (BAU), Mymensingh, Patuakhali Science and 

Technology University, Bangladesh, WorldFish-ANEP, and Bangladesh Fisheries Research 

Forum (BFRF) together were involved in the trial of this technology. The concept of 

IFCAS was developed by Dr. M. Mahfujul Haque (Ripon), Professor, Department of 

Aquaculture, BAU, Mymensingh who led the action research as the Principal Investigator. 

Technical aspects 

A 9 m2 rectangular iron-bar made structure was constructed, having 

four concave grooves in its four corners for holding floats of plastic drums. The whole 

bottom of the structure was surrounded by a rectangular nylon net cage with the 

dimensions of length-.66 m × width-2.44 m × depth-1.25 m. Under the four corners and 

middle points of the net, half-brick weights were hung to ensure that the net retained a 

rectangular structure under the water. In the middle of both widths of IFCAS, two pits 

filled with dried pond mud of the same pond are used as medium for 

vegetable plantation. On the top of the structure, a scaffold was made using 

split bamboo and net for vegetables to climb on. 
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Benefits 

Compared to other aquaculture technology, IFCAS showed several benefits to the 

adopting farmers. Like traditional aquaponics, fish and plants also rely on each other in 

aquageoponics.Here a mutual relationship exists between fish and plants. Unused fish 

feed and excrements result in nitrogenous wastes in the pond water and mud what are 

used as nutrients (nitrate) by the plants in IFCAS. Here some substrates such as, fallen 

leaves from horticulture plants, mud and materials in IFCAS (such as drums, iron plates 

etc.) harbour the nitrifying bacteria what convert toxic ammonia to less 

harmful nitrate. Plant roots hanging from IFCAS pits, absorb nutrients more effectively 

from water than plants do in traditional soil based agriculture as roots are longer and 

healthier in IFCAS. Like in aquaponics, plants grow faster in IFCAS also. Moreover, 

symbiotically plants facilitate by providing fish with ammonia free water in 

return. Harvesting fish and vegetables from IFCAS is very easy for both men and women. 

Apart from consumption of fish and vegetables at the household level, farmers earned 

money by selling fish from IFCAS. IFCAS is not only useful in the small shaded ponds but 

also in multi-ownership ponds, state-owned ponds, natural water bodies (beel), rivers, 

canals, and the waterlogged areas affected by climate change. Along with dissemination of 

this technology in Bangladesh, IFCAS has been trialed in ponds in Nepal which was found 

encouraging for nursing fish fingerlings and vegetables during dry season.  

Stocking density and production 

Professor Dr. M. Mahfujul Haque, the leading researcher of the IFCAS project, 

recommends a stocking density for monosex Tilapia of 100 fry per cubic meter. For 

vegetables, cucumber, bean, bitter melon, Asian spinach etc. are recommended. Tilapia 

production of 1 kg and 52 kg per 9 m2 were found within 120 days of period in the IFCAS 

placed heavily shaded and moderately-shaded ponds, respectively. On-station and farmer 

participatory on-farm research works are underway focusing suitable fish species 

combination in the cage of IFCAS to determine its optimum productivity potential. 
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SAMAIKYANDHRA MOVEMENT – BEFORE AND AFTER 
 

* Dr.N.V.S.SURYANARAYANA ** G.H.BINDU 
 

Introduction: 

Samaikya Andhra Movement or Samaikyandhra Udyamam is a people's 

movement organized to keep the Indian state of Andhra Pradesh united, and to prevent 

the division of the state - separating the 10 Telangana Districts of the state into a separate 

Telangana state. The Samaikya Andhra movement is supported by Students and Staff 

from 14 Universities, Advocates, Government employees, RTC Employees, Teachers, 

NGOs, Business Men, Chartered Accountants, Lorry Associations,  Auto Associations, 

Fruit Venders Associations, Rickshaw Pullers association,  Politicians, Formers etc. from 

Andhra & Rayalaseema regions along with various religious, caste, community and 

occupational groups.  

BACKDROP 

The Separate Telangana Movement took shape on 9 December 2009, when as a 

result of a 11-day fast by Telangana Rashtra Samithi (TRS) president K Chandrashekar Rao 

(KCR) with an intention of Political Advantage and Leadership. The Union Home 

Minister P. Chidambaram announced that the Indian government would start the process 

of forming a separate Telangana state pending the introduction and passage of a 

separation resolution in the Andhra Pradesh assembly. The announcement resulted in 

widespread protests across Andhra and Rayalseema regions. 

In the Indian Parliament, MPs belonging to Telugu Desam Party (TDP) & 

Congress Parties along with Jagan Mohan Reddy protested by holding placards favoring a 

United Andhra Pradesh state.  Lagadapati Rajagopal began an indefinite hunger strike 

demanding that the state be kept united. His strike received support from leaders and 

activists of all political parties and several elected representatives and leaders of the 

Congress went on a relay hunger strike extending their support to the MP.  

Students, workers, lawyers & various organizations in the regions launched 

agitations and peaceful demonstrations (Dharnas) demanding that the state be kept 

united. MLAs from these regions also submitted their resignations in protest seeking a 

reversal of the home minister's statement. Two activists also allegedly committed suicide 

in protest against the division of the state.  

TDP leaders including MLAs Devineni Uma and Paritala Sunitha, who were on a 

fast-unto-death as an act of protest in Vijayawada, Ananthapur, Guntur, Ongole etc. were 

arrested and forcibly shifted by the police to hospitals. However, these leaders continued 

their strike by refusing medical treatment. In Kadapa, late CM YSR's brother and Member 

of Legislative Council (MLC) Y. S. Vivekananda Reddy also fasted in support of united 

Andhra accompanied by his wife and followers who sat on a relay hunger strike. Another 

Congress leader who was fasting was also forcibly taken to hospital. A Praja Rajyam Party 
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leader whose condition turned critical on the sixth day of his fast was rushed to hospital 

in Tadipatri.  

Four students of Andhra University became critical when their indefinite fast 

continued for 11 days. The TDP organised a half-naked procession in Vishakapatnam. At 

Sri Venkateswara University, actor Mohan Babu sat on a day-long fast in the campus 

expressing solidarity with the students who were already on a hunger strike.  

On 23 December, keeping in view the reactions of people of other regions, the 

Government of India announced that no action on Telangana will be taken until a 

consensus is reached by all parties and groups in the state. Samaikyandhra movement 

proponents continued the movement demanding a clear stand from the central 

government that the state will remain united and will not be divided.  

On 3 February 2010, the government announced a five-member committee 

headed by former Supreme Court judge Justice Srikrishna to look into the issue. It also 

announced Terms of Reference to the Srikrishna Committee, with a deadline of 31 

December 2010 to submit its report. 

 
Three Major Parts of the Andhra Pradesh 

PUBLIC OPINION AND ASSUMPTIONS REGARDING DIVISION  

Proponents of the Samaikyandhra Movement argue that a division of the state 

will be detrimental to the other regions as majority of the state's income comes from the 

capital Hyderabad and the implementation of welfare programmes would not be possible 

in other regions if the state is divided.  

Students feel that in case of a division, educated youth of other backward regions 

like those in Rayalaseema will be denied employment opportunities.  

Further, due to the division, many top engineering colleges such as CBIT, MGIT, 

Vasavi, Mathrusri falling under the purview of Osmania University will become 

unavailable for students of Andhra & Rayalaseema regions.  

Engineering graduates fear that several government and private institutions for 

training in job-oriented courses are located in Hyderabad and if the state is divided the 

residual state will not have any of these institutes.  
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They also feel that losing a software hub like Hyderabad will cost a lot to the 

students.  

Medical students also fear that since 85 percent of super specialty course seats 

were allotted to colleges in Telangana, students from other regions may not be able to 

pursue important PG courses like cardiology.  

Andhra Pradesh state Developed as an integrated unit in the Indian Union duly 

concentrating on the vast development and self sustenance of the state Capital City 

Hyderabad.(for all Educational, Industrial and Administrative purposes) on par with 

cosmopolitan cities Like Mumbay, Chennai, Bangalore, Kolkata etc. This became 

necessary because vast fertile areas of all coastal districts are earmarked and mainly used 

for the development of Agriculture using water sources of Rivers like the Godavari, 

Krishna, Penna etc. Similarly where rich reserves of Coal is available, Core sector plants 

such as Thermal Power plants are erected in the Telangana area only to meet the power 

needs of entire A.P. Heavy, Medium and cottage industries are functioning at different 

areas and all these products are integrated to develop several products of this proud state.  

Separation of this state in to two would starve all agricultural fields, leaving barren lands, 

shutting down of Medium and cottage industries. Beheading of such state would leave 

only dead parts in India causing heavy losses to Cultural, Industrial, HRD, Economy and 

Science & Technology fields. 

They also believe that the demand to carve out a separate state of Telangana is 

unreasonable, since far greater development took place in many towns and cities of 

Telangana region while other parts of the State were lagging behind in many aspects. This 

was validated by the Srikrishna Committee in its report. Similarly they also feel that the 

myth that smaller states develop faster is wrong, since many states are currently facing a 

whole lot of problems because of lack of sufficient resources and exploitation. They 

demand that a proper survey needs to be conducted to establish the backwardness of each 

region before taking a decision over the bifurcation of Andhra Pradesh. They feel that all 

the areas of north Andhra region barring Visakhapatnam city would come under 

backward area.  

Division of the state, they argue, would also result in water problems in Andhra & 

Rayalaseema since Telangana was on the upstream of Krishna & Godavari Rivers. Farmers 

& water-users associations express fear that division of the state would render upland 

areas in Krishna delta into a desert and force farmers to migrate as daily wage earners. 

They also mention that small states would lead to problems of Naxalism.  

Eminent Journalist Kuldip Nayar also felt that small states do not necessarily 

bring about prosperity. He went on to say that the people in Punjab are now realizing that 

bifurcation of the state was a big mistake. India's Famous social activist and anti-graft 

crusader Anna Hazare said that creation of Telangana state will not only encourage the 

demand for newer states, but also new districts which will weaken the country.  
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SRI KRISHNA COMMITTEE REPORT 

The five member committee headed by Justice B.N. Srikrishna which submitted 

its report in two volumes to the Home Ministry of India on 30 December 2010 favoured 

the option to keep the State united and providing for creation of a statutorily empowered 

Telangana Regional Council for socio-economic development and political development 

of Telangana region. Samaikhyandhra proponents welcomed the report and supported 

the recommended option. Telangana leaders rejected the recommendations of the Sri 

Krishna Committee Report and insisted on the formation of a separate Telangana State 

with Hyderabad as its capital.  

SOME IMPORTANT PROTESTS (2010) : 

In January, in Krishna District activists stopped trains at various railway stations 

and resorted to road blockades at some places. As many as 46 trains were “detained” for 

duration ranging between 2 minutes and 45 minutes at various stations in the Vijayawada 

division of the South Central Railway. However, no damage to railway properties was 

reported. MLAs from Congress & TDP participated in the agitation. A government teacher 

in Tirupati reportedly committed suicide for the cause of the united state leaving a note 

behind which mentioned that he was saddened by the bandhs strikes and other endeavors 

being undertaken to split the state.  

In February, the Samaikyandhra Medical Joint Action Committee in its inaugural 

session at Tirupati accused P. Chidambaram of ‘conspiring’ to weaken Andhra Pradesh by 

allegedly encouraging bifurcation of the unified State into Telengana and Andhra. They 

said that his stand against bifurcation of Tamil Nadu & Andhra Pradesh shows his double 

standards and his ‘conspiracy’ as a Tamil Nadu politician to weaken Andhra Pradesh by 

breaking the State into two and thereby put deliberate brakes on its fast-track 

development recorded especially during the last 15 years.  

In March, Leaders of Samaikyandhra Parirakshana Samithi performed 

‘palabhishekam,' at the statue of Gurram Jashua in Nagarampalam and at the statue of 

Annamaya protesting against the desecration of statues of eminent Telugu personalities 

by pro-Telangana forces at Tank Bund during the Million March.  

On November 1, the formation day of the state of Andhra Pradesh, 

Samaikyandhra protagonists in Vijayawada reiterated their commitment to keep the State 

united by paying floral tributes to Potti Sriramulu, whose life sacrifice led to formation of 

Andhra state in 1953 and later Andhra Pradesh in 1956.  

At a meeting organised by the SARVJAC, representatives of State government 

employees, teachers and lawyers vowed to make any sacrifice to prevent any move to 

divide the state.  

Cultural programmes were organised to highlight the rich cultural heritage of Telugu 

people on the occasion.  
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PROTESTS IN 2012 

In August, the Student JAC warned that it will revive the agitation if the Centre 

does not come out with a strong message on keeping the State united.  

At a meeting held on the premises of Acharya Nagarjuna University attended by 

representatives from 14 universities in Coastal and Rayalaseema regions the activists 

demanded that the Centre make its stand clear on the Telangana issue and clear the 

uncertainty in the State.  

On December 9, the anniversary of the Union government's statement in 2009, 

the Samaikya Andhra Rashtra Vidyarthi Joint Action Committee (Sarvjac) organized 

protests against moves to grant statehood to Telangana and remembered the day as 

Vidroha Dinam (betrayal day).  

On December 28, leaders of the Samaikyandhra Parirakshna Samithi met in 

Vijayawada and warned of serious problems if separate Telangana state was formed. They 

also expressed anger at Telangana leaders for their alleged inciting statements. Some 

educational institutions in Guntur remained closed today in response to the bandh call 

given by the Smaikyandrhra student JAC and demonstrations were held.  

PROTESTS IN 2013 

In the run-up to the one-month deadline, when the home minister was to 

announce a decision on the division of state, several political leaders and organizations 

met him to demand that the state be kept united.  

On 10 January, Students led by Samaikyandhra Joint Action Committee picketed 

in front of Guntur MP Rayapati Sambasiva Rao's house urging him to take a strong stand 

for a united state.  

On 18 January, leaders of the Samaikyandra students JAC were arrested near 

Public Gardens in Hyderabad when they tried to hold a meeting at the venue.  

In June 2013, Samaikyandhra JAC activists protesting BJP's stand on the state division 

issue were attacked by BJP activists, when they tried to enter a meeting at the townhall in 

Nellore.  

Union Tourism Minister Chiranjeevi, whose previous party Praja Rajyam 

supported the united state stand before its merger with Congress, reiterated that 

personally he was still in favour of the untied state but will abide by whatever the 

Congress high command decides.  
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CONGRESS CORE COMMITTEE (CWC) MEETING 

On 1 July, Congress party's in-charge of the state, Digvijay Singh said that party is 

at the final stages of taking decision on Telangana issue. He also directed state chief 

minister, deputy chief minister and state party president (they represent assembly 

constituencies in Rayalaseema, Telangana and Coastal Andhra regions respectively) to 

furnish a roadmap, keeping both options open, that could help lead to a decision.  

Amidst reports of the central government reportedly moving towards a decision 

on the Telangana issue, 4 MLAs & 2 MLCs belonging to the Congress, YSRCP & TDP 

tendered token resignations to protest against division of the state.  

SVJAC activists also submitted a representation to Digvijaya Singh not to divide 

the State after several committees set up had not decided against creation of Telangana. 

They expressed apprehension that Rayalaseema and Coastal areas would face water and 

power problems and would slip into backwardness with lands turning into desert. Small 

states would also lead to problems of Naxalism, JAC State convener D.V. Krishna Yadav 

and others said in a statement.  

In a meeting on 5 July in Anantapur, Samaikyandhra JAC decided to hold a large 

number of meetings in various districts to exert pressure against dividing the state.  

A large number of activists from the Samaikyandhra JAC took out a rally at 

Dharmavaram in Anantapur district. In a related development, Union minister of state for 

Railways Kotla Jayasurya Prakasha Reddy met Digvijay Singh and represented to him that 

state should be kept united.  

In Vishakapatnam, activists of the Samaikya Andhra Porata Samithi (SAPS) staged 

a protest and appealed to MP Purandeswari by sending her an Ashada Masa gift of 

turmeric, kumkum, bananas, sweetmeats and a saree (usually presented by brothers to 

married sisters during Ashada Masam) through parcel services. They also sent a 

Kamandala and Vibhoodhi (holy ash) to T. Subbarami Reddy, indirectly urging him to 

take up the issue seriously or be prepared for political exile. The activists also threatened 

to lay siege on their houses in Vizag, if they failed to respond positively to their cause for a 

united Andhra.  

SAPS state president GA Narayana Rao alleged that the two leaders were neither 

lobbying for united Andhra in Delhi with the Congress high command nor were they 

meeting with Seemandhra leaders to express their support to the cause.  

A group of activists also burnt an effigy of the state government at Andhra 

University even as another group of activists conducted a meeting of intellectuals 

supporting the united Andhra cause.  While at the intellectuals meet held at the public 

library, a majority of speakers opposed the government's attitude toward bifurcation, they 

said they would not accept a division of the state.  

In Tirupati, students of various educational institutes took out a massive rally and 

formed a human chain at the busy town club circle while advocates decided to boycott 

their duties. In a meeting jointly convened by SAPS and Sri Venkateswara University 
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Teachers Association (SVUTA) intellectuals strongly opposed the state bifurcation saying 

that they have already sacrificed two state capital cities Chennai and Kurnool during the 

formation of Andhra and Andhra Pradesh respectively and that they are not ready to 

sacrifice another capital city Hyderabad. 

In Delhi, activits peacefully stood outside Digvijaya Singh's residence with posters 

carrying message of unity is strength and many like that. 

On July 11 the state chief minister, deputy chief minister and state party president 

presented their views in the Congress core committee meeting, post which it was 

announced that a decision will be taken by the Congress Working Committee. 

Congress Working Committee Resolution to form Telangana as Separate State. 

The Indian National Congress party also announced that all the concerns of 

people from remaining regions regarding sharing of water & power resources will be 

addressed.  

TRS welcomed the decision and its chief KCR said that his party is fine with 

Hyderabad being the joint capital. 

 
BREAKUP OF UNITED ANDHRA PRADESH 

REACTIONS AFTERMATH 

After Bandh, Gherao, Hartal, Strike action, Procession, Human Chain, Candle 

Show, Distibama Dahanam, Vanta Varpu, Laksha Gala Garjana, Suicide and other unique 

forms of protests 

PUBLIC PROTESTS AFTER CWC DECISION  

FIRST WEEK 

The decision to create a separate state triggered protests across the Andhra & 

Rayalaseema regions. A bandh was observed on 31 July amidst sporadic protests by 

students, the NGOs (the non-gazetted government employees) and other sections of the 

public. Protesters raised slogans and burnt effigies of Sonia Gandhi and KCR. 

In Vizianagaram, a home guard committed suicide in protest against the decision 

and another death, of a student, was reported from Guntur over the same issue. Teacher 

MLC Gade Srinivasulu Naidu expressed his deep condolence in this regard and committed 

that he will resign for United Andhra pradesh. 
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Young Guy Sacrifise His Klife In Need Of Samaikyandhra 

In Vishakapatnam, bandh was peaceful with representatives of various groups 

advocating the cause of an integrated state protesting at various junctions in the city 

expressing their ire at the Congress president Sonia Gandhi. APSRTC employees union 

and AP Government Doctors Association also extended their support to keep the state 

united.  

All private business establishments, banks, government offices, hotels remained 

closed.  

APSRTC buses, private passenger buses as well as three wheelers were off the roads. Two 

youth also attempted self-immolation.  

RTC BUSSES RESTED AT DEPOTS 

In Kurnool, a statue of Rajiv Gandhi was vandalized. At Proddatur, agitators 

observed a shut down and partially damaged a Rajiv Gandhi statue. In the East Godavari 

district, protests against the bifurcation of Andhra Pradesh continued, with APSRTC 

buses and government properties being damaged.  

In Rajamundry, all educational, commercial, financial institutions including 

ATMs and government office remained closed and joined the on-going agitation.  

Roads were deserted after the withdrawal of APSRTC bus services due to damage 

caused by agitators in Peddapuram. 

At Narsipatnam, nearly 20,000 students organised a human chain expressing their 

displeasure over the formation of Telangana.  

Lawyers also boycotted courts as part of their 72-hour boycott, demanding the 

central government to keep Andhra Pradesh united. 

On 3 August, around 3,500 Seemandhra employees in the Secretariat boycotted 

their duties took out a rally under the banner ‘Andhra Pradesh Secretariat Seemandhra 

Employees Forum’ and staged a dharna. They gheraoed minister S Sailajanath and former 

minister Gade Venkata Reddy who visited the Secretariat to extend their support to the 

agitating employees. 

Muslims at many places organized iftar parties on highways and road junctions as 

a way of lodging protest against the division of Andhra Pradesh.  

Thousands of Muslims took out processions in Dharmavaram, Anantapur, 

Nuzvidu, Visakhapatnam, Jaggaiahpet and Kadapa and squatted on junctions to break 

their fast.  
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Samaikyandhra Muslims JAC expressed fears that partition of the state would 

benefit the BJP in Telangana and Seemandhra regions and anti-secular forces would gain 

the upper hand.  

Religious groups such as Christian associations and Hindu priests also extended 

their support to the agitation. Several caste, community, trade groups also participated in 

protests by flaunting their respective tags.  

SECOND WEEK 

On 8 August, Hundreds of supporters including students and members of 

different organisations took out rallies in all 13 districts of Andhra & Rayalaseema. 

Seemandhra employees working in Secretariat held a silent protest rally in Hyderabad 

while at some places in the 13 districts protesters wore blind-folds during a 

demonstration.  

In Kakinada, MLA Thota Trimurthulu took out a padyatra while another MLA 

Kanna Babu performed homam (a fire ritual) while students organized bike rallies. 

Protests were held in various parts of the East Godavari district. 

       
UDYOGASTULA ARDHANAGNA PRADARSHANA  SWEEPING OF ROADS BY 

LAWYERS 

Animal Husbandry Department employees staged a novel protest in Vijayawada 

by including the gangireddulu (decorated bullocks) and dogs as part of the protest rally. 

The In Vizianagaram, all the 840 APSRTC services from nine depots in Vizianagaram and 

Srikakulam districts remained off the road, while the Collector’s office and other 

government departments wore a deserted look.  

Normal life was also affected in Prakasam district as bandh was observed by 

Samaikyandhra JAC leaders. Taxi owners took out a procession and burnt an effigy of KCR 

in Ongole town while the agitators set ablaze the effigy of Congress president Sonia 

Gandhi at Markapur. 

THIRD WEEK 

On 15 August, agitation in the East & West Godavari districts continued unabated 

with a several sections of the people organising a series of rallies, rasta rokos, dharnas and 

relay hunger strike and even blood donation camp. Students, teachers, lawyers, 

pensioners, traders, caste groups, government revenue employees organized several 

protests.  
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FOURTH WEEK 

On 22 August, a rally named Laksha Gala Ghosha (cry of one lakh voices) in 

Kurnool saw an impressive turn out of supporters and students.  

Rajahmundry Bar Association members wearing black coats took out bike rally expressing 

their opposition for the proposed bifurcation of the state.  

              
SAMAIKYANDHAR KAGADALA PRADARSHANA     SAMAIKYANDHRA HUMAN 

DESIGN SAMAIKYANDHAR KAGADALA PRADARSHANA 

At Amalapuram, several employees, students and supporters of several political 

parties took out rallies.  

In Rajahmundry, a section of farmers staged a novel protest by portraying the 

ministers as pests on a flexi banner and sprayed pesticide on them in a symbolic manner 

to get rid of them.  

FIFTH WEEK  

On 5 September, in Nellore, Laksha Gala Ghosha under the banner of 

Samaikyandhra Simha Garjana was held at the A.C. Subba Reddy sports stadium which 

was attended by over 1.25 lakh people. Every inch of the space in the vast stadium was 

occupied by the turnout and there was sizeable presence of women too among the 

gathering. Notwithstanding the scorching heat, the crowd actively raised slogans and 

some young girls even danced for patriotic numbers encouraged by the singers of some 

local orchestra groups. What surprised everyone was the voluntary turnout of people 

without support from any political leader or party to mobilise the crowds. All roads in 

Nellore led to the stadium between 8 am and 12 noon and everyone coming from outside 

walked anywhere between 5 km to 8 km to reach the venue as police prevented entry of 

vehicles to avoid any inconvenience to pedestrians heading to the stadium.  

SAVE ANDHRA PRADESH MEETING IN HYDERABAD  

On 7 September, In Hyderabad, Government employees asserted that they would 

settle for nothing less than undivided Andhra Pradesh at their impressive public meeting 

Save Andhra Pradesh, organised by the AP Non-Gazetted Officers’ Association at LB 

Stadium amid heightened tension on account of the Telangana bandh call, sporadic 

attacks and heavy police restrictions. The stadium was packed to capacity. Organisers 

estimated the total turnout to be in the range of 40,000 to 50,000. All the galleries and the 

ground were packed with employees from various departments. During the meeting, 

APNGOs president Ashok Babu said the people of Seemandhra were not ready to accept 

division or give up Hyderabad as their livelihood is linked to the city. He said that Indira 
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Gandhi ordered for United Andhra Pradesh but the Congress decided to carve out 

separate Telangana state with Hyderabad as its capital. Ashok Babu, strongly objected to 

the restrictions imposed by the police on live coverage of the meeting. He reminded that 

they have conducted the meeting with the permission of the police and the High Court. 

He questioned as to how far it was justifiable to impose restrictions on live coverage of the 

meeting of APNGOs. It was undemocratic to muzzle the voice of media, he said. He 

cautioned that they would further intensify their agitation, if the Telangana Bill was 

introduced in Parliament, not considering the sentiments of Seemandhra people. He also 

revealed a plan to conduct a million march in Parade Grounds in Hyderabad.  

SIXTH WEEK  

On 8 September, a large number of Muslims congregate in Anantapur and offered 

mass prayers for unity of the state. Activists blocked the Anantapur-Hyderabad NH-44 

road at Pamidi in the district protesting against attack on the employees at Hyderabad. 

Scores of students and members of different organisations took to streets supporting the 

movement and raised slogans and took out massive rallies, formed human chains in 

Kurnool, Anantapur, East Godavari and other districts. Scores of students participated in 

human chain in Guntur district. In Vizianagaram district, TDP workers swept the streets 

while in Kurnool, protesters participated in cultural activities on the roads. Agitators held 

rasta-roko on Bengaluru highway in Anantapur district resulting in stranding of vehicles 

on a long stretch. Also, women staged road blockade on Kakinada-Rajahmundry route in 

East Godavari. 

SUPPORT IN TELANGANA  

AIMIM party which represents majority of assembly segments in Hyderabad 

region has consistently reiterated their commitment towards a unified state. Also, 

Sangareddy MLA Jagga Reddy has come in support of keeping the state united apart from 

these there is no visible active political support for this movement from any political 

parties in the Telangana region.  

Samaikya Andhra JAC could not organize any public event in Telangana region 

due to threats & objections by proponents of separate State for Telangana.  

In 2010, Chiranjeevi and Jagan Mohan Reddy who had openly supported this 

movement had faced trouble attending some public events in Telangana region, in the 

form of attacks by pro-telangana activits. Later, they had addressed several rallies in the 

region.  

In light of the ongoing violent agitations and political gridlock, some politicians 

have suggested to include Nalgonda district in to Seemandhra instead of Kurnool district. 

This could resolve the issue of hyderabad as a permanent common capital.  

This proposal means Hyderabad can be a border city of telangana and seemandhra. Many 

Telangana leaders have opposed this plan. 
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SUPPORT FROM NRIS 

This movement has also received support from NRIs settled abroad with 

AndhraPradeshNRI.org, a non-profit organization created to provide a platform to reflect 

the views of NRIs of Andhra Pradesh origin, organizing several events across the US to 

celebrate the AP formation day in November 2010.  

No politician from Telangana attended these events. A group of Telangana NRIs 

protested at the events organized by Samaikya Andhra proponents.  

Telugus in Canada cutting across regional lines criticized the Indian government 

for succumbing to "blackmail" to create Telangana out of Andhra Pradesh and have come 

out against the division of the state.  

Based on the collective opinion of various stakeholders from Seemandhra the 

following points to be followed by the government :  

• Keep the State United and withdraw the issue of separation. 

• Keep the State United and Give Good Package to develop the Backward Areas allover 

the State. 

• Keep the State United and initiate Regional Council for three Areas with required 

funding. 

• In the Worst case, if State Separates as Telangana and Seemaandhra, make Hyderabad 

as Combined Capital for ever. 

• If the State Separated as Telangana and Seemaandhra, make Hyderabad as capital of 

both in the status of Union Territory (UT).  

• If Separates Andhra Pradesh as Telangana and Seemaandhra keep Hyderabad as 

Combined Capital and share the revenue to all the districts of Andhra Pradesh as per 

the ratio based on the backwardness. 

• If State Separated, as Telangana and Seemaandhra if wanted keep Hyderabad in 

Telangana state, the Central Government should takeover all the Projects of 

Seemandhra and allocate sufficient funds and apportion Huge Package for 

construction of Capital for Andhra through an ordinance.  

• If Separate the State as Telangana and Seemaandhra if, want keep Hyderabad in 

Telangana state, the Central Government should share the water resources based on 
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the need of the States with allocation of Huge Revenue Package for Seemandhra 

Development.  

• If the State separates, the Central Government should took initiation to establish 

Educational Institutions, IITs, Medical Colleges, Universities, in the backward areas in 

Andhra and Rayalaseema Region proportionately.   

• If the State separates the Central Government should took initiation to repay all the 

debts of Seemandhra, which was taken from various International Banks.  
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SELF-EFFICACY AND JOB SATISFACTION OF AP RESIDENTIAL SOCIETY      

SCHOOLS AND CENTRAL BOARD OF SECONDARY EDUCATION                               

SCHOOLS TEACHERS –  A STUDY 
 

* Dr. SEERA HEMALATHA, ** N. SURYA KANTHI 
 

Introduction: 

The present investigation is to make a probe into the relationship between 

Teacher Self-Efficacy and Job Satisfaction among the Teachers of AP Residential Society 

Schools and Central Board of Secondary Education Schools (N = 148), besides testing 

whether the correlations obtained for the comparable sample differ significantly and 

concludes that both the aspects are significant statistically.  In respect of Teacher Self-

efficacy the variables like Sex, Locality, Age, Experience and Type of Institution are 

statistically corroborated.  In respect of Teacher Job Satisfaction all the variables viz., Sex, 

Locality, Age, Marital Status, Qualification, Experience and Type of Institution are 

statistically significant. Further, Teacher Self-efficacy and Job Satisfaction are 

independent but they are inter-dependent.  The investigation shows that there is 

significance of relationship between the dimensions of Teacher Self-efficacy and Job 

Satisfaction of the Teachers.  The area wise means in merit order of Teacher Self-efficacy 

is –  Physiological and Psychological experience, Vicarious experience, Social experience 

and Mastery experience, while the mean values dimension wise of Teacher Job 

Satisfaction in merit order is – Innovation, Inter-Personal Relations, Teaching Learning 

and Professional aspects.  

It is widely recognized that education, adequate in quality and scale is the most 

powerful instrument for national development, welfare and security.  The instrument 

must of course be wisely used.  Education is such a potent instrument that bad education 

is not only bad in itself but it can do great harm, lasting harm.  The growth rate of science 

and technology, globally speaking, is extraordinarily fast – almost unbelievably fast.  The 

growth in science and technology that is, the new discoveries and developments in the 

next decade or so would be about equal in volume to the knowledge that mankind has 

gathered over the preceding several centuries.  All these developments are possible 

through education in which the teacher is an important personality to achieve the 

educational tasks.  The Human Resource Development Ministry, Government of India has 

recently pronounced in its New Policy on Education to enhance the quality among the 

Pupils in Secondary Schools.  Thus, it is considered that the teacher is the important 

personality who is responsible to maintain the discipline, enhance quality and producing 

better future generation.  Hence, this is the right time to focus the need to study the 

relationship between Self-efficacy and Job Satisfaction among the sample of Teachers 

working in A.P. Residential Society Schools (APRS) and Central Board of Secondary 

Education Schools (CBSE) in Vizianagaram District. 
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The prime object of the present study is to measure the Teacher Self-efficacy and 

Job Satisfaction among the Teachers of these Schools in Vizianagaram District.  Thus a 

systematic study of Self-efficacy and Job Satisfaction of these School Teachers in the 

present environmental context is very much needed. It is also intended to study the 

influence of intervening variables of Self-efficacy and Job Satisfaction among the teachers 

of APRS Schools and CBSE Schools.  The term ‘Self-efficacy’ is the most pervading and 

important of the psychological mechanisms of self-influence (Albert Bandura, 2000).  So, 

Self-Efficacy is consists of Social, Environmental and psychological functioning, which 

operate as interacting determinants that influence one another bi-directional. According 

to Stajkovic and Luthans (1998) defined that Self-efficacy refers to an individual’s 

conviction for about his or her abilities to mobilize the motivation, cognitive resources 

and courses of action needed to successfully execute a specific task within a given context.  

In terms of the declaration of Indian Education Commission (1964-66) that ‘nothing is 

more important than providing teachers best professional preparations and creating 

satisfactory condition of work in which there can full be effective’. The term ‘Job 

Satisfaction’ is generally used in organizational behavior in business management.  

According Keith Davi (1993) that ‘Job satisfaction is the favourableness or 

unfavourableness with which employees view their work.  According to Garton (1976), 

employee’s satisfaction and morale are attitudinal variables that reflect positive or 

negative feelings about particular persons or situations, satisfaction when applied to work 

context of teaching seems to refer to the extent to which a teacher can meet individual, 

personal and professional needs as an employees’. 

Agarwala, Surila (1999) found that ‘Relative Efficacy of Work-supply and sentence 

repeat method in the modification of oral reading errors’.  Ashum Gupta & Bikkar 

S.Randhawa (2000) stated that ‘Efficacy is within a common intrinsic Structure’.  Whereas 

Goker (2006) disclosed that Experimental activity, such as teaching practicum or other 

mastery experiences seem to have a great impact on self-efficacy of pre-service teachers. 

Bhandarkar (1980) reported that no significance of relationship between qualification and 

job satisfaction.  Gupta (1980) found that marital status, age and experience were not 

associated with job satisfaction.  Richard (1988) found that achievement recognition are 

the predominant factors of job satisfaction and the predominant dissatisfaction factors 

are unfairness, a lack of sense of achievement and school policy administration, 

The theoretical questions arise in the mind of the investigator that - Is teacher 

Self-Efficacy correlate with Teacher Job satisfaction?  Is there significance of relationship 

between the dimensions of Teacher Self-Efficacy and Teacher Job satisfaction?  How the 

demographic and professional variables are influencing on the Self-Efficacy and Teacher 

Job satisfaction aspects?  Thus this study reveals some interesting conclusions. 

PROBLEM 

The problem posed in this study to establish the relationship between Teacher 

Self-Efficacy and Job satisfaction among the Teachers working in A.P.Residential Society 
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Schools (APRS) and Central Board of Secondary Education Schools (CBSE) in 

Vizianagaram District.  

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

(1)To study the relationship between Teacher Self-Efficacy and Job satisfaction among 

the APRS and CBSE School Teachers. 

(2)To find out the significance of relationship between Dimensions of – Teacher Self-

Efficacy; and Teacher Job satisfaction among the CBSE and APSE School Teachers. 

(3)To find out the significance of difference between the demographic and professional 

variables in respect of Teacher Self-Efficacy, Teacher Job satisfaction among the CBSE 

and APRS School Teachers. 

HYPOTHESES 

(1)  There is no significance of relationship between Teacher Self-efficacy and Teacher 

Job satisfaction.  

(2)  There is no significance of relationship between the Dimensions of Teacher Self-

Efficacy; and Teacher Job satisfaction. 

(3)  Teachers considered under Sex, Locality, Age, Marital Status, Qualification, 

Experience and Type of Institution do not differ significantly in their Teacher Self-

Efficacy and Job satisfaction. 

PROCEDURE 

In order to test the hypotheses, the investigator is planned and executed in four 

phases.  In the first phase development and standardization of Teacher Self-Efficacy and 

Job satisfaction self-rating scales.  In the second phase measurement of Teachers’ opinion 

is collected with the help of above two self-rating scales.  In the third phase using 

appropriate statistical procedure is adopted to find out the significance of relationship 

between Teacher Self-Efficacy and Teacher Job satisfaction.  In the Fourth and last phase 

using appropriate statistical procedures so as to find out the significance of difference 

between the demographic variables in their Teacher Self-Efficacy and Job satisfaction. 

ADMINISTRATION OF THE TOOLS 

After developing and standardizing these two tools following the predictive 

validity as suggested by John, W.Best and James V.Kahn, the final and fresh scales are 

prepared for administration with specific instructions.  Each statement of Self-Efficacy 

and Job satisfaction tools are followed with the five alternatives as suggested by Likert’s 

methods of summated rating technique.  Those five alternatives are – Strongly Agree (SA), 

Agree (A), Neutral (N), Disagree (DA) and Strongly Disagree (SDA).   A clear instruction 

was given to the respondents to express their opinion while putting a tick mark against 

the response category to which they are agreed with.  Each scale is provided with the 

personal data sheet.  These two scales are administered among 148 Teachers working in 

APRS and CBSE Schools in Vizianagaram District. 
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COLLECTION OF DATA 

For collection of data, the investigator personally visited each Institution and 

administered these scales to the teachers.  They also advised to put their name, sex, 

qualification, designation, Age, experience and address of the school etc., as mentioned in 

the demographic data sheet provided to each tool.  Teachers are further requested not to 

leave any item of the tool.  Most of the teachers have responded on the spot and return 

the tools to the investigator.  Thus these two tools collected are scored according to the 

scoring procedure tool wise. 

SCORING 

The responses scored according to the key of Self-Efficacy and Job satisfaction 

tools.  The Self-Efficacy and Job satisfaction tools are provided with five alternatives and 

weightages are given from 5 to 1 for all the positive items viz., Strongly Agree: SD (5), 

Agree: A(4), Neutral: N(3), Disagree: DA(2) and Strongly Disagree: SDA(1).   Further, the 

weightage is given in the reverse order in respect of negative items.  Thus the total scores 

of Self-Efficacy are in between 46 - 230 and the total score of Job satisfaction are in 

between 25 – 125.    

SAMPLE 

To study the Self-Efficacy and Job Satisfaction of APRS and CBSE School Teachers, 

the Investigator has confined his study to 16 CBSE Schools (07) and APRS Schools (09) in 

Vizianagaram District. To measure the Teacher Self-Efficacy and Job satisfaction of the 

selected sample of Teachers, the collected data was categorized variable wise viz., Sex 

(Male= 82; Female = 66), Locality (Rural = 73; Urban = 75),  Age (Below 35 years = 78; 

Above 35 years = 70), Marital Status (Married – 89; Unmarried – 59), Qualification (B.Ed., 

= 87; M.Ed., = 61), Experience (Below 15 years = 76; Above 15 years = 72), Type of 

Institution (APRS Schools = 88; CBSE Schools = 60)   Thus, the total sample of Teachers is 

148 and it is found to be a satisfactory sample.  The sample is believed to be an adequate 

to test the hypotheses.   

DELIMITATION OF THE STUDY 

This study is delimited to the Teachers working in APRS and CBSE Schools in 

Vizianagaram District only. To measure the opinion of teachers in their Teacher Self-

Efficacy (covering with four dimensions) and Job satisfaction (covering with four 

dimensions) self-rating Scale is used.    

TOOLS DESCRIPTION 

The ‘Self-Efficacy’ tool was devised and standardized by Dr.Ch.Satyarao (2009) for 

his research study on Junior College Lecturers.  This stool is consists of four dimensions 

namely – Mastery Experience (12 items), Vicarious Experience (12 items), Social 

Experience (11 items) and Physiological and Psychological experience (11 items).  Whereas 

the Job satisfaction Tool was designed and standardized by Dr.U.Nageswara Rao (1995) is 

used to measure the Job satisfaction of selected Secondary School Teachers.  This tool is 
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consists of four dimensions viz., Professional (07 items), Teaching Learning (06 items), 

Innovation (06 items) and Inter-Personal Relations (06 items).  

STATISTICAL PROCEDURE ADOPTED 

After presenting the methodological aspects, the statistical procedure was used to 

establish the relationship between the two variables, i.e., Teacher Self-Efficacy and 

Teacher Job Satisfaction; ‘r’ values are computed.  To measure the significance of 

differences between these two variables in relation to the demographic variables means, 

standard deviations and Critical Ratio values are computed. 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The following statistics were calculated for arriving at conclusions likes co-

efficient correlation to find the relationship between Teacher Self-Efficacy and Job 

satisfaction and also obtained the Critical Ratio values variables wise. 

Table 1 : - Table showing significance of ‘r’ between APRS and CBSE  School 

Teachers in their Self-Efficacy and Job satisfaction 

Variable category N Df ‘r’ Probability 

Teacher Self-Efficacy 

 

Teacher Job Satisfaction 

 

148 

 

146 

 

0.71 

Significant at 

0.01 

Level 

The value of ‘r’ is significant and hence, the hypothesis stated that ‘there is no 

significance of relationship between Teacher Self-Efficacy and Job satisfaction’ is rejected. 

Table 2 

Table showing the inter-correlation matrix of various dimensions of Teacher Self-

Efficacy  of Dr.Ch.Satya Rao(2000) 

 Mastery 

experience 

Vicarious 

experience 

Social  

Experience 

Physiological & 

Psychological 

experience 

Mastery 

experience 

1.00 0.43 0.41 0.52 

Vicarious 

experience 

 1.00 0.56 0.49 

Social  

Experience 

  1.00 0.68 

Physiological & 

Psychological 

experience 

   1.00 

From the above table it can be concluded that the obtained ‘r’ values are 

significant at 0.01 levels respectively.  The dimensions of Self-efficacy are correlated and 

statistically corroborated.  Hence, the null hypothesis is rejected. 
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Table 3Table showing the inter-correlation Matrix of various Dimensions of 

Teacher Job Satisfaction Scale of Dr.U.Nageswara Rao (1995) 

 Professional Teaching 

Learning 

Innovation Inter-

Personal 

Relations 

Professional 1.00 0.48 0.37 0.53 

Teaching Learning  1.00 0.51 0.49 

Innovation   1.00 0.63 

Inter-Personal 

Relations 

   1.00 

From the above table it is concluded that the obtained ‘r’ values are significant at 

0.01 levels respectively.  The dimensions of Job Satisfaction factors viz., Professional, 

Teaching Learning, Innovation and Inter-Personal Relations  aspects of Teachers are 

correlated and statistically corroborated.  Hence, the null hypothesis that ‘there is no 

significance of relationship between the dimensions of Teacher Job Satisfaction’ is 

rejected. 

Table 4 

Table showing the significance of difference of Means between APRS and CBSE 

School Teachers in their Self-Efficacy and Job Satisfaction 

Self-Efficacy                                           Job Satisfaction 

Variable  

Category 

Mean S.D N C.R Mean S.D N C.R 

Male  

 

Female  

124.78 

 

114.51 

26.19 

 

26.38 

82 

 

66 

 

2.36* 

74.39 

 

78.98 

14.23 

 

14.84 

82 

 

66 

 

2.32* 

Rural area  

 

Urban area  

126.57 

 

115.39 

26.34 

 

26.33 

73 

 

75 

 

2.58** 

79.86 

 

85.67 

14.28 

 

14.25 

73 

 

75 

 

2.47* 

Below 35  

years Age 

 

Above 35  

years Age 

125.27 

 

 

 

116.21 

26.29 

 

 

 

27.35 

78 

 

 

 

70 

 

 

2.04* 

83.59 

 

 

 

77.65 

14.24 

 

 

 

14.32 

78 

 

 

 

70 

 

 

2.52* 

Married 

 

Unmarried 

117.59 

 

125.82 

26.16 

 

28.43 

89 

 

59 

 

1.78@ 

81.69 

 

76.07 

14.18 

 

15.06 

89 

 

59 

 

2.27* 

B.Ed., 

 

M.Ed., 

125.52 

 

116.89 

25.39 

 

27.42 

87 

 

61 

 

1.95@ 

79.43 

 

84.32 

14.21 

 

15.03 

87 

 

61 

 

1.98* 
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Below 15 years  

Experience 

 

Above 15 years  

Experience 

125.45 

 

 

 

116.41 

26.34 

 

 

 

26.39 

76 

 

 

 

72 

 

 

2.08* 

81.65 

 

 

 

88.11 

14.25 

 

 

 

14.29 

76 

 

 

 

72 

 

 

2.74*

* 

APRS Schools 

 

CBSE Schools 

115.86 

 

126.34 

26.47 

 

27.56 

88 

 

60 

 

2.31* 

84.65 

 

89.97 

14.21 

 

15.04 

88 

 

60 

 

2.16* 

      **Significant at 0.01 level 

        *Significant at 0.05 level      @Not Significant at any level 

From the above table it can be concluded that the Critical Ratio values in respect 

of variables Sex, Locality, Age, Experience and Type of Institution in their Self-Efficacy are 

more than 1.96 but less than 2.58, which is significant at 0.05 levels respectively.  Hence, 

the null hypotheses in respect of these variables are rejected. Further, it is also concluded 

that though there is significance of difference between the Teachers considered under 

Marital Status and Qualification categories, statistically they are not corroborated; hence, 

the null hypotheses are accepted.  

Further, it is also discloses that the Critical Ratio values in respect of all the 

variables  viz., Sex, Locality, Age, Marital Status, Qualification, Experience and Type of 

Institution in their Teacher Job Satisfaction do differed significantly.  The obtained 

Critical Ratio values of these variables are more than 1.96 but less than 2.58, which is 

significant at 0.05 and 0.01 levels respectively.  Hence, the hypotheses are rejected.    

Table 6     

Table showing the Mean values of the Dimensions in respect of Self-Efficacy and 

Motivation of CBSE and APSE School Teachers (N = 134) 

 Self-Efficacy Mean S.D Job Satisfaction Mean S.D 

Mastery experience 33.69 7.82 Professional 23.47 4.59 

Vicarious experience 35.42 8.19 Teaching Learning 24.72 5.07 

Social experience 34.86 7.65 Innovation 22.89 5.11 

Physiological and 

Psychological experience 

35.79 7.59 Inter-Personal Relations 24.82 4.96 

From the above table it can be stated that the Self-efficacy dimensions - 

‘Physiological and Psychological experience‘, aspect is possessed highest mean score 

followed by ‘Vicarious experience’ ‘Social experience’ and ‘Mastery experience’. Similarly, 

in respect of Teacher Job Satisfaction scale  –  Innovation, Inter-Personal Relations, 

Teaching Learning and Professional aspects. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

• There is significance of relationship between Teacher Self-efficacy and Job Satisfaction 

among CBSE and APRS School Teachers. 

•  There is significance of relationship between the dimensions of Teacher Self-Efficacy. 
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• There is significance of relationship between the dimensions of Teacher Job 

Satisfaction. 

• In respect of Teacher Self-efficacy, there is significance of difference between the 

variables viz., – Sex, Locality, Age, Experience and Type of Institution, whereas the 

variables considered under -  Marital Status and Qualification categories do not 

differed significantly. 

• In respect of Teacher Job Satisfaction, there is significance of difference between all 

the variables viz., like – Sex, Locality, Age, Marital Status, Qualification, Experience 

and Type of Institution.  

• The highest mean obtained in respect of dimension of Teacher Self-efficacy is – 

‘Physiological and Psychological experience’ aspects followed by ‘Vicarious 

experience’, ‘Social experience’ and ‘Mastery experience’ aspects.  Further the highest 

mean value obtained in respect of Teacher Job Satisfaction  is    Professional aspect 

followed by Inter-Personal Relations, Teaching Learning and Professional aspects.  

DISCUSSIONS OF RESULTS 

The Teacher Self-Efficacy aspect is influencing the Teacher Job Satisfaction.  

Further, the result of the study disclosed that the Teacher Self-Efficacy aspect is 

influenced by the variables like Sex, Locality, Age, Experience and Type of Institution, 

whereas the Teacher Job Satisfaction aspect is influenced by all the variables like Sex, 

Locality, Age, Marital Status, Qualification, Experience and Type of Institution categories.  

In view of the above, more attention is invited to invent the causes of individual 

differentiation among the CBSE and APSE School Teachers in their Self-Efficacy and Job 

Satisfaction so as to take initiation to enhance the quality in teaching-learning process . 
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CONCEPT AND CONTANT OF POPULATION DYNAMICS 
 

* DR. P.G.V.L.NARASIMHA RAO 
 

Introduction: 

Population dynamics is the branch of life sciences that studies the size and age 

composition of populations as dynamical systems, and the biological and environmental p

rocesses driving them (such as birth and death rates, and by immigration and emigration)

. Example scenarios are ageing populations, population growth, or population decline. 

Population dynamics has traditionally been the dominant branch of mathematical 

biology, which has a history of more than 0 years, although more recently the scope of 

mathematical biology has greatly expanded. The first principle of population dynamics is 

widely regarded as the exponential law of Malthus, as modeled by the Malthusian growth 

model. The early period was dominated by demographic studies such as the work 

of Benjamin Gompertz and Pierre François Verhulst in the early 19th century, who refined 

and adjusted the Malthusian demographic model.  A more general model formulation was 

proposed by F.J. Richards in 1959, further expanded by Simon Hopkins, in which the 

models of Gompertz, Verhulst and also Ludwig von Bertalanffy are covered as special 

cases of the general formulation. The Lotka–Volterra predator-prey equations are another 

famous example, as well as the alternative Arditi–Ginzburg equations. The computer 

game SimCity and the MMORPG Ultima Online, among others, tried to simulate some of 

these population dynamics.. In the past 0 years, population dynamics has been 

complemented by evolutionary game theory, developed first by John Maynard Smith. 

Under these dynamics, evolutionary biology concepts may take a deterministic 

mathematical form. Population dynamics overlap with another active area of research in 

mathematical biology: mathematical epidemiology, the study of infectious disease 

affecting populations. Various models of viral spread have been proposed and analyzed, 

and provide important results that may be applied to health policy decisions. 

Intrinsic rate of increase 

The rate at which a population increases in size if there are no density-dependent 

forces regulating the population is known as the intrinsic rate of increase. It is where 

the derivative is the rate of increase of the population, N is the population size, and r is 

the intrinsic rate of increase. Thus r is the maximum theoretical rate of increase of a 

population per individual – that is, the maximum population growth rate. The concept is 

commonly used in insect population biology to determine how environmental factors 

affect the rate at which pest populations increase. See also exponential population growth 

and logistic population growth. 

COMMON MATHEMATICAL MODELS 

Exponential population growth : 

Exponential growth describes unregulated reproduction. It is very unusual to see 

this in nature. In the last 100 years, human population growth has appeared to be 
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exponential. In the long run, however, it is not likely. Paul Ehrlich and Thomas Malthus 

believed that human population growth would lead to overpopulation and starvation due 

to scarcity of resources. They believed that human population would grow at rate in 

which they exceed the ability at which humans can find food. In the future, humans 

would be unable to feed large populations. The biological assumptions of exponential 

growth is that the per capita growth rate is constant. Growth is not limited by resource 

scarcity or predation. 

Simple discrete time exponential model 

Where λ is the discrete-time per capita growth rate. At λ = 1, we get a linear line and 

a discrete-time per capita growth rate of zero. At λ < 1, we get a decrease in per capita 

growth rate. At λ > 1, we get an increase in per capita growth rate. At λ = 0, we get 

extinction of the species. 

Continuous time version of exponential growth. 

Some species have continuous reproduction. 

where is the rate of population growth per unit time, r is the maximum per capita growth 

rate, and N is the population size. 

At r > 0, there is an increase in per capita growth rate. At r = 0, the per capita 

growth rate is zero. At r < 0, there is a decrease in per capita growth rate. 

Logistic population growth 

“Logistics” comes from the French word logistique, which means “to compute”. 

Population regulation is a density-dependent process, meaning that population growth 

rates are regulated by the density of a population. Consider an analogy with a thermostat. 

When the temperature is too hot, the thermostat turns on the air conditioning to 

decrease the temperature back to homeostasis. When the temperature is too cold, the 

thermostat turns on the heater to increase the temperature back to homeostasis. Likewise 

with density dependence, whether the population density is high or low, population 

dynamics returns the population density to homeostasis. Homeostasis is the set point, 

or carrying capacity, defined as K. 

Continuous-time model of logistic growth 

where is the density dependence, N is the number in the population, K is the set 

point for homeostasis and the carrying capacity. In this logistic model, population growth 

rate is highest at 1/2 K and the population growth rate is zero around K. The optimum 

harvesting rate is a close rate to 1/2 K where population will grow the fastest. Above K, the 

population growth rate is negative. The logistic models also show density dependence, 

meaning the per capita population growth rates decline as the population density 

increases. In the wild, you can't get these patterns to emerge without simplification. 

Negative density dependence allows for a population that overshoots the carrying 

capacity to decrease back to the carrying capacity, K. 

According to R/K selection theory organisms may be specialised for rapid growth, or 

stability closer to carrying capacity. 
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Discrete time logistical model 

This equation uses r instead of λ because per capita growth rate is zero when r = 

0. As r gets very high, there are oscillations and deterministic chaos. Deterministic chaos 

is large changes in population dynamics when there is a very small change in r. This 

makes it hard to make predictions at high r values because a very small r error results in a 

massive error in population dynamics. 

Population is always density dependent. Even a severe density independent event 

cannot regulate populate, although it may cause it to go extinct. 

Not all population models are necessarily negative density dependent. The Allee 

effect allows for a positive correlation between population density and per capita growth 

rate in communities with very small populations. For example, a fish swimming on its 

own is more likely to be eaten than the same fish swimming among a school of fish, 

because the pattern of movement of the school of fish is more likely to confuse and stun 

the predator. 

Individual-based models 

Cellular automata are used to investigate mechanisms of population dynamics. 

Here are relatively simple models with one and two species. 

Logical deterministic individual-based cellular automata model of single species 

population growth 

Logical deterministic individual-based cellular automata model of interspecific 

competition for a single limited resource 

Fisheries and wildlife management 

In fisheries and wildlife management, population is affected by three dynamic 

rate functions. 

• Natality or birth rate, often recruitment, which means reaching a certain size or 

reproductive stage. Usually refers to the age a fish can be caught and counted in nets. 

• Population growth rate, which measures the growth of individuals in size and length. 

More important in fisheries, where population is often measured in biomass. 

• Mortality, which includes harvest mortality and natural mortality. Natural mortality 

includes non-human predation, disease and old age. 

If N1 is the number of individuals at time 1 then 

where N0 is the number of individuals at time 0, B is the number of individuals 

born, D the number that died, I the number that immigrated, and E the number that 

emigrated between time 0 and time 1. 

If we measure these rates over many time intervals, we can determine how a 

population's density changes over time. Immigration and emigration are present, but are 

usually not measured. 

All of these are measured to determine the harvestable surplus, which is the 

number of individuals that can be harvested from a population without affecting long-

term population stability or average population size. The harvest within the harvestable 
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surplus is termed "compensatory" mortality, where the harvest deaths are substituted for 

the deaths that would have occurred naturally. Harvest above that level is termed 

"additive" mortality, because it adds to the number of deaths that would have occurred 

naturally. These terms are not necessarily judged as "good" and "bad," respectively, in 

population management. For example, a fish & game agency might aim to reduce the size 

of a deer population through additive mortality. Bucks might be targeted to increase buck 

competition, or does might be targeted to reduce reproduction and thus overall 

population size. 

For the management of many fish and other wildlife populations, the goal is often 

to achieve the largest possible long-run sustainable harvest, also known as maximum 

sustainable yield (or MSY). Given a population dynamic model, such as any of the ones 

above, it is possible to calculate the population size that produces the largest harvestable 

surplus at equilibrium.4 While the use of population dynamic models along with statistics 

and optimization to set harvest limits for fish and game is controversial among 

scientists, it has been shown to be more effective than the use of human judgment in 

computer experiments where both incorrect models and natural resource management 

students competed to maximize yield in two hypothetical fisheries. To give an example of 

a non-intuitive result, fisheries produce more fish when there is a nearby refuge from 

human predation in the form of a nature reserve, resulting in higher catches than if the 

whole area was open to fishing. 

For control applications 

Population dynamics have been widely used in several control 

theory applications. With the use of evolutionary game theory, population games are 

broadly implemented for different industrial and daily-life contexts. Mostly used in 

multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) systems, although they can be adapted for use in 

single-input-single-output (SISO) systems. Some examples of applications are military 

campaigns, resource allocation for water distribution, dispatch of distributed generators, 

lab experiments, transport problems, communication problems, among others. 

Furthermore, with the adequate contextualization of industrial problems, population 

dynamics can be an efficient and easy-to-implement solution for control-related 

problems. Multiple academic research has been and is continuously carried out. 

Delayed density dependence 

Population cycles 

Delayed density dependence has been used by ecologists to explain population 

cycles. Ecologists have been unable to successfully explain regular population cycles for 

many decades; delayed density dependence may hold the answer. Here populations are 

allowed to increase above their normal capacity because there is a time lag until negative 

feedback mechanisms bring the population back down. This effect has been used to 

explain the widely fluctuating population cycles of lemmings, forest insects as well as the 
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population cycles of larger mammals such as moose and wolves. Other causes of 

population cycles include cycling abiotic factors. 

Causes 

The causes of delayed density dependence vary in each situation. In lemmings, 

food supply and predation are the most important factors that lead to delayed density 

dependence. Competition between life stages is another cause. In some species 

of moth the practice of egg cannibalism takes place where older moths eat eggs of their 

own species. This produces imbalances in the population levels of 

different generations leading to delayed density dependence. Disease is another causative 

factor. The delay is introduced because of the time it takes for enough susceptible 

individuals to be present for the disease to spread again. The delay to sexual 

maturity introduces delayed density dependence in many instances. In this case there is 

density dependent inhibition applied to organisms when they are sexually 

immature. When this generation reaches sexual maturity there are fewer offspring, 

continuing the pattern. 

Methods of detection 

Autocorrelation is the principal method by which delayed density dependence 

can be detected. Time series are analysed for repeating patterns. 
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PEDAGOGICAL CONTENT KNOWLEDGE IN RELATI                                                                   

ON TO COGNITIVE STYLE OF PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS 
 

* Dr. V.P.JOSHITH 
 

Introduction: 

Science plays abstract role in learning and acquiring different professions and 

their professional skills. Science education requires dedicated action with participating 

research, input of clarity of thought, action and deed with clear focus on holistic 

integrated approach to achieve human development attributed with emotional maturity 

real sense of belongingness and altruistic way life of human kind over and above their 

cognitive, physical and professional competence only a competent science teacher can 

impart all these to their pupils.  Shulman pointed that teacher make of science. 

Pedagogical content knowledge, a special kind of knowledge that teachers have about 

how to teach particular content to particular student in ways that promote 

understanding. The concept of Pedagogical Content Knowledge not new the term gained 

renewed emphasis with Lee Shulman a teacher education researcher who was interested 

in expanding and improving knowledge on teaching and teacher preparation that in his 

view, ignored questions delay with the content of the lessons taught. Pedagogical content 

knowledge is defined as teacher interpretations and transformations of subject matter 

knowledge in the context of facilitating student learning proposal several key terms   of 

PCK. (1) Knowledge of representation of subject matter, (2) understanding student 

conceptions of the subject and the learning and teaching implications that were 

associated with the specific subject matter, (3) general pedagogical knowledge (4) 

curriculum knowledge, (5) knowledge educational context, (6) knowledge of purpose of 

education. To this conception of PCK, others have contributed valuable insights on the 

importance and relevance of linguistic & cultural characteristic of a diverse student 

population. Cognitive style refers to a recurring of perceptual and intellectual activity. It is 

the fact that children different in their approaches to cognitive tasks. There are different 

ways of defining cognitive style. One of the most useful is the global articulated styles 

refer to the ability to import structure on an intercity unstructured situation, or recognize 

structure that crust. Global style refers to the tending to deal with events in a diffuse and 

understand manner. This dimension thus has to do with cognitive organizations. 

NEED & SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

A wide range of individual difference exists at any age level of student teachers. 

Pupils very not only their ability to learn and their level of achievement but also how they 

learn. Research evidence shows that learning has a cognitive content and therefore, the 

level of cognition may differ in different learners in varied academic task .Each student 

perceive, think, remember and solve problems accordingly to his or her own unique style. 

In this regard the role of cognitive style is important. Cognitive style is the characteristic 

self consistent mode of function which individual shown in their perceptual and 

intellectual activities. 
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As teacher trainees are prospective teachers who are to become a part of the 

educational system, they should possess high Pedagogical Content Knowledge and a 

distinct Cognitive Style in order to achieve the goal envisaged by their own career. It is 

their duty to create a new generation, who are capable of thinking for themselves, possess 

sufficient content knowledge and effective in their usage. So investigator intended to 

conduct the study about the relationship between Pedagogical Content Knowledge and 

cognitive style of prospective teachers. 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The present study has been entitled as “Pedagogical Content Knowledge in 

relation to Cognitive Style of Prospective Teachers.”  

DEFINITIONS OF KEY TERMS 

PEDAGOGICAL CONTENT KNOWLEDGE (PCK) 

"Pedagogical content knowledge identifies the distinctive bodies of knowledge for 

teaching. It represents the blending of content and pedagogy into an understanding of 

how particular topics, problems or issues are organized, represented, and adapted to the 

diverse interests and abilities of learners, and presented for instruction. Pedagogical 

content knowledge is the category most likely to distinguish the understanding of the 

content specialist from that of the pedagogue" Lee Shulman (1987) 

 Cognitive Style 

“Cognitive style represent dimensions of individual differences in cognitive 

sphere, where individual remains relatively form item they are in principle contextually 

independent of that activity”.   Uto (1994) 

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

• To find out the extent of relationship between pedagogical content knowledge and 

cognitive style of prospective teachers in the total sample and sub samples based on 

gender, type of management, locale and nature of study. 

HYPOTHESIS   OF THE STUDY 

• There exist no significant relationship between pedagogical content knowledge and 

cognitive style in the total sample and the sub samples based on gender, type of 

management, locale and nature of the study. 

METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY 

It deals with the precise description of sample used for the study tools employed 

for data collection and statistical technique used. 

METHOD 

Normative Survey method is used for collecting the data for the study 

VARIABLE 

In the present study pedagogical content knowledge of prospective teachers is the 

independent variable and cognitive style is the dependent variable. 

TOOLS 

• Pedagogical Content Knowledge Test 
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• Cognitive Style Inventory  

SAMPLE 

The present study was conducted on a sample of 260 prospective teachers of 

various training colleges under university of Calicut. The sample was selected using 

stratified random sampling technique giving due to representation to gender, type of 

management of institution, locale and mode of the study (DPEP and Non DPEP). 

STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES 

• Descriptive statistics like mean, median, mode, SD, skewness and kurtosis. 

• Person’s product moment correlation.     

ANALYSIS & INTERPRETATIONS 

Proper analysis of the data was done using statistical software SPSS 

CORRELATIONAL ANALYSIS 

In the present study Correlational analysis was used to study the extent of 

relationship, if any, between the independent variable pedagogical content knowledge 

and dependent variable cognitive style for the whole sample and subsample based on 

gender, type of management, locale and nature of study. The objective was to find out the 

extent of relationship between pedagogical content knowledge and cognitive style of 

prospective teachers for the whole sample and subsample based on gender, type of 

management, locale and nature of study. The value obtained for the relationship between 

pedagogical content knowledge and cognitive style and the test of ‘r’s were calculated for 

the sample and subsamples based on gender, type of management, locale, and nature of 

study are given in the table 1 

TABLE: 1  The details of relationship between Pedagogical Content Knowledge   

and       Cognitive Style 

 

Sample N R T 

Total sample 260 .062 0.996 

Male 23 -0.445 2.277* 

Female 237 0.168 2.612** 

Government 52 0.209 1.511 

Aided 59 -0.281 2.210* 

Unaided 149 0.143 1.751 

Rural 143 0.144 1.727 

Urban 117 -0.025 0.268 

DPEP 126 0.053 0.591 

Non DPEP 134 0.073 0.840 

Note: *, **, indicates significant at 0.05, 0.01level respectively 
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WHOLE SAMPLE 

For the whole sample the correlation between pedagogical content knowledge 

and cognitive style is 0.062.The relation can be verbally interpreted as there is no 

relationship. The value of r is very low this indicates that there is no correlation between 

pedagogical content knowledge and cognitive style of prospective teachers. The critical 

ratio for the total sample is found to be 0.996 which is less than the limit set for 

significance at 0.05 level. This shows that obtained correlation coefficient is not 

significant at 0.05 level of significance. 

MALE PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS  

The correlation between pedagogical content knowledge and cognitive style of 

male prospective teachers is -0.445.The value shows a substantial relationship. The 

negative value of r suggests that an increase in the independent variable pedagogical 

content knowledge will result in corresponding decrease in dependent variable cognitive 

style. That is for the male prospective teachers increase in PCK results to undifferentiated 

styles than a systematic style.  The result obtained for the test of significance is 2.277 

which is greater than the limit set for significance at 0.05level. 

FEMALE PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS 

The correlation between pedagogical content knowledge and cognitive style of 

female prospective teachers is 0.168. The value shows a positive relationship. The positive 

value of r suggests that an increase in the independent variable pedagogical content 

knowledge will result in corresponding increase in dependent variable cognitive style. 

That is for the female prospective teachers increase in PCK results to a systematic style 

than undifferentiated styles. The result obtained for the test of significance is 2.612which 

is greater than the limit set for significance at 0.01level. 

PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS OF GOVERNMENT TRAINING COLLEGE 

The correlation between pedagogical content knowledge and cognitive style 

government training college prospective teachers is 0.209 which suggest that there is a 

slight relationship. The value ‘r’ obtained is found to be positive .The positive value of 

correlation co-efficient is shows than an increase in independent variable will result in a 

corresponding increase in the dependent variable. Test of significance of ‘r’ (1.511) was 

found out and the value is not significant.  

PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS OF AIDED TRAINING COLLEGE 

The correlation between pedagogical content knowledge and cognitive style of 

aided training college prospective teachers is -0.281 which suggest that there is a slight 

relationship. The negative value of correlation co-efficient shows that an increase or 

decrease in the independent variable will result in a corresponding decrease or increase in 

dependent variable. The coefficient of correlation is significant at 0.01 level as the ‘t’ value 

is (2.210) is greater than the table value at 0.05 level.  
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PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS OF UN-AIDED TRAINING COLLEGES 

The correlation between pedagogical content knowledge and cognitive style of 

un-aided training college prospective teachers is 0.143 which indicates that there is low or 

negligible relationship. The positive value of correlation co-efficient shows that an 

increase in the independent variable will result in a corresponding increase in the 

dependent variable. The ‘t’ value of (1.751) for the test of significance of ‘r’ is less than the 

value set for significance at 0.01 level. The result indicates that there exist no significant 

relationship between pedagogical content knowledge and cognitive style in the case of 

prospective teachers of un- aided training colleges. 

PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS OF RURAL AREA 

The correlation between pedagogical content knowledge and cognitive style of 

the prospective teachers of rural area is 0.144 which indicates that there is low or 

negligible relationship.  

The ‘t’ value of (1.727) for the test of significance of ‘r’ is less than the value set for 

significance at 0.01 level. This result indicates that there exist no significant relationship 

between pedagogical content knowledge and cognitive style in the case of prospective 

teachers of rural area. 

PROSPECTIVE TEACHERS OF URBAN AREA 

The correlation between pedagogical content knowledge and cognitive style of 

student teachers of urban area is -0.025.The value shows a negligible negative 

relationship. The result obtained for the test of significance coefficient of correlation is 

0.268 which is less than the limit set for significance at 0.01level. It shows that the 

correlation is not significant 

NATURE OF STUDY IN DPEP MODE 

In the case of prospective teachers who have undergone their schooling through 

DPEP mode correlation between pedagogical content knowledge and cognitive style is 

0.053, which shows there is no relationship. The value obtained for the test of significance 

of ‘r’ (t-value=0.591) further shows that it is not significant. 

NATURE OF STUDY IN NON DPEP MODE 

In the case of prospective teachers who have undergone their schooling through 

non DPEP mode correlation between pedagogical content knowledge and cognitive style 

is 0.073, which shows there is no relationship. The value obtained for the test of 

significance of ‘r’ (t-value=0.840) further shows that it is not significant. 

INTERPRETATION 

The result obtained reveals that there exist no significant relationship between 

pedagogical content knowledge and cognitive style. Cognitive styles describe how the 

individual acquires knowledge and processes information. Cognitive styles are related to 

mental behaviors which individuals apply habitually when they are solving problems. So it 

does not depend on the pedagogical content knowledge of an individual. 
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The relationship between pedagogical content knowledge and cognitive style is 

low or negligible in majority of cases. There are two distinct variables and one does not 

depend on other. In the case of cognitive style it is how a person structure his mental 

images for processing information and in that people vary from systematic to integrated 

and then to intuitive or sometimes like undifferentiated or split forms. Pedagogical 

content knowledge concentrates on how the learned things are applied in proper context 

depending on the nature of circumstance The relationship of pedagogical content 

knowledge and cognitive style for male and female prospective teachers the result 

obtained indicates that females show slightly high relation between pedagogical content 

knowledge and cognitive style than males. The relationship between pedagogical content 

knowledge and cognitive style for prospective teachers based on type of management, 

locale and nature of study are not significant. 

CONCLUSION 

The major objective of the study is to find out the relation between “pedagogical 

content knowledge and cognitive style of prospective teachers”. The objective was tested 

through different statistical technique namely coefficient of correlation. By analysis it was 

found that there is no significant relationship between pedagogical content knowledge 

and cognitive style of prospective teachers. From the above results it can be concluded 

that cognitive style does not affects the pedagogical content knowledge of individual 

learners. 

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICAION 

Arguably, many teaching developers would agree that conceptions of or beliefs 

about teaching that focus on student learning outcomes are more desirable than 

conceptions or beliefs that focus on the teaching and/or content. Teaching development 

work that led to changing conceptions to more student/learning oriented conceptions 

would, therefore, probably be almost universally acceptable. Two issues related to this 

overall objective in teaching development remain in dispute. These are the order of 

change and the best means for achieving change. In terms of the order of change, we 

really do not know from the available research evidence whether changes in conceptions 

must come before changes in practices; vice versa or whether changes in both 

conceptions and practice might occur together over a period of development and beyond 

in no fixed order. Because of the lack of clarity on this first issue, the second issue of the 

most effective and efficient methods for bringing about a greater focus on 

students/learning in teachers therefore cannot yet be determined with confidence. The 

educational implications suggested by the investigator will be helpful to the authorities to 

adopt the proper steps for improving the qualities of teaching, stay tuned to improve the 

pupil’s academic performance. For improving the academic performance, educators must 

identify the factors affecting the achievement of students. The level of cognition may 

differ in different learners in varied academic tasks. Taking in to consideration of above 

finding and the result of the present investigations following suggestion can be brought in 
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to effect to improve educational practices. The type of cognitive style are evident in the 

variety of tasks, it becomes important for the teacher to examine the pedagogical content 

knowledge of students teachers in relation to cognitive style. 

SUGGESTION FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

The study done summarizes significant contributions to the growing body of 

literature on pedagogical content knowledge. It is important to note, however, that this is 

a relatively new area of research and, despite the recent influx of empirical papers, much 

work remains to be done. Some of the recent evidence is conflicting and leaves many 

unanswered questions and avenues to be explored. 

• Pedagogical content knowledge seems to be important for success in academic areas 

but not others. Future work needs to look at a variety of subject areas within the 

elementary and secondary curriculum to see where pedagogical content knowledge 

plays a role. 

• Future research should look at long term predictability of pedagogical content 

knowledge by examining multiple factors of academic performance.  

• Studies on demographic factors like age and gender should be done for finding out 

the influence of intelligence and Pedagogical content knowledge. 

• Interactive instructional packages on pedagogical content knowledge and social 

simulation skills can be prepared. 
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EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE IN RELATION TO SOCIAL                                                      

SKILLS OF JUVENILE INMATES OF KERALA 
 

* SIVAPRASAD. E. R ** Dr. K.RAJAGOPALAN 
 

Introduction: 

Every society establishes some social and moral norms to maintain harmony and 

order in its structure. Such norms and standards of the society determine the activities of 

the individuals, which can be considered normal or permissible. The society persuades its 

members to follow them strictly by framing legal laws and codes. Any deviation from 

these norms is an abnormal behavior and is referred to as an antisocial behaviour or a 

crime. If abnormal acts are pronouncedly deviant, if they pose threat to communal order, 

and if they are inimical to social peace and harmony, this adversely affects the social 

stability. Antisocial behaviour or criminal tendency is not only found among the adults or 

grown-ups, but also among children and adolescents, who are minor in age. Adolescents 

are the greatest national resources of any country. Hence if they become wasteful and 

destructive they can damage and weaken the nation. (Pandey, 1988). 

The incidences of juvenile anti social behaviour have tremendously increased in 

intensity and magnitude in recent years. The outbreak of science and technology has 

created tremendous changes in the way of life of the people. As a result, children in the 

family miss the affection and security that they once enjoyed. Industrialization, 

globalization and privatization in the modern times have brought a revolution in the 

social life of people. It has affected, the family life, standard of living and overall stability 

of the social structure is more vulnerable than at any time. The offences that are 

committed in adolescence are termed as juvenile delinquency. The term ‘juvenile 

delinquent’ or ‘young delinquent’ means a child or youth who deviates seriously from the 

norms of his culture or society and commits offences. They are essentially the criminals 

minor in age and are usually referred to as minors with major problems as William and 

Miller (1958) reported. Delinquency is highly related with social disorganization, 

inadequate housing conditions, poverty, disease, criminality in parents, bad 

companionship and parental attitudes in their treatment of children. Other factors like 

broken homes, lack of adjustment in school, criminal neighborhood, lack of recreational 

activities etc. serve as precipitating causes for delinquency. Delinquency is not inherited, 

nor the Delinquent a congenital criminal; it is the product of social conditions and is 

essentially a co-efficient of the friction between individual and community. Rapid 

increase in juvenile delinquency forced the authorities to think about an alternative 

system for juvenile offenders. The harmful effects of keeping adults and juvenile offenders 

together act as a catalyst for the development of new legislations. The result was the 

bifurcation of juvenile homes and jails. Simultaneously, human right activists and social 

workers raised their voice for the protection of child rights. Togetherness of all these 

factors led the government to make different laws and conceptual change regarding 

juvenile delinquency. 
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Parliamentary legislation on the subject of juveniles and delinquency has brought 

about a complete uniformity in regard to the various provisions relating to children in the 

entire territory of the country. The court pointed out that such a law should contain not 

only provisions for investigations and trail of offences against children but should also 

contain mandatory provisions for ensuring social, economic and psychological 

rehabilitations of children who are either accused of offences or are abandoned, destitute 

or lost. Thus the modern concept of delinquency has generated a population of children 

who can be called basically disadvantaged. As a result, the control of juvenile homes was 

taken by social welfare department from the jail department. Later, the juvenile homes 

were renamed as children’s home and the delinquent as children having conflict with law. 

Now, the social welfare department is known as Social Justice Department in Kerala. 

NEED & SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

It is needless to maintain that thousands of youth are mislead and spoil their lives 

in anti social behaviour causing damage to the national property. A child conflict with law 

is a trouble not only to the family and the school but also to the whole society. He is a lost 

child which results in the national losses, since the children of today are the 

administrators of tomorrow, we have to study the problem more profoundly. The problem 

has posed a serious concern for all persons who believe in healthy and harmonious 

development of human personality all over the world. As a result the high percentage of 

recurrence of delinquent acts has become the concern of parents, teachers, social workers 

and psychologists. All are anxious to minimize its rising trend in the society.  Major 

theories of delinquency are biogenic, psychogenic and sociogenic. According to these 

theories delinquents acts are the result of either psychological or sociological aspects. 

Thus the prevention should be made in such aspects. These theories of delinquency 

focusing mainly two components namely emotional intelligence and social skills. So these 

are two areas which should be fostered for making juvenile delinquents capable in their 

later part of life as a socially acceptable human being.  Intervention programs should be 

given due attention to these components. It is not the social perspective that acts in the 

area of delinquency. Delinquency is always a psychological problem and delinquents seek 

solutions to their psychological problem by fixing roots in society. Hence the relationship 

between emotional intelligence and social skills of juvenile inmates should be explored. 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The present study is entitled as “Emotional Intelligence in relation to Social 

Skills of Juvenile Inmates of Kerala”. 

DEFINITION OF KEY TERMS 

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE 

Emotional intelligence is a type of social intelligence that involves the ability to 

monitor one’s own and other emotions, to discriminate among them and to use the 

information to guide one’s thinking and actions (mayor and salovey-1993). Operationally 
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emotional intelligence consist the components namely self awareness, empathy, self 

confidence, motivation, self concept and social competency.  

SOCIAL SKILLS  

Social skills is defined as” the ability to express both positive and negative feelings 

in the interpersonal context without suffering consequent loss of social reinforcement” 

(Hersen and Bellack-1977). 

Operationally social skills consist the components such as openness to change, 

work orientation, communication, co-operation, social commitment, social response and 

conflict management.  

JUVENILE INMATES 

Juvenile inmates are the children admitted to juvenile homes. Juvenile homes are 

those institutions which are owned and governed by state government and it provides 

educational and corrective programs to the juvenile inmates.  

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY  

• To assess the mean scores of Emotional Intelligence of juvenile inmates in Kerala 

• To assess the mean scores of Social Skills of juvenile inmates in Kerala 

• To study the relationship  between Emotional Intelligence  and Social Skills of 

Juvenile Inmates in Kerala 

HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY  

• There exists a significant relationship between Emotional Intelligence  and Social 

Skills of Juvenile Inmates in Kerala 

METHODOLOGY OF STUDY 

It deals with the precise description of the sample taken for the study, tools and 

statistical techniques used. 

METHOD 

Normative survey method was used for collecting the data for the study 

VARIABLES 

In the present study Emotional Intelligence of the inmates is the independent 

variable and Social skills of the inmates is the dependent variable 

TOOLS 

The following tools were used to measure the variables of the study 

• Social Skill Inventory for Juvenile Inmates 

• Emotional Intelligence Test  

SAMPLE 

The population of the present study is the juvenile inmates in Kerala. The sample 

consist 100 Juvenile inmates from the juvenile homes in Kerala 

STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES USED 

The following statistical techniques are used for the study 

• Descriptive Statistics 

• Pearson’s product moment Coefficient of Correlation r and test of significance of ‘r’. 
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ANALYSIS, FINDINGS & DISCUSSION 

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS 

In order to know the basic properties of the sample a preliminary analysis of the 

scores was done to see the nature of the data related to emotional intelligence and social 

skills for the sample. A preliminary analysis was done to see whether the independent 

variable emotional intelligence and dependent variable social skills of the juvenile 

inmates were normally distributed.   Important statistical constants such as mean, 

median, mode, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis were computed for the sample. 

The summary of the statistical details were given in table 1 

Table: 1 Mean, Median, Mode, Standard Deviation, Skewness and Kurtosis                                        

for the Total Sample 

Sl Variables Mean Median Mode S.D Skewness Kurtosis 

1 

Emotional 

Intelligenc

e 

228.56 230.32 233.84 
12.68

2 
-0.568 0.694 

2 
Social 

Skills 
138.26 142.68 151.52 

18.98

8 
-0.423 0.128 

The mean, median and mode for Altruism of the higher secondary school 

students were found to be 228.56, 230.32, and 233.84 respectively. The skewness and 

kurtosis were found to   be   0.568 and   0.694 respectively.  Here the value obtained for 

kurtosis is greater than the table value (0.263) hence the curve is platy kurtic.  The curve 

is negetively skewed also.  The values indicate that the distribution of scores deviate 

slightly from normality and they are negatively skewed (mean<median<mode).  

In the case of Social Skills the results obtained for mean, median and mode are 

138.26, 142.68, and 151.52 respectively.  The skewness and kurtosis were found to be -

0.423and 0.128 respectively.  The value obtained for kurtosis is less than the table value 

(0.263) hence the curve is said to be lepto kurtic and on skewness the curve is negatively 

skewed. The values indicate that the distribution of scores deviate slightly from normality 

and they are negatively skewed (mean<median<mode).  

CORRELATIONAL ANALYSIS 

In the present study Correlational analysis was used to study the extent of 

relationship if any between the dependent variable social skills and the independent 

variable emotional intelligence. The value obtained is given in table: 2  

Table 2: Relationship between Emotional Intelligence and Social Skills of Juvenile 

Inmates of Kerala 

Sample N r T 

Total Sample 100 0.526 6.123** 

Note: ** indicates significant at 0.01 level 

The correlation between emotional intelligence and social skills of the juvenile 

inmates is moderate in nature (r= 0.526). In the case of emotional intelligence the values 
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obtained are not high or average same is the case for social skills also. Both the variables 

showed very low scores in their nature but their relationship was found to be high and it 

is significant at 0.01 level of significance. 

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS 

The findings of the study suggest that emotional intelligence and social skills are 

positively correlated in the case of juvenile inmates of Kerala. The study highlights some 

serious defects regarding the present system of intervention programmes in Juvenile 

homes. At present all the inmates from 13-18 years are placed together irrespective of their 

age. This arrangement is defective because the emotional development of different age 

group differs. The elder ones dominate the younger ones and may hurt them physically 

and emotionally. To overcome this defect, the inmates should be grouped based on their 

age.  

Introduction of vocational counseling plays a major role in increasing the 

delinquent’s knowledge of his career choices, job specifications and qualifications and 

training needed for successful employment. The positive attitudes, skills & habits that the 

youngsters develop & refine in the work situations can be carried over to the community 

and can positively affect his relationships with others. The quality of group living, 

therefore, is as vital as the clinical, educational and other specialized services attached to 

the institutions. Introduce bi-lingual approach in order to overcome language barrier, 

since the inmates belong to different states. 

Students doing master of social work, psychology guidance and counseling should 

be given compulsory training to Juvenile/Observation Home’s, university should make 

compulsory rules to implement it. 

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY   

Even though every attempt was made to make the study as reasonable, precise 

and objective as possible, some limitations have crept into the study. Some of them are 

given below 

• There are many intervening variables that affect both emotional and social skills of 

the juvenile inmates, the study does not refer to all these 

• The survey was conducted only for the male inmates due to the non-availability of 

permission for conducting the study to the female inmates. 
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AQUIFER DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUES- FIELD PROCEDURE                                            

FOR CONDUCTING AQUIFER TEST 
 

* Dr. N.V.S.S.NARAYANA**Dr. K.SURYANARAYANA 
 

Introduction: 

In reasons where ground water comes from bedrock, when the volume of water is 

inadequate, aquifer development techniques may be effectively employed. Aquifer 

development for aquifer stimulation can increase well yield. In limestone or dolomite 

aquifers, acids can be beneficially used to open up the formation around the borehole. 

The acid dissolves calcium carbonate thereby increasing hydraulic conductivity. In 

“clayey” areas, the clays may be smeared over small aquifers reducing yield. The pictures 

above demonstrate the aquifer impact of drilling fluids introduced during the drilling 

process. Hard rock aquifers where the groundwater is held in joints, fractures, cracks, 

caverns or other types of permeability, free of any loose material. An open hole 

completion is best and cheapest. Grouted surface casing will be required to ensure that 

surface water does not enter the well. The developing techniques are:  Hydrofractuing, 

the production is isolated from the rest of the well using inflatable packers lowered in 

place and inflated. Once the production zone is isolated, high-pressure water is inserted 

in the isolated production zone at pressures up to 10,000 psi. These pressures are 

sufficient to fracture most formations causing small type breaks to open up and spread 

rapidly. Often these artificially created fractures will reseal unless artificially propped 

open. Hydrofracturing can be a useful technique in low yield formation for increasing 

yield and reliability of supply. 

Liquefied CO2 Injection 

A further method to open rock fractures and stimulate production is the injection 

of Carbon Dioxide CO2. One approach is to inject liquid CO2 into the producing 

formation, which has been isolated by inflatable packers. The introduction of the liquid 

CO2 freezes the surrounding water, opening nearby fractures. As the liquid CO2 becomes 

a gas, it expands into the formation, opening them further. This method is an 

improvement on an earlier method inserting dry ice into the production zone, which had 

been isolated. 

Vibratory 

Uses of sonic technology have been transferred from drilling into well 

development techniques. This method is using high velocity shock waves for the removal 

of deposits around borehole wall and well screens. Once shock waves loosen, the 

hardened material, jets of fluid at high velocity are directed back and forth over the shock 

wave area. This dual approach of shock wave and jetting deep cleans productive aquifers. 

Explosives 

The goal of the use of explosives as an aquifer development technique involves 

targeting the blast force horizontally into the aquifer rather than letting the force 

dissipate vertically through the borehole. Great skill is needed to determine the size of the 
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explosive charge, the placement of the explosive charge and the formations where this 

approach has good chances of success. Like hydrofracturing the goal of the use of 

explosive charges is to increase fractures in number and size, thereby increasing hydraulic 

conductivity. This method is most commonly used in rock wells. 

Conclusion  

The result of development are seen in the improved hydraulic performance of the 

well. Whether the well will yield more water or it will yield the desired quantity with less 

drawdown. Correct well development including remediation and aquifer development 

can dramatically improve yield and eliminate sand pumping. Well development is of 

critical importance, especially in areas of low and uncertain yields. After completion of 

any well development technique, the well must be pumped and cleaned until the water is 

clear and free from any residue of the development process. 

FIELD PROCEDURES FOR CONDUCTION AQUIFER TESTS: 

I. Preliminary Data Collection:  prior to proceeding to the field for conduction the 

aquifer  test, the following data must be collected from the basic data bank: 

1. From the drilling data, plot the a) drilling time /depth, b) discharge/depth plots of all 

the wells of the well field on an arithmetic graph sheet. This gives ready information 

on dept of the well, discharge at any desired point, demarcation of aquifer zones, 

available drawdown etc. 

2. Collect the constructional details of all the wells. 

3. A site plan of the area showing the location of wells, their respective distances, 

elevation etc., dug wells if any, nearby to the area may also be included in this site 

plan. Get a contour map of the area prepared on a convenient contour interval. 

4. Based on the available data calculate pumping rates for the preliminary aquifer test 

(PAT) or the long duration aquifer test (LDAT). 

PREPUMPING DATA COLLECTION: 

1. Install automatic water level recorders on all the observation wells, two or three days 

prior to the test, proper gears cable length may have to be selected depending on the 

water level expected drawdown. The following things should be noted on the order 

charts before setting and removing the chart. 

1. At the time of setting the chart: 

a) Number of the observation well, 

b) time of setting and date, 

c) water level at the time of setting, 

d) pumping well number. 

2. At the time of removing the chart: 

a) well number, 

b) time of removal of chart and date,  

c) water level at the time of removal,  

d) pumping well number. 
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2. Check up the levels at regular intervals and record it on the chart. This will help in the 

checking the accuracy of recorder.  

3. Similarly, start measuring the water levels on all the piezometer resistant  regular 

intervals (say 3 hrs, 6 hrs, 9 hrs etc.,) 

4. From the recorder Hydrographs, establish the cycle of daily fluctuations by plotting 

the data on a convenient enlarged scale, and a medium time is fitted through the 

sinnous curve and the points of intersection are marked. These point indicate the 

times in a particular day, where no connection for fluctuations need be made i.e., the 

test can be started at any of these timings. Generally, care may be taken to see, that 

the recovery measurement after the required time of pumping may occur during the 

day time. 

5. Prepare the Hydrographs for all wells and piezometer nests on an “Arithmetic Scale” 

and establish the seasonal trend (rise and fall of water level ) of the water table. As all 

the data right from pre pumping to the recovery of the test should come on the same 

sheet, scale may be selected in such a way that a single sheet may accommodate most 

of the data. A centimeter graph contains 72 cms on the horizontal axis and 53 cms on 

vertical axis and each centimeter is further divided into 10 division. Hence for 

convenience sake each division on horizontal axis is taken as one hour i.e., 2.4 cms., 

represents one day. Each sheet can be utilized for 30 days data.  As such, the 

hydrographs can be termed as “Running Hydrographs” for the respective wells. 

6. Prepare the similar running Hydrographs for piezometer nest also. 

STATRTING OF THE TEST: (PAT) 

1. Select the proper time for stating the test. 

2. Fix up correct orifice plate to the discharge pipe. 

3. Pick up the proper head in cms/for the required discharge from the calibration chart 

and mark it on the mano-meter tube. 

4. Change charts on the water level recorders and note all the details on it.  

5. Makeup the standard from for recording water level observations. 

The form for pumping well should contain the following details. 

1. Location 

2. Well number 

3. Step number 

4. Discharge 

5. Orifice size 

6. Discharge pipe dia 

7. Head in cms. 

8. Type of the pump 

9. Type of power 

10. Pump setting 

11. Water level before starting the pump  
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12. Drawdown or recovery data 

13. Time of starting the pump. 

Similar forms have to be made up for individual piezometers in a particular 

piezometer nest i.e., if P nest contains 4 piezometers, there should be four separate forms. 

6. Set the watches of all the observers, so that all the watches show the same time. 

7. 10 minutes prior to the start of the test sent the observer to the respective wells, with 

measuring type chalks etc., and ask them to record the initial water level on the 

forms. 

8. Simultaneously the generator also can be started and check up all the connections. 

9. Take the initial level in the pumping well. Keep spare tape also at the pumping well 

which can be used in case of failure of the electric sounder. 

10. Keep the globe valve open a little. 

11. Stand at a convenient point, so that other observers as well as the man at the 

switch board can see your signal. 

12. Give a signal for starting the pumping exactly at the desired time and 

simultaneously start your stop watch also. 

13. Immediately, rush to the globe valve and adjust the discharge to the required 

head. 

14. Hand over the stop watch to the observer at the pumping well for taking 

measurements at the required timings. All other observers also will state taking 

measurement on the respective wells. 

15. Collect the water sample at the end of each log cycle, measure temperature and 

conductance and record on the form. 

16. The recorders have to be checked often and on for their proper working. 

Sometimes the fleet may get stuck up, cable length might not be sufficient for 

drawdown, watch can stop for want of key, ink might not flow from the pen etc. 

Depending on the extent of drawdown, the gears on the recorder may have to be 

changed. 

17. After certain time (say 100 minutes), the measurements on 2 or 3 wells can be 

taken by one observer, instead of 3 observers. 

18. Check levels have to be taken at regular intervals on all the observation wells and 

may be recorded on the charts.  

19. The date and time of starting of the pump, number of the step and discharge has 

to be noted at the bottom of the recorder chart. 

20. Keep a constant watch on the manometer and maintain the same head 

throughout the duration of the test. (Normally PAT is carried out for 1000 minutes i.e 

3 log cycles) 

21. While the test is on, bring up all the Hydrographs up-to-date and also plot the 

time drawdown curves for the wells on a semi log scale. 
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Residual Drawdown Measurements: 

1. Make up the form for residual drawdown measurements and send the observers to 

the respective wells, and note the final reading 2 or 3 minutes before stopping the 

pump. 

2. Collect the last sample 5 minutes prior to stopping the pump and measure the 

temperature and conductance and label them properly. 

3. Give the similar signal for stopping the pump and simultaneously state the stop watch 

and state taking recovery measurements. Continue the recovery measurements till the 

water level follows a particular  trend. The same process has to be repeated for the 

rest of the steps. 

II 

1. Plot time vs drawdown on a semi log, paper for all the step tests after deducting the 

1st minutes drawdown from each of the reading. 

2. Calculate the slope over one log cycle (   s) for each of the steps. 

III  

XT which is available drawdown in meters is obtained from the depth discharge 

plot, maintained during drilling operation. This is taken as, the difference between the 

static water level and the top of the main aquifer. 

A. 1. Bring all the data to the BDB. 

2. Ensure all charts, sheets and Data are labeled  with the location number and   

     pertinent details of the test shown (as well as i/c and observers, etc). 

3. Put all data in cover folders, etc. 

AQUIFER  PERFORMANCE  TEST  OBSERVATION WELL  DATA 

Time  since Pumping (min) Drawdown (mts) 

2.5 0.387 

4 0.426 

5 0.643 

7 0.762 

9 0.896 

50 1.862 

62 1.987 

85 2.182 

126 2.390 

170 2.579 

215 2.704 

275 2.820 
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INFLUENCE OF PERSONALITY TRAITS ON THE ACHIEVEMENT OF 9TH         

STANDARD STUDENTS IN ENGLISH 
 

* Mrs. GAJALAKSHMI 

Abstract: 

The present study aims the impact of personality traits on the Achievement of 9th 

standard students in English. PersonalityTrait Inventory by Lojolla (1978) and 

Achievement Scale by Shah Beena(1986) was used as the tool for the present survey. The 

tool is administered to 600 IX standard students selected from Puducherry region.The 

collected data was analyzed through SPSS ver16 package. The result reveals studyresults 

reveal that the students have average Achievement in English and also average personality 

traits scores. There is a significant positive relationship exists between achievement in 

English and personality traits.No other demographic variables expect gender shows 

significant difference in their academic achievement,whereas the type of school, locality 

of school and medium of instruction shows significant difference with respect to 

personality trait. 

INTRODUCTION 

Personalityis a critical psychological mechanism that guides a behavior. Genetic 

and environmental influences determine the set of psychological characteristics 

comprising personality. Among many personality theories trait models emphasizing 

individual differences in thoughts, feelings and behaviors assume that personality consists 

of several dispositions. Since personality traits tend to form a stable pattern of reactions 

in any given situation, they can explain the mechanisms of an individual’s information 

behavior.  

The successful reading of a goal is used particularly to refer to real-life success and 

when evaluating a person’s life. Achievement signifies accomplishment or gain or a 

performance carried out successfully by an individual or group on the completion of a 

task whether it be academic, manual, personal or social. Thus achievement means all 

those behavioral changes, which take place in the individual as a result of learning 

experience of various kinds. The unique responsible of the school is to impart and help 

children in the acquisition of scholastic skill. If the school fails to help the pupil in this 

aspect, no other agency can take up this responsible. There is wide difference between 

rural and urban school students with regard to their life-style, educational background of 

parents, parental influence and so on. All factors do exert influence on the academic 

activities of school students (Sharma 1978).  

Teachers play a vital role in the improvement of the achievement of students. 

Teachers are fully aware of the importance and significance in of achievement the overall 

development of school students. It is the responsibility of the teacher to make the 

students highly achievement oriented and also help them in the overall development of 

mental health. Teachers should shoulder the responsibility of making the students 

become academically and socially useful citizens.  
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OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

• To find out the achievement of 9th standard school students.  

• To find out the personality traits of 9th standard school students. 

• To find out the relationship between students’ achievement level and their 

personality. 

• To find out the significant difference of achievement and personality traits of the 9th 

standard school students in relation to the following variables.  

a. Gender  

b. Medium of Instruction  

c. Locality of the school 

d. Type of school 

e. Type of management 

HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY 

• The achievement of the 9th standard students in English is high.  

• The 9th standard students in English will differ in their personality traits.  

1. There is no significant relationship exist between high school students’ achievement 

level and their personality 

2. There is no significant difference in the achievement and personality traits of 9th 

standard students in English with respect to the following sub variables 

• Gender (male/female) 

• Medium of Instruction(Tamil medium/English medium) 

• Locality of the school(Rural/Urban) 

• Type of school(Boys/Girls/Co-educational) 

• Type of Management(Government/Private) 

TOOLS USED FOR ACHIEVEMENT: 

Achievement Scale byShah Beena(1986) was used under normative survey method 

for the present investigation. The scale consists of 40 items each having three alternatives 

namely a, b, c. The scale measure four variables like need for Academic success;need for 

vocational achievement, need for social achievement and need for skill achievement. The 

first 10 items are related to the need for Academic success, second 10 items are related to 

the need for Vocational achievement, third 10 items are related to the need for Social 

achievement andthe fourth 10 items are related to the need for Skill achievement.  

Weightage of 1, 2 and 3 are awarded for alternatives a, b and c respectively for 

each statement. Thus the scale value lies between 40 and 120. High score indicate high 

achievement and low score indicate low achievement. The split-half technique of 

reliability (odd-even items) was used and the reliability co-efficient for the scale was 

found to be 0. 676.  

PERSONALITY TRAITS: 

PersonalityTrait Inventory by Lojolla (1978) consists of 48 itemsrepresenting 12 

Traits was used to assess the personality. Each Trait has two positive items and two 
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negative items. The items with odd numbers was scored as 3, 2, 1, 0for encircled A, F, O, N 

respectively and the items with even numbers wasscored as 0, 1, 2, 3for encircled A, F, O, 

N respectively. The reliability Co-efficient was computed by split-half method and it was 

found to be 0. 87. The criterion validity was found to be 0. 79.  

SAMPLE 

A sample of 600 IX standard students (includes both gender) studying was 

selected by simple random sampling method was used for thepresent study.  

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The data collected from the sample are statistically analyzed by using SPSS Ver. 16 

package. The results are presented in the following tables 1, 2 ,34 and 5.  

Table – 1 The Mean, Standard Deviation Scores Of The 9th Standard Students’ 

Achievement In English 

 

 

 

 

The mean value for the Total Sample is 70. 61 and standard deviation 41.45, which 

represent that student have average level of achievement in English. Hence the above 

stated Hypothesis is rejected.  

Table – 2 The Mean, Standard Deviation Scores of The 9th Standard Students 

Personality Traits 

Groups N Mean Standard deviation 

Total 600 67. 95 41. 39 

The mean value for the Total Sample is 67. 95 and standard deviation 41.39, which 

represent that student have average level of Personality Traits in English. Hence the above 

stated Hypothesis is rejected.  

Table-3 Correlational study between students’ achievement in English and 

their personality traits 

Variables N R – value Significance at the 0.05 level 

Achievement in English 

and personality traits 
600 0.392* Significant 

* Significant at 0.05 level  

The above table shows correlation between the 9th standard students’ achievement in 

English and personality traits score. Result shows that there is significant relationship 

between achievement in English and personality traits score. 

 

 

 

 

GROUPS N MEAN STANDARD DEVIATION 

Total 600 70. 61 41. 45 
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Table-4 The Mean, Standard Deviation Scores of the 9th Standard Students 

Achievement in English with respect to Demographic Variables 

The analyzed data collected from the sub-sample reveals that there is a significant 

difference exists in achievement in English with respect to Gender. On the other hand 

there is no significant difference in medium of instruction, Locality of the school,Type of 

school and Type of Management  

Table – 5 The Mean, Standard Deviation Scores of the 9th Standard Students 

Personality Traits with respect to Demographic Variables 

Variables 

 

Sub variables N 
Mea

n 
Sd 

T-

valu

e 

Significance at the 

0. 05 level 

Gender 

Male 
216 74. 81 

39. 

91 2. 

892 
Significant 

Female 
384 

68. 

25 

42. 

16 

Medium of 

Instruction 

Tamil Medium 59 73. 53 
40. 

54 0. 

580 
Not Significant 

English 

Medium 
541 

70. 

29 

41. 

57 

Locality of 

the School 

Rural 185 71. 78 
41. 

96 0. 

458 
Not Significant 

Urban 415 
70. 

09 

41. 

26 

Type of 

School 

Boys 91 78. 31 
38. 

45 
2. 12 Not Significant 

Girls 216 
67. 

84 

41. 

43 

Type of 

School 

 

Boys 91 78. 31 
38. 

45 
1. 70 Not Significant 

Co-education 293 
70. 

26 

42. 

20 

Girls 216 
67. 

84 

41. 

43 
0. 64 Not Significant 

Co-education 293 
70. 

26 

42. 

20 

Type 

Managemen

t 

Government 300 71. 13 
41. 

27 0. 

309 
Not Significant 

Private 300 
70. 

09 

41. 

69 
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The analyzed data collected from the sub-sample reveals that there is a significant 

difference exists in Personality Traits of students of towards English with respect to 

Medium of Instruction, Locality of the School, type of School (Boys/Girls, Boys / Co-

educational). On the other hand there is no significant differencebased on Gender,Type of 

management and Type of school(Girls/Co-educational).  

MAJOR FINDIGS 

• The achievement level of the total sample is average 

VARIABLES 

 

SUB 

VARIABLES 

N 
MEA

N 
SD t-VALUE 

SIGNIFICANCE 

AT THE 

0. 05 LEVEL 

Gender 

Male 
216 

69. 

02 

41. 

10 
0. 478 Not Significant 

Female 38

4 

67. 

34 

41. 

59 

Medium of 

Instruction 

Tamil 

Medium 
59 

76. 

00 

39. 

97 
1. 994 Significant 

English 

Medium 
541 

67. 

07 

41. 

48 

Locality of 

the School 

Rural 185 
64. 

18 

41. 

97 
2. 479 Significant 

Urban 415 
69. 

63 

41. 

07 

Type of 

School 

Boys 91 
79. 

71 

38. 

16 
2. 89 Significant 

Girls 216 
65. 

50 

41. 

95 

Type of 

School 

 

Boys 91 
79. 

71 

38. 

16 
2. 91 Significant 

Co-

education 

29

3 

66. 

10 

41. 

45 

Girls 216 
65. 

50 

41. 

95 
0. 16 Not Significant 

Co-

education 

29

3 

66. 

10 

41. 

45 

Type 

Manageme

nt 

Government 
30

0 

67. 

91 

41. 

42 
0. 02 Not Significant 

Private 
30

0 

67. 

99 

41. 

43 
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• Male students have high achievement in English than female students. (Mean value 

Male: 74. 81, Female: 68. 25).  

• The result reveals that, students have average Personality traits scores.  

• Tamil medium students have high Personality Traits scores than English medium 

students. (Mean value Tamil Medium: 76. 00, English Medium: 67. 07).  

• Urban area students have high Personality Traits scores than rural area students. 

(Mean value Rural: 64. 18, Urban: 69. 63).  

• Boys’ school students have high Personality Traits scores than other school students. 

(Mean value Boys: 79. 71, Co-Education: 66. 10, Girls: 65. 50).  

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS 

• Teachers should encourage the students to read books, newspaper and to watch 

various English programs in TV etc., in order to improve their achievement in English.  

• It should be stipulated in each and every school policy that English should be used as 

a language of learning and teaching in schools with the aim of helping learners, 

because they need English for getting employment purpose in future.  

• Educators confirmed that they sometimes feel discouraged to teach learners in 

English. The reason behind this is that learners do not have the command of the 

language and they seldom use English inside and outside of school premises. 

Therefore educators and parents should always encourage learners to read materials 

written in English like newspapers and magazines. They should also be encouraged to 

visit libraries.  

• The management should conduct many revision test, to enhance the learning level of 

students towards English. Teachers should use more positive reinforcement among 

the students to improve their achievement in English.  

• The educational institutions must frequently conduct various training programs 

related to personality development. This will help the students to develop their 

personality traits according to their own pace and ability. Educators who qualify to 

teach English must have received a relevant training and qualification in English. If 

the above condition is taken care of learners would receive proper knowledge which 

would help them to develop confidence and they will be competent in the world. 

Innovative curriculum should be framed according to the need and the interest of the 

students. 

CONCLUSION 

High school period is an important stage to the students to face lot of competition 

and it is a gate way for them to enter into the higher studies. So they are aware of the 

importance of English, how it is mainly helpful to them to do well in the academic study 

and their professional life in future. The Government, Educationalist and Teaching 

Community are interested in providing quality education, which will lead to produce 

more achievement. The present study clearly points out that students’achievement in 

English is positively and significantly related with the personality traits. Hence the 
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teacher should have updated knowledge regarding the student’s personality and its 

problem so as to rectify the same to enhance their level of achievement. 
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LYNGDOH COMMITTEE: THE WAY FORWARD FOR STUDENTS UNIONS 
 

* VANISREE RAMANATHAN 

Introduction: 

It has always been a matter of debate whether colleges and university campuses 

should be within the perview of political activities or not. Universities are considered to 

be the seat of education, knowledge and wisdom.  They have played great role in 

intellectual churning resulting into different ideologies and movements. Universities are 

communities consisting of students, teachers and other important members involved not 

only in the learning process but also in political socialization. At a time when the voting 

age is eighteen years, it is difficult to say that students should be kept away from the 

political process. The voting right has already brought them in political process and they 

too have started exercising their right being a part of the process.  But there is a belief that 

voting and participation in the political process happens at broader level and shouldn’t be 

mixed with the academic world. The political activities in the campus will deviate 

students from the studies and will politicize them for no reason.  

Students must remain concerned with their own interests and hence they should 

form their own union instead of working as student cadres of different political parties or 

assorted ideologies.  Truly speaking, these arguments are not new and have been 

dominating the pertinent scenario since the commencement of student politics in India. 

The concept of students’ active participation in politics in India had its origin during the 

early part of 20th century and it was the time when India was struggling to free itself from 

the shackles of British imperialism. The students, by means of their immense bravery and 

sacrifices, became able to occupy a strong position in the political scenario and at times, 

in absence of senior leaders, the student leaderships were witnessed to carry out the mass 

movements.  

On December 15, 1988, the Lok Sabha passed the Constitution (Amendment) Bill   

lowering the voting age from 21 to 18 years, as well as implementing it from 1989elections.  

In the words of Rajiv Gandhi it was "an expression of our full faith in the youth of the 

country”. He always acknowledged the power of youth in India The decision was also in 

keeping with the practices in advanced countries where the voting age was 18. In India 

also the youth population was on rise. The expansion of education, emergence of 

communication technology and media paved the way for dissemination of political 

awareness. But this move was considered as politically motivated keeping an eye on the 

large number of youth vote banks just before the 1989 parliament election.  Despite 

lowering the age, the voting percentage of youth has not increased considerably as per the 

CSDS survey. 

During freedom struggle of India leaders like Rajendra Prasad, Vinayak Damodar 

Savarkar, Bagat Singh,and Sukdev had their short stint of political activity during their 

student life. The student politics got a new momentum after national independence. On 

occasions like the question of national harmony or unification, war with neighboring 
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countries, arbitrary decisions or harmful policies of the governments, student politics has 

played commendable roles. But certainly it has displayed some unwarranted tendencies as 

well. Instead of working as soldiers of country, student unions, at times, have worked as 

the vanguards of political parties only and the country has been the worst sufferer.  When 

the country witness the ugly face of student politics through several cases then the 

thought of controlling and changing its practice gained root in the country. After several 

petitions were filed I the court the Supreme Court gave directive to the UPA government 

in 2005 to appoint Lyngdoh committee to deal with the issue of elections of student 

unions.  The committee after looking into different dimensions of the issue laid down 

certain guidelines for the modes and manners of student union elections.  

As per the committee, Universities and colleges across the country must 

ordinarily conduct elections for the appointment of students to student representative 

bodies. Where the atmosphere of the university campus is adverse to the conduct of 

peaceful, free and fair elections, a system of student representation based on nominations, 

was advised. But it was also added not to base such nomination system on purely 

academic merit, as is being practiced throughout the country. The nomination System 

suffers from several flaws and must only be resorted to, as an INTERIM MEASURE. As per 

the committee all institutions must, over a period of 5 years, convert from the nomination 

model to a structured election model. Periodical reviews of the student representation 

mechanism were expected by the universities. In this review views and suggestions of all 

stakeholders, such as students, faculty, administration, student bodies, and parents were 

suggested by the committee.   Different election model were suggested by the committee. 

For small campuses like JNU and Hyderabad universities direct elections were prescribed 

whereas for big campuses with many colleges a idea of electoral colleges, which would 

elect the office bearers of the university student union.   

To avoid any politicization of elections, colleges were instructed to take strict 

disciplinary action against the involvement of outsiders in the student election process. 

The committee laid down the guidelines regarding the mode and time period of entire 

electoral process. Accordingly the period of ten days was mentioned from the date of 

filing of nomination papers to the date of declaration of results, including the campaign 

period. Also, the age limit of 22, 25, and 28 was prescribed for graduate, post graduate and 

research students respectively. The criterion of 75% attendance of students is needed to 

contest while no limit was laid down for the marks in examination.  The candidates with 

criminal background having been tried or convicted for any criminal offence or 

misbehavior did not qualify to contest elections. Even a disciplinary action by the college 

authority mounted to disqualification. As student community has several grievances 

Lyngdoh committee has dealt at large with Grievance Redressal Mechanism. The cell was 

supposed to be a regular unit of the institutions with powers not only limited to the 

election related issues.   
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After 59 years of Independence congress scion Mr. Rahul Gandhi sought the 

advice of  Mr. JMLyngdoh in 2006 for conducting free and fair elections in IYC ( Indian 

Youth Congress andNSUI(National Students Union of India).  Mr. Gandhi was helped by 

Foundation for AdvanceManagement of Elections (FAME) a body consisting of former 

CECs where Mr./Lyndoh wasalso associated. The FAME laid down  three conditions 

before Rahul Gandhi:  No criminal willcontest, the election has to be fully transparent and 

poll disputes have to be settled by FAME.Rahul Gandhi wanted FAME to undertake a 

pilot project by first conducting the IYC election inPunjab in 2008 and NSUI election in 

Uttarakhand.  It might be an attempt to bring internaldemocracy in the political parties  

preventing the dynastic politics and opportunity for thecommitted and young party 

workers.  

It is important to see how the recommendations of LC committee have been 

brought into practice. Presently Delhi, Himachal Pradesh, Punjab, Kerala, Karnataka, 

West Bengal, Tripura, Orissa, Rajastahn, Sikkim, Nagaland, Uttar Pradesh and Bihar are 

conducting student union elections. It is to be seen when the other states will undertake 

this democratic exercise so that as student’s fraternity from these states will be exposed to 

the democratic choice. 

The states where elections are conducted have also deviated from the guidelines 

given by the Lyngdoh commission leading to the filing of petitions in the court. For 

examples in the case of Luckhnow university elections the postponement of election 

dates, became the reason for petition as it violated the committees’ rule of conducting 

elections within 2 months from the commencement of the academic session. 

In the case of Patna university student’s union elections, the time limit of 10 days 

of the entire election process was violated. The Punjab University also violated the 

committee’s guidelines when the university took three days to address the poll grievances 

of recounting of votes for the post of vice-president instead of 24 hours norm.  

Elections are conducted peacefully in several colleges and universities as well. The 

JNU recently conducted peaceful student union elections in September 2012.  But the 

nature of elections shows that university campus cannot be free from the party politics 

outside the campus. The affiliations of the unions with political parties are no more 

secret. The tussle between ABVP and SFI in JNU campus cannot be said apolitical.  There 

were and there will be, certain cases of violence because of the ideological clashes but we 

will have to regulate and monitor these elections with the existing mechanism.  

The issues involved in the implementation of the LC guidelines are about 

financial necessities required to initiate, monitor and regulate the electoral process. With 

the existing budgetary provisions of universities it is difficult to implement some of the 

guidelines.  The provision of Redressal Grievances Cell which is supposed to work on 

regular basis invariably requires financial support and human resource. There are several 

universities with inadequate faculties, staff and infrastructure.   Therefore, for the rightful 
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implementation of LC recommendation there is a need to strengthen the wherewithal 

needed to conduct these exercises and maintain consistency.  

It would be undemocratic to reject elections in universities on the basis of alleged 

violence, use of money and muscle power. This kind of decision would deprive our 

students from participating in a political process and gaining political consciousness. We 

are already debating on the issue of less participation of youth in politics, despite having a 

huge chunk of it.  Instead of throwing baby with the bath water, it would be desirable to 

rectify the system for its better functioning.   

A nourishing political culture can be created in universities which would give 

importance to the issue based politics than party based politics. The student union 

elections are not only about voting and electing as a ritual, but these are necessarily for 

political socialization of the future citizens of the country. Along with the development of 

individual career, relating oneself with the larger reality and issues outside is necessary to 

create a healthy social and political atmosphere. Student union elections in a way could 

be a breeding ground for responsible, accountable and efficient representatives and 

citizens as well.   

There is no doubt that Lyngdoh Committee Recommendations are landmark 

development in the evolution of student politics in India, but it may not be a final 

solution to give a complete methodology of dealing with university elections. New ways 

and means have to be found to inculcate a sense of responsible behavior and active 

participation of students in the issues concerning the student community in particular 

and society in general. The universities being the microcosm of the societies, the students 

have to comprehend the interplay and interrelations of different stakeholders of the 

system. Student union elections make them aware of the different dimensions of an issue, 

different positions of dealing with an issue and reaching to conclusions through debates 

and deliberations. In this view students union elections have a wider relevance and needs 

to be promoted in India today. While discussing this issue, the relations between 

authorities and students unions have to be given due consideration. It has been observed 

that several times student union and authorities have been at logger heads. Actually there 

is no reason for this conflict, because both are important partners in smooth functioning 

of the students’ union elections.  

In today’s Indian politics there is a galaxy of national leaders, many of whom 

graduated in the students politics. Leaders like Nitish Kumar, Pramod Mahajan, Veerappa 

Moiley, Prakash Karat, Sitaram Yechori, Sharad Pawar, Arun Jaitley, Venkaih Naidu and 

Praful Kumar Mahant can be said to be the product of student politics. Experience shows 

that students unions, wherever they exist, promote the latent talents among the students, 

wherever they exist promote the latent talents among the students. Elections in colleges 

and universities develop a healthy interaction among the students from across the 

campuses and promote integration, amongst students belonging to various regional, 

linguistic cultural ethnic religious and caste backgrounds. Participation of students in 
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student unions trains them in the working of democracy and makes them complete 

citizens aware of their rights and duties. This can also increase the falling voting 

percentage in the general elections, especially among the educated middle class.  

In this context, the forum of Bhartiya Chhatra Sansad assumes greater 

significance. There seems to be a prevailing apathy towards politics and political process 

among youth today. This negativity towards politics will in fact widen the rift between the 

political class and the society. The absence of dialogue between civil society and political 

class will not bring solution but complicate the crisis. Therefore there is a need to 

sensitize youth on the issues that matters to national and society at large. In a country 

where sixty percent population is below thirty five years, how can we keep them away 

from the political process? Today’s youth will have to wake up and work together hand in 

hand to create healthy and safe environment in the campus and thereby in the country at 

large if they want to reap the fruits of Democracy.  
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TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS OF SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS                                            

IN RELATION  TO THE SKILLS IMPARTED IN THE B.ED                                                       

DEGREE COURSE IN MUMBAI- A STUDY 
 

* DR. KARUNA H. SINHA 

ABSTRACT  

This study was aimed to Study the Effectiveness of Secondary School Teachers in 

Relation to the Skills imparted in the B.Ed Degree Course in Mumbai. The objectives were 

to study and compare teacher effectiveness of Secondary school Teachers of aided and 

unaided schools of Mumbai region and to ascertain relationship between Teacher 

effectiveness of Secondary School teachers and the skills imparted during B.Ed degree 

course. The Descriptive method of the comparative and co- relational type of research 

was employed for this study. The multistage sampling technique was used to select 752 

teachers from different aided and unaided schools from different regions of Mumbai for 

the study.  A researcher made tool was designed and used to collect data for this study. 

The items for tool were categorized into different areas like; Cognitive Domain, Conative 

Domain and Psychomotor Domain. Findings of this research indicate that there is no 

significant difference in the teacher effectiveness of secondary schoolteachers of aided 

and unaided schools of Mumbai. The findings further revealed that there is a significant 

direct relationship between teacher effectiveness and skills imparted in the B.Ed degree 

course. This indicates that better skills imparted in the B.Ed degree course better is the 

teacher effectiveness. As per the results of this study, the existing teacher training course 

should to be made more comprehensive and practical oriented, so that the teachers of 

tomorrow are equipped and well versed with all the latest skills and innovative techniques 

required to teach in the classrooms of tomorrow. 

KEY WORDS: Teacher Effectiveness, Secondary School Teachers, Skills imparted in the 

B.Ed Degree Course.  

INTRODUCTION 

If one looks at the extended and expanded role played by the teacher today, then 

one can definitely appreciate the truth of the above. From time immemorial the member 

of the teaching community are considered the most important members of the society, as 

they are responsible for the most treasured of all the recourses - the human intellect. 

Holding the fortunes of other individuals, the society and the civilization in their palms, 

the teacher have achieved an unique position not only in this country and culture, but in 

societies all over the world.   

At the same time, education needs to be understood in the context of social and 

national needs, objectives and problem; philosophical, political and economic theories; 

academic as well as practical and utilitarian outcomes. These colossal functions of 

education cannot be discharged efficiently even by born teachers, without any theoretical 

background. Also, as the learning population is in creasing rapidly as also is the need for 

teachers increasing day by day. Therefore for profession of teaching cannot bank merely 
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on person with inborn talents to meet its demand, and like any other profession, 

personnel for the teaching profession can be made and have to be made.  

Besides this, one cannot forget that teacher education is the only sector of 

educations inputs of which are drawn from and outputs of which flow into the same 

system, i.e. education system.  In their initial training all the teachers need to have 

orientation to the constructive role that they have to play as the members of the most 

important profession. They should be encouraged to understand that their role is not 

restricted to being passive transmitter of the contents of syllabuses and textbooks to their 

pupils, but is an active one involving decision making about the planning, implementing 

and evaluating the teaching activities. In order to do this the student- teacher must be 

acquainted with first hand experience of the way in which schools are organized and the 

way in which pupils learn in them. This then makes it necessary for the trainee to have 

teaching practice in schools so that student-teacher may acquire first hand experience of 

the conditions in which they will practice their profession. The student teacher also need 

to be trained to evaluate their particular area of teaching and should be ready to 

contribute to discussions and experiments aimed at improving the curriculum and the 

methods of teachings in the light of chaining needs. 

Due to the weak linkages of the teacher-training institution with other disciplines 

of the academic sector and also with the daily problems of school, the teacher-training 

institutions are isolated from the happenings in the main stream of academic life. The 

resultant being, the development of student teachers who are not equipped to deal, with 

the actual situation in school. Due to time constraints, not only many aspects of theory 

and practice are skipped but also a number of activities are conducted only to fulfill the 

formal requirements of conducting the B.Ed. degree course. The practical work is reduced 

to the completion of the required number of lessons with the ‘number’ assuming greater 

importance than the ‘quality’ of lessons. At the same tine, the student teacher goes 

through the course feeling that some how he will be able to use the knowledge gained by 

him in the school situation. But the new environment of the school comes as a ‘reality 

shock’ and the novice is left feeling helpless and unprepared to tackle the situations in 

the school, thus realizing the shortfalls in the training. This automatically leads to the 

new teachers struggling to find a foothold in the institution sometimes at the expense of 

neglecting her own work. The disillusionment caused by the course brings about a little 

frustration and this coupled by pressures of insecurity of the job. The novice not only 

realizes that many theories learnt by him/her are to abstract to be applicant but there is a 

wide gap between the normative and the realistic.  

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

The present crisis in education and the depressed condition of the teaching 

profession coupled with the fact that the one of the researcher herself has undergone the 

one year B.Ed degree course offered by the Bombay University created the needs towards 

the selection of the present problem under study.  
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During the course and also after the completion of the course, the researcher 

came across fresh graduates from the B.Ed course labeling the teacher-education 

programme as ‘irrelevant’ and ‘not in accordance to be prevailing conditions in the 

school.’ The prospective teachers were observed to be already experiencing depressing 

and frustration even before they could step out as full-fledged teachers into the schools.  

At the same time for some teachers the teacher-education programme has provided new 

avenues and stimulation for further professional growth. These contradictory views 

reflected a wide gap in the opinions regarding the teacher-education programme. It was 

felt, that the expectations with which the student teachers stepped into the colleges of 

education, remained unfulfilled a great extent. A little introspection on the part of 

disappointed teachers revealed, that the training of the prospective teachers did not help 

these teachers to dace the real life situation in the classroom. The new entrants into the 

field of teaching also opined that what they actually found the course offering did not 

match the expectations they had from the course. The viewpoint gave rise to intellectual 

discomfort in the mind of the researchers.  

The educational system in India is prone to be in a state of flux. Any amount of 

financial jugglery is unable to take care of matters that need attention in the vast and 

diverse fields of Indian education. As a result the system today has stagnated and schools 

and colleges have turned into teaching shops. Above all, in this state of confusion, the 

system of teacher education is one of the most neglected. When the student teacher, 

comes to the college of education, he is rudely awakened to the fact that he has to learn 

the abstract theories of education to be a good teacher. In its own way the knowledge of 

educational theory is important but appropriate application of this knowledge is of 

greater importance. A doctor may have the knowledge various diseases and their curative 

measures through the theoretical training provided to them. But the application of this 

knowledge in understanding a patient can be developed only through practicum. So also 

it is the same in case of teachers. Due to weak linkages of the teacher training institutions 

with other disciplines of the academic sector and also with the daily problems of school, 

the teacher training institutions are isolated from the happening in the mainstreaming of 

academic life.  

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

The objectives of the study denote the general direction in which the study is 

expected to progress. The researcher, therefore, needs to clearly state the objectives, 

which tell what is it that the researcher expects to do. With a view to achieving the aims 

of the study, the following objectives were formulated: 

1) To study Teacher Effectiveness of Secondary school Teachers of Mumbai region 

according to the type of school:  

a) Aided schools     b) Unaided schools 

2)To compare Teacher Effectiveness of Secondary school Teachers of Mumbai region 

according to the type of school:  
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a) Aided schools     b) Unaided schools 

3) To study the skills (Cognitive, Conative and Psychomotor) imparted in the B.Ed 

degree course of the university of Mumbai according to the type of school: 

 a) Aided schools     b) Unaided schools 

4) To ascertain relationship between Teacher effectiveness of Secondary School teachers 

and the skills (Cognitive, Conative and Psychomotor) imparted during B.Ed degree 

course 

HYPOTHESES 

In order to achieve the stated objectives the following null hypothesis were 

formulated: 

1. There is no significant difference in the teacher effectiveness scores of aided and 

unaided schools. 

2.  There is no significant relationship between teacher effectiveness and skills imparted 

in the B.Ed degree course of the   secondary schoolteachers. 

METHODO

LOGY 

For the present investigation, the researcher used the Descriptive method of the 

comparative and co- relational type.  

SAMPLING TECHNIQUE 

 For the present study multistage sampling was employed with the following 

different Sampling Techniques used at different stages, which are as: 

a) Stratified Random Sampling Method was used to select the Secondary Schools of 

Mumbai. Care was taken to see that the schools from different areas of Mumbai 

ranging from Churchgate to Virar and from Chembur to Vashi. 

b) Purposeful Sampling Method was used to select the teachers from the Secondary 

schools of Mumbai. Only those teachers who have undergone the B.Ed Degree Course 

from the University of Mumbai were considered for the present study. 

SAMPLE 

For the present study the sample size of 752 Secondary School Teachers. Care was 

taken to see that these teachers have done their B.Ed Degree Course from different 

Colleges of Education in Mumbai. 

TOOLS 

As no tools to measure the effectiveness of the Secondary School Teachers and the 

skills imparted to them during the B.Ed Degree Course were available, the researchers 

prepared the required tools themselves. After an exhaustive search for literature on 

teacher effectiveness, skills imparted during B.Ed Course covering Cognitive, Conative 

and Psychomotor domains plus duties of teacher, analysis of present situation, changing 

needs of the dynamic society, consulting teacher-friends, teacher-educators and on the 

basis of self-introspection, the researcher complied a tool of relevant items. The items for 

each tool were categorized into different areas as follows:  
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a) Cognitive Domain 

b) Conative Domain 

c) Psychomotor Domain 

DATA COLLECTION 

1) The entire data collection process took almost three months. Due permission was 

taken from the heads of the schools before the data collection. The selected teachers 

were given 24 hours to fill up the questionnaire as per their request. The 

questionnaires were collected back by the researcher herself on the next day. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

Collected data was tabulated and was then analyzed using the Descriptive analysis 

and inferential techniques. Data was described in terms of mean, median, mode, standard 

deviation, Skewness and Kurtosis. Inferential techniques used to analyze the data are t-

test and Pearson’s r test. The t-test was used to compare the teacher effectiveness scores 

of secondary school teachers of aided and unaided schools. The Pearson’s r test was used 

to study the relationship between effectiveness of teachers and the skills imparted during 

B.Ed Degree Course of aided and unaided schools.  

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS 

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS OF TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS 

1) The Table no- 1 gives descriptive statistics of teacher effectiveness for total sample 

of secondary school teachers who have done their B.Ed. degree course. 

Table No - 1 

Descriptive Analysis of Teacher Effectiveness for the total Sample 

Category N Mean Median Mode SD Sk Ku 

Total 752 234.28 234.60 234.18 16.06 -0.06 0.265 

Table -1 indicates that the score of the total sample of secondary school teachers 

has more or less similar values of mean, median and mode. The distribution is slightly 

negatively skewed i.e. the median is greater than mean. The distribution curve of the 

teacher effectiveness scores of the total sample is platykurtic i.e. the value of kurtosis is 

slightly greater than 0.263. 

2) The Table no- 2 gives descriptive statistics of teacher effectiveness category wise.  

Table No - 2 

Descriptive Analysis of Teacher Effective Category Wise 

Category N Mean Median Mode SD Sk Ku 

Aided 363 234.68 234.50 234.14 17.32 0.031 0.284 

Unaided 389 231.43 229.01 224.17 16.76 0.433 0.286 

Table - 2 indicates that the category of aided school teachers have higher values of 

mean, median, and mode as compared to unaided secondary school teachers. The 

distribution curve for both the categories is platykurtic i.e. the value of kurtosis is greater 

than 0.263. 
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3) The Table no- 3 gives descriptive statistics of skills imparted in the B.Ed Degree 

Course.  

Table no - 3 gives descriptive statistics of skills imparted in the B.Ed degree 

course for total sample of secondary school teachers.  

Table No -3 

Descriptive Analysis of skills imparted in the B.Ed Degree Course Scores for the 

Total Sample 

Category N Mean Median Mode SD Sk Ku 

Total 752 200.85 201.75 203.55 19.84 -0.045 0.274 

Table -3 indicates that the score of the total sample of secondary school teachers 

has more or less similar values of mean, median and mode. The distribution is slightly 

negatively skewed i.e. the median is greater than mean. The distribution curve of the 

teacher effectiveness scores of the total sample is platykurtic i.e. the value of kurtosis is 

greater than 0.263. 

INFERENTIAL ANALYSIS 

Findings: The findings drawn after the analysis are as under: 

Testing of Hypothesis 1 – The null hypothesis states that there is no significant 

difference in the teacher effectiveness scores of secondary school teachers of aided and 

unaided schools. The statistical technique used to test this hypothesis was t-test. 

TABLE NO -4 

Teacher effectiveness scores of secondary schoolteachers of aided and unaided 

schools. 

Group Variable  N Mean SD SED     t S/NS L 

Aided  Teacher  

Effectiveness 

363 234.68 17.32  

1.50 

 

1.272 

 

NS 

0.05 

& 

0.01 
Unaided 389 231.43 16.76 

Interpretation of ‘t’- df = 752-2 = 750, at 0.05 level tabulated = 1.96 and at 0.01 

level tabulated t = 2.59, Since the obtained t value is less than tabulated t, the null 

hypothesis is accepted. 

Conclusion: There is no significant difference in the teacher effectiveness scores of 

secondary schoolteachers of aided and unaided. 

Testing of Hypothesis -2 : The null hypothesis states there is no significant relationship 

between teacher effectiveness and skills imparted in the B.Ed degree course of the   

secondary schoolteachers. The statistical technique used to test this hypothesis was 

Coefficient of correlation (Pearson’s r test). 
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TABLE NO -5 

Significance Of ‘R’ Of Teacher Effectiveness And Skills Imparted In The B.Ed    

Degree Course For The Total Sample 

Group              V     N      r S/NS     L 

Total 

sample 

Teacher 

Effectiveness 

and Skills 

 

   752 

 

0.421 

 

   S 

 

  0.01 

Interpretation of ‘r’ - From table - 5, the value of r at 0.01 levels for df 750 is 0.098. 

Since the obtained r-value is more than tabulated r at 0.01 level of significance, therefore, 

the null hypothesis is rejected. 

CONCLUSION 

There is a significant direct relationship between teacher effectiveness and skills 

imparted in the B.Ed degree course. This indicates that better skills imparted in the B.Ed 

degree course better is the teacher effectiveness. 

FINDINGS 

• Testing of Hypotheses number one showed that there is no significant difference in 

the teacher effectiveness scores of secondary school teachers of aided and unaided 

schools. Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted. The difference in the 

significance was found at both 0.01 as well as 0.05 levels for this hypothesis. 

• Testing of Hypotheses number two reveled that there is a significant direct 

relationship between teacher effectiveness and skills imparted in the B.Ed degree 

course. This indicates that better skills imparted in the B.Ed degree course better is 

the teacher effectiveness. Thus the hypothesis was rejected. 

CONCLUSION 

• The results of the hypotheses testing revealed some interesting facts. The t-test value 

showed no significant difference in the teacher effectiveness scores of secondary 

school teachers of aided and unaided schools at both 0.01 and 0.05 levels. This can be 

attributed to the fact that the teachers of both aided and unaided schools are equally 

conscious of their responsibilities towards their profession and putting in their hard 

work to make their teaching effective in their respective schools.  

• The results of the hypotheses two revealed that there is a significant relationship 

between teacher effectiveness and skills imparted in the B.Ed degree course. This 

indicates that better skills imparted in the B.Ed degree course better is the teacher 

effectiveness. This also reveals the contribution of Teacher Education Programme and 

teacher educators in imparting various skills of teaching to student teachers during 

their B.Ed Degree Course, which makes their teaching more effective during their 

working in schools.  Inspite of the feeling that the colleges of education do not really 

prepare the teachers to the realities of the classroom, still to a great extent the teacher 

training course and the skills imparted during the course prepares the teachers to a 

small extent to step in to the world of work. 
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It is therefore, recommended that the existing teacher training course should to be 

made more comprehensive and practical oriented, so that the teachers of tomorrow are 

equipped and well versed with all the latest skills and innovative techniques required to 

teach in the classrooms of tomorrow. 
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ATTITUDE OF SECONDARY SCHOOL STUDENTS TOWARDS                                        

THE COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION 
 

* DR. ANITA SWAMI 

ABSTRACT: 

This study was aimed to Study the attitude of Secondary School students towards 

Computer Assisted Instruction in Mumbai Region. The objectives were to study and 

compare attitude of boys and girls studying in Secondary Schools towards Computer 

Assisted Instruction in Mumbai Region.  The Descriptive method of the comparative type 

of research was employed for this study. The simple random sampling technique was used 

to select 360 secondary school students comprising of boys and girls from different 

schools affiliated to ICSE, CBSE and SSC Boards in different parts of Mumbai for the 

study.  A researcher made tool was designed and used to collect data for this study. The 

items for the tool were framed as per the different aspects of Computer Assisted 

Instruction like: Instruction for a number of learners at a time, Automatic recording to 

the learners’ performance, Variety in the use of methods, Informational aspect, Drill and 

Practice programs, Tutorial Type programs, Educational games, Simulated Instruction, 

Problem solving situations and Practical work. The findings further revealed that there is 

a significant difference in the attitude of boys and girls with respect of Computer Assisted 

Instruction. The majority of the girls had shown positive attitude towards Computer 

Assisted Instruction with respect to different aspects of it.  

Key Words: Attitude, Computer Assisted Instruction, secondary School Students. 

INTRODUCTION  

It is our experiences that increase of population and explosion of knowledge are 

not only affecting the pattern of human life but also inflicting their full impact on 

education. The population is increasing in geometrical proportion and new frontiers of 

knowledge are being opened up almost daily. The explosions of population and 

knowledge have raised the serious question of both quantity and quality of education. 

Efforts are being made in every country for a sound system of education which 

can cater to the educational needs of all citizens. When the problem of quantity of 

education is being tackled, there is an urge for raising the quality of life, which is possible 

only when there is raise in the quality of education. The quality of life and quantity of 

education go together. Therefore, there has been a rapid development all over the world 

in recent years in the development of communication technology in education at all levels 

with a purpose of extending educational facilities and upgrading instruction. 

The development and use of a modern Educational Technology is viewed in 

different ways by different people. Some acclaim it as the basis of a revolution in the 

educational system aimed at improving the effectiveness and efficiency of education at 

different levels. Some castigate it as a movement aimed at replacing the traditional 

teacher from the educational scene by sophisticated machines and gadgets. 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

Many classifications of CAI available in market reveal its significance.  . Drill and 

Practice instructional programs simply assist the student in remembering and utilizing 

information that the teacher has already presented, reinforcing previous learning through 

repetition. It is most important in improving the knowledge level of the students. 

Tutorials are designed to introduce unfamiliar subject matter. The format of a computer 

tutorial often emulates a dialogue between the computer and the student, i.e. information 

is presented, questions are asked of the student and on the basis of the response given, a 

decision is made to move on to new material or review what has already been presented. 

These first two CAI types are most successful at improving the achievement of students in 

various subjects and at different levels of education. Instructional Games present course 

content in a competitive and entertaining manner, in an effort to maintain a high level of 

student interest. Though most frequently used to reinforce factual knowledge at the lower 

levels of the taxonomy, it is quite possible to create instructional games that demand 

application skills from all levels. Simulations require the student to apply acquired 

knowledge to a novel situation. As a result, the student must analyze a presented 

scenario, make decisions based on the information given and determine a course of 

action. The simulated environment must change based on the course of action taken, 

presenting a significant challenge to the programmer. Successful performance relies on 

skills analysis. In traditional classrooms settings, students and faculty often do not 

interact; rather they sit (as if separated by miles), and write downwards describing a linear 

presentation of materials. In the computer-assisted teaching model, students could access 

CAI materials during their course preparatory time, and class time could be reserved for 

conceptual discussions, peer interactions and mentoring.  Rather than spending time 

making linear presentations of lecture material, instructors could implement creative 

teaching strategies in the classrooms. 

OBJECTIVES 

•  To study the attitude of Secondary School Students towards the Computer Assisted 

Instruction in Mumbai. 

• To compare the attitude of boys and girls studying in Secondary schools with respect 

to Computer Assisted Instruction in Mumbai 

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

• The present study was restricted to only to secondary school students of Mumbai 

Region.  

• The present study was again restricted to only the selected secondary school students 

of Mumbai Region.  

• The present study did not cover all the schools of Mumbai region 

• The present study did not study the attitude of primary school students’ study in 

Mumbai region. 
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• The present study did not compare the attitude of secondary school students studying 

in ICSE, CBSE and SSC Boards in Mumbai Region. 

HYPOTHESIS 

• There is no significant difference in the attitude of boys and girls studying in 

secondary schools in Mumbai with respect to Computer Assisted Instruction. 

METHOD OF THE STUDY 

For the present study, the Descriptive Comparative method of research was used. 

TOOLS USED 

As no tools to measure the attitude of secondary school students towards the 

Computer Assisted Instruction were available, the researcher prepared the required tool 

herself. . An overall mechanism was devised comprising of all the aspects of Computer 

Assisted Instruction, a tool was designed in such a way that it shall measure attitude of 

secondary school students towards Computer Assisted Instruction in totality. 

The items for the tool were framed as per the different aspects of Computer Assisted 

Instruction. These are as: 

• Instruction for a number of learners at a time 

• Automatic recording to the learners’ performance. 

• Variety in the use of methods. 

• Informational aspect. 

• Drill and Practice programs 

• Tutorial Type programs 

• Educational games 

• Simulated Instruction. 

• Problem solving situations 

• Practical work. 

SAMPLE 

The sample for the present study comprised of 360 secondary school students 

studying in Mumbai. The three boards i.e., ICSE, CBSE and SSC were covered.   

SAMPLING TECHNIQUE 

For the purpose of the present study the researcher adopted the Random 

Sampling Method.  

STATISTICS USED 

For analyzing the data mean, mode, median, standard Deviation and t-test.  

DATA COLLECTION 

The entire data collection was done in two months. During this period the actual 

tool was administered to the selected sample. The selected students were given 24 hours 

to fill in the questionnaire as per their request.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Descriptive Analysis: The following table shows the measures of central tendency 

namely mean and measures of variability namely standard deviation of attitude of 
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Secondary School Students of Mumbai with respect to Computer Assisted 

Instruction.  

Table- 1 

Central Tendency of boys and girls of Secondary Schools Towards Computer 

Assisted Instruction. 

Category N Mean Median Mode 

Boys 180 142.22 141.37 139.67 

Girls 180 145.50 143.49 139.47 

INFERENCES DRAWN FROM THE ABOVE TABLE 

From the above table we observe that the mean of girls is higher which reflects the 

favorable attitude towards Computer Assisted Instruction than compared to the boys.  

INFERENTIAL ANALYSIS 

Findings: The findings drawn after the analysis are as under: 

Testing of Hypothesis -1 – The null hypothesis states that there is no significant 

difference in the attitude of boys and girls studying in secondary schools in Mumbai with 

respect to Computer Assisted Instruction. The statistical technique used to test this 

hypothesis was t-test. 

Table No- 2 

Scores of attitude of boys and girls of Secondary SchoolsTowards Computer 

Assisted Instruction. 

Group Variable  N Mean SD     t S/NS L 

Boys Attitude of 

Computer 

Assisted 

Instruction 

 

180 

 

142.22 

 

10.22 

 

 

 2.89 

 

 

   S 

0.05 

& 

0.01  

Girls 

 

180 

 

145.50 

 

11.56 

Interpretation of ‘t’  

df = 360-2 = 358 at 0.05 level tabulated = 1.96 and at 0.01 level tabulated t = 2.59, 

Since the obtained t value is  slightly more than the than tabulated t, the null 

hypothesis was rejected. 

CONCLUSION 

There is no significant difference in the attitude of boys and girls studying in 

secondary schools in Mumbai with respect to Computer Assisted Instruction. 

FINDINGS 

1) The study has revealed that the girls of secondary schools had more positive attitude 

towards the Computer Assisted Instruction in comparison to the boys. The majority of 

the girls had shown positive attitude towards Computer Assisted Instruction with 

respect to the following aspects of it: 

• Supplements Conventional teaching in classrooms. 

• Serves thousands of learners in an individualized ways. 

• Provides quality and quantity auto instruction to individual learners at a time. 
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• Learning outcome is more accurate. 

• More interesting 

• Provides essential information for the acquisition of concepts and skills. 

• Learners can learn on their own. 

• All related modes of CAI are more motivating. 

• Teaching goes more systematic. 

• Lots of activities are provided to make the concept clear and thorough. 

• Problem solving situations help students. 

2) Testing of Hypotheses one reveled that there is a significant difference in the attitude 

of boys and girls studying in the secondary schools of Mumbai with respect to Computer 

Assisted Instruction. This indicates that girls definitely have more positive attitude 

towards the usage of Computer Assisted Instruction. 

The above findings can be attributed to the following factors: 

1. More familiarity with the functioning of computers. 

2. Greater awareness of the possibilities offered by the computers. 

3. They are more technological – savvy due to increased exposure to computers. 

4. A little more maturity than boys. 
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES 
 

* Dr. G.REVATHI 

Introduction: 

Public Administration is the implementation of government policy and also an 

academic discipline that studies this implementation and prepares civil servants for 

working in the public service. As a "field of inquiry with a diverse scope" whose 

fundamental goal is to "advance management and policies so that government can 

function". Some of the various definitions which have been offered for the term are: "the 

management of public programs"; the "translation of politics into the reality 

that citizens see every day"; and "the study of government decision making, the analysis of 

the policies themselves, the various inputs that have produced them, and the inputs 

necessary to produce alternative policies." Public administration is "centrally concerned 

with the organization of government policies and programs as well as the behavior of 

officials (usually non-elected) formally responsible for their conduct". Many 

unelected public servants can be considered to be public administrators, including heads 

of city, county, regional, state and federal departments such as municipal budget 

directors, human resources (HR) administrators, city managers, census managers, 

state mental health directors, and cabinet secretaries. Public administrators are public 

servants working in public departments and agencies, at all levels of government. In the 

United States, civil servants and academics such as Woodrow Wilson promoted civil 

service reform in the 1880s, moving public administration into academia. However, "until 

the mid-20th century and the dissemination of the German sociologist Max Weber's 

theory of bureaucracy" there was not "much interest in a theory of public 

administration". The field is multidisciplinary in character; one of the various proposals 

for public administration's sub-fields sets out six pillars, including human 

resources, organizational theory, policy analysis, statistics, budgeting, and ethics. 

Definitions 

In 1947 Paul H. Appleby defined public administration as "public leadership of 

public affairs directly responsible for executive action". In a democracy, it has to do with 

such leadership and executive action in terms that respect and contribute to the dignity, 

the worth, and the potentials of the citizen. One year later, Gordon Clapp, then Chairman 

of the Tennessee Valley Authority defined public administration "as a public instrument 

whereby democratic society may be more completely realized." This implies that it must 

"relate itself to concepts of justice, liberty, and fuller economic opportunity for human 

beings" and is thus "concerned with "people, with ideas, and with things".12 According to 

James D. Carroll & Alfred M. Zuck, the publication by "Woodrow Wilson of his essay, 

"The Study of Administration" in 1887 is generally regarded as the beginning of public 

administration as a specific field of study". Drawing on the democracy theme and 

discarding the link to the executive branch, Patricia M. Shields asserts that public 

administration "deals with the stewardship and implementation of the products of a living 
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democracy". The key term "product" refers to "those items that are constructed or 

produced" such as prisons, roads, laws, schools, and security. "As implementors, public 

managers engage these products." They participate in the doing and making of the 

"living" democracy. A living democracy is "an environment that is changing, organic", 

imperfect, inconsistent and teaming with values. "Stewardship is emphasized because 

public administration is concerned "with accountability and effective use of scarce 

resources and ultimately making the connection between the doing, the making and 

democratic values". 

More recently scholars claim that "public administration has no generally 

accepted definition", because the "scope of the subject is so great and so debatable that it 

is easier to explain than define". Public administration is a field of study (i.e., a discipline) 

and an occupation. There is much disagreement about whether the study of public 

administration can properly be called a discipline, largely because of the debate over 

whether public administration is a subfield of political science or a subfield 

of administrative science", the latter an outgrowth of its roots in policy analysis and 

evaluation research. Scholar Donald Kettl is among those who view public administration 

"as a subfield within political science". According to Lalor a society with a public authority 

that provides at least one public good can be said to have a public administration whereas 

the absence of either (or a fortiori both) a public authority or the provision of at least one 

public good implies the absence of a public administration. He argues that public 

administration is the public provision of public goods in which the demand function is 

satisfied more or less effectively by politics, whose primary tool is rhetoric, providing for 

public goods, and the supply function is satisfied more or less efficiently by public 

management, whose primary tools are speech acts, producing public goods. The moral 

purpose of public administration, implicit in its acceptance of its role, is the maximization 

of the opportunities of the public to satisfy its wants. The North American Industry 

Classification System definition of the Public Administration (NAICS 91) sector states that 

public administration "... comprises establishments primarily engaged in activities of a 

governmental nature, that is, the enactment and judicial interpretation of laws and their 

pursuant regulations, and the administration of programs based on them". This includes 

"Legislative activities, taxation, national defense, public order and safety, immigration 

services, foreign affairs and international assistance, and the administration of 

government programs are activities that are purely governmental in nature". From the 

academic perspective, the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) in the United 

States defines the study of public administration as "A program that prepares individuals 

to serve as managers in the executive arm of local, state, and federal government and that 

focuses on the systematic study of executive organization and management. Includes 

instruction in the roles, development, and principles of public administration; the 

management of public policy; executive-legislative relations; public budgetary processes 
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and financial management; administrative law; public personnel management; 

professional ethics; and research methods." 

History 

Antiquity to the 19th century 

Dating back to Antiquity, Pharaohs, kings and emperors have required pages, 

treasurers, and tax collectors to administer the practical business of government. Prior to 

the 19th century, staffing of most public administrations was rife with nepotism, 

favouritism, and political patronage, which was often referred to as a "spoils system". 

Public administrators have long been the "eyes and ears" of rulers. In medieval times, the 

abilities to read and write, add and subtract were as dominated by the educated elite as 

public employment. Consequently, the need for expert civil servants whose ability to read 

and write formed the basis for developing expertise in such necessary activities as legal 

record-keeping, paying and feeding armies and levying taxes. As the European Imperialist 

age progressed and the militarily powers extended their hold over other continents and 

people, the need for a sophisticated public administration grew.  The field of 

 management may well be said to have originated in ancient China, including possibly the 

first highly centralized bureaucratic state, and the earliest (by the second century BC) 

example of an administration based on merit through testing. Far in advance of the rest of 

the world until almost the end of the 18th century, Sinologist Herrlee G. Creel and other 

scholars find the influence of Chinese administration in Europe by the 12th century, for 

example, in Fredrick II's promulgations, characterized as the "birth certificate of modern 

bureaucracy". Though Chinese administration cannot be traced to any one individual, 

emphasizing a merit system figures of the Fa-Jia like 4th century BC reformer Shen 

Buhai (400–7 BC) may have had more influence than any other, and might be considered 

its founder, if not valuable as a rare pre-modern example of abstract theory of 

administration. Creel writes that, in Shen Buhai, there are the "seeds of the civil service 

examination", and that, if one wishes to exaggerate, it would "no doubt be possible to 

translate Shen Buhai's term Shu, or technique, as 'science'", and argue that he was the first 

political scientist, though Creel does "not care to go this far". 

The eighteenth-century noble, King Frederick William I of Prussia, created 

professorates in Cameralism in an effort to train a new class of public administrators. The 

universities of Frankfurt an der Oder and University of Halle were Prussian institutions 

emphasizing economic and social disciplines, with the goal of societal reform. Johann 

Heinrich Gottlob Justi was the most well-known professor of Cameralism. Thus, from a 

Western European perspective, Classic, Medieval, and Enlightenment-era scholars formed 

the foundation of the discipline that has come to be called public administration. Lorenz 

von Stein, an 1855 German professor from Vienna, is considered the founder of the science 

of public administration in many parts of the world. In the time of Von Stein, public 

administration was considered a form of administrative law, but Von Stein believed this 

concept too restrictive. Von Stein taught that public administration relies on many 
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prestablished disciplines such as sociology, political science, administrative 

law and public finance. He called public administration an integrating science, and stated 

that public administrators should be concerned with both theory and practice. He argued 

that public administration is a science because knowledge is generated and evaluated 

according to the scientific method. 

Modern American public administration is an extension of democratic governance, 

justified by classic and liberal philosophers of the western world ranging 

from Aristotle to John Locke29 to Thomas Jefferson.  

In the United States of America, Woodrow Wilson is considered the father of 

public administration. He first formally recognized public administration in an 1887 

article entitled "The Study of Administration". The future president wrote that "it is the 

object of administrative study to discover, first, what government can properly and 

successfully do, and, secondly, how it can do these proper things with the utmost possible 

efficiency and at the least possible cost either of money or of energy". Wilson was more 

influential to the science of public administration than Von Stein, primarily due to an 

article Wilson wrote in 1887 in which he advocated four concepts: 

• Separation of politics and administration 

• Comparative analysis of political and private organizations 

• Improving efficiency with business-like practices and attitudes toward daily 

operations 

• Improving the effectiveness of public service through management and by training 

civil servants, merit-based assessment 

The separation of politics and administration has been the subject of lasting 

debate. The different perspectives regarding this dichotomy contribute to differentiating 

characteristics of the suggested generations of public administration. 

By the 1920s, scholars of public administration had responded to Wilson's 

solicitation and thus textbooks in this field were introduced. A few distinguished scholars 

of that period were, Luther Gulick, Lyndall Urwick, Henri Fayol, Frederick Taylor, and 

others. Frederick Taylor (1856–1915), another prominent scholar in the field of 

administration and management also published a book entitled The Principles of Scientific 

Management (1911). He believed that scientific analysis would lead to the discovery of the 

"one best way" to do things or carrying out an operation. This, according to him could 

help save cost and time. Taylor's technique was later introduced to private industrialists, 

and later into the various government organizations (Jeong, 2007).  

Taylor's approach is often referred to as Taylor's Principles or Taylorism. Taylor's 

scientific management consisted of main four principles (Frederick W. Taylor, 1911): 

• Replace rule-of-thumb work methods with methods based on a scientific study of the 

tasks. 

• Scientifically select, train, and develop each employee rather than passively leaving 

them to train themselves. 
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• Provide "detailed instruction and supervision of each worker in the performance of 

that worker's discrete task" (Montgomery 1997: 250). 

• Divide work nearly equally between managers and workers, so that the managers 

apply scientific management principles to planning the work and the workers actually 

perform the tasks. 

Taylor had very precise ideas about how to introduce his system (approach): 'It is 

only through enforced standardization of methods, enforced adoption of the best 

implements and working conditions, and enforced cooperation that this faster work can 

be assured. And the duty of enforcing the adoption of standards and enforcing this 

cooperation rests with management alone.' 

The American Society for Public Administration (ASPA) the leading professional 

group for public administration was founded in 199. ASPA sponsors the journal Public 

Administration Review, which was founded in 1940.  

US in the 1940s 

 
Luther Gulick (1892–199) was an expert on public administration. 

The separation of politics and administration advocated by Wilson continues to 

play a significant role in public administration today. However, the dominance of this 

dichotomy was challenged by second generation scholars, beginning in the 1940s. Luther 

Gulick's fact-value dichotomy was a key contender for Wilson's proposed politics-

administration dichotomy. In place of Wilson's first generation split, Gulick advocated a 

"seamless web of discretion and interaction". Luther Gulick and Lyndall Urwick are two 

second-generation scholars. Gulick, Urwick, and the new generation of administrators 

built on the work of contemporary behavioural, administrative, and organizational 

scholars including Henri Fayol, Fredrick Winslow Taylor, Paul Appleby, Frank Goodnow, 

and Willam Willoughby. The new generation of organizational theories no longer relied 

upon logical assumptions and generalizations about human nature like classical and 

enlightened theorists. Gulick developed a comprehensive, generic theory of organization 

that emphasized the scientific method, efficiency, professionalism, structural reform, and 

executive control. Gulick summarized the duties of administrators with an 

acronym; POSDCORB, which stands for planning, organizing, staffing, directing, 

coordinating, reporting, and budgeting. Fayol developed a systematic, 14-point treatment 

of private management. Second-generation theorists drew upon private management 

practices for administrative sciences. A single, generic management theory bleeding the 
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borders between the private and the public sector was thought to be possible. With the 

general theory, the administrative theory could be focused on governmental 

organizations. The mid-1940s theorists challenged Wilson and Gulick. The politics-

administration dichotomy remained the centre of criticism. 

1950s to the 1970s 

During the 1950s, the United States experienced prolonged prosperity and 

solidified its place as a world leader. Public Administration experienced a kind of heyday 

due to the successful war effort and successful post war reconstruction in Western Europe 

and Japan. Government was popular as was President Eisenhower. In the 1960s and 1970s, 

government itself came under fire as ineffective, inefficient, and largely a wasted effort. 

The costly American intervention in Vietnam along with domestic scandals including the 

bugging of Democratic party headquarters (the 1974 Watergate scandal) are two examples 

of self-destructive government behaviour that alienated citizens. There was a call by 

citizens for efficient administration to replace ineffective, wasteful bureaucracy. Public 

administration would have to distance itself from politics to answer this call and remain 

effective. Elected officials supported these reforms. The Hoover Commission, chaired by 

University of Chicago professor Louis Brownlow, to examine reorganization of 

government. Brownlow subsequently founded the Public Administration Service (PAS) at 

the university, an organization which has provided consulting services to all levels of 

government until the 1970s. Concurrently, after World War II, the whole concept of 

public administration expanded to include policymaking and analysis, thus the study of 

"administrative policy making and analysis" was introduced and enhanced into the 

government decision-making bodies. Later on, the human factor became a predominant 

concern and emphasis in the study of public administration. This period witnessed the 

development and inclusion of other social sciences knowledge, predominantly, 

psychology, anthropology, and sociology, into the study of public administration (Jeong, 

2007).2 Henceforth, the emergence of scholars such as, Fritz Morstein Marx with his 

book The Elements of Public Administration (1946), Paul H. Appleby Policy and 

Administration (1952), Frank Marini 'Towards a New Public Administration' (1971), and 

others that have contributed positively in these endeavors. 

1980s–1990s 

In the late 1980s, yet another generation of public administration theorists began 

to displace the last. The new theory, which came to be called New Public Management, 

was proposed by David Osborne and Ted Gaebler in their book Reinventing 

Government.6 The new model advocated the use of private sector-style models, 

organizational ideas and values to improve the efficiency and service-orientation of the 

public sector. During the Clinton Administration (199–2001), Vice President Al 

Gore adopted and reformed federal agencies using NPM approaches. In the 1990s, new 

public management became prevalent throughout the bureaucracies of the US, the UK 

and, to a lesser extent, in Canada. The original public management theories have roots 
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attributed to policy analysis, according to Richard Elmore in his 1986 article published in 

the "Journal of Policy Analysis and Management". 

Some modern authors define NPM as a combination of splitting large 

bureaucracies into smaller, more fragmented agencies, encouraging competition between 

different public agencies, and encouraging competition between public agencies and 

private firms and using economic incentives lines (e.g., performance pay for senior 

executives or user-pay models). NPM treats individuals as "customers" or "clients" (in the 

private sector sense), rather than as citizens.  Some critics argue that the New Public 

Management concept of treating people as "customers" rather than "citizens" is an 

inappropriate borrowing from the private sector model, because businesses see customers 

as a means to an end (profit), rather than as the proprietors of government (the owners), 

opposed to merely the customers of a business (the patrons). In New Public Management, 

people are viewed as economic units not democratic participants which is the hazard of 

linking an MBA (business administration, economic and employer-based model) too 

closely with the public administration (governmental, public good) sector. Nevertheless, 

the NPM model (one of four described by Elmore in 1986, including the "generic model") 

is still widely accepted at multiple levels of government (e.g., municipal, state/province, 

and federal) and in many OECD nations. 

In the late 1990s, Janet and Robert Denhardt proposed a new public services 

model in response to the dominance of NPM. A successor to NPM is digital era 

governance, focusing on themes of reintegrating government responsibilities, needs-

based holism (executing duties in cursive ways), and digitalization (exploiting the 

transformational capabilities of modern IT and digital storage). One example of this 

is openforum.com.au, an Australian non-for-profit eDemocracy project which invites 

politicians, senior public servants, academics, business people and other key stakeholders 

to engage in high-level policy debate. Another new public service model is what has been 

called New Public Governance, an approach which includes a centralization of power; an 

increased number, role and influence of partisan-political staff; personal-politicization of 

appointments to the senior public service; and, the assumption that the public service is 

promiscuously partisan for the government of the day. In the mid-1980s, the goal of 

community programs in the United States was often represented by terms such as 

independent living, community integration, inclusion, community 

participation, deinstitutionalization, and civil rights. Thus, the same public policy (and 

public administration) was to apply to all citizens, inclusive of disability. However, by the 

1990s, categorical state systems were strengthened in the United States (Racino, in press, 

2007), and efforts were made to introduce more disability content into the public policy 

curricula with disability public policy (and administration) distinct fields in their own 

right. Behaviorists have also dominated "intervention practice" (generally not the 

province of public administration) in recent years, believing that they are in opposition to 

generic public policy (termed ecological systems theory, of the late Urie Bronfenbrenner). 
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Increasingly, public policy academics and practitioners have utilized the 

theoretical concepts of political economy to explain policy outcomes such as the success 

or failure of reform efforts or the persistence of suboptimal outcomes.  

Core branches 

In academia, the field of public administration consists of a number of sub-fields. 

Scholars have proposed a number of different sets of sub-fields. One of the proposed 

models uses five "pillars": 

• Organizational theory in public administration is the study of the structure of 

governmental entities and the many particulars inculcated in them. 

• Ethics in public administration serves as a normative approach to decision making. 

• Policy analysis serves as an empirical approach to decision making. 

• Public budgeting is the activity within a government that seeks to allocate scarce 

resources among unlimited demands. 

• Human resource management is an in-house structure that ensures that public 

service staffing is done in an unbiased, ethical and values-based manner. The basic 

functions of the HR system are employee benefits, employee health care, 

compensation, and many more (e.g., human rights, Americans with Disabilities Act). 

The executives managing the HR director and other key departmental personnel are 

also part of the public administration system. 

Decision-making models 

Given the array of duties public administrators find themselves performing, the 

professional administrator might refer to a theoretical framework from which he or she 

might work. Indeed, many public and private administrative scholars have devised and 

modified decision-making models. 

Niskanen's budget-maximizing 

In 1971, Professor William Niskanen proposed a rational choice variation which he 

called the "budget-maximizing model". He claimed that rational bureaucrats will 

universally seek to increase the budgets of their units (to enhance their stature), thereby 

contributing to state growth and increased public expenditure. Niskanen served on 

President Reagan's Council of Economic Advisors; his model underpinned what has been 

touted as curtailed public spending and increased privatization. However, budgeted 

expenditures and the growing deficit during the Reagan administration is evidence of a 

different reality. A range of pluralist authors have critiqued Niskanen's universalist 

approach. These scholars have argued that officials tend also to be motivated by 

considerations of the public interest. 

Dunleavy's bureau-shaping 

The bureau-shaping model, a modification of Niskanen, holds that rational 

bureaucrats only maximize the part of their budget that they spend on their own agency's 

operations or give to contractors and interest groups. Groups that are able to organize a 

"flowback" of benefits to senior officials would, according to this theory, receive increased 
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budgetary attention. For instance, rational officials will get no benefit from paying out 

larger welfare checks to millions of low-income citizens because this does not serve a 

bureaucrats' goals. Accordingly, one might instead expect a jurisdiction to seek budget 

increases for defense and security purposes in place programming. If we refer back to 

Reagan once again, Dunleavy's bureau shaping model accounts for the alleged decrease in 

the "size" of government while spending did not, in fact, decrease. Domestic entitlement 

programming was financially deemphasized for military research and personnel. 

Academic field 

University programs preparing students for careers in public administration 

typically offer the Master of Public Administration (MPA) degree, although in some 

universities, an MA in Public Administration is awarded. In the United States, the 

academic field of public administration draws heavily on political 

science and administrative law. Some MPA programs include economics courses to give 

students a background in microeconomic issues (markets, rationing mechanisms, etc.) 

and macroeconomic issues (e.g., national debt). Scholars such as John A. Rohr write of a 

long history behind the constitutional legitimacy of government bureaucracy. In Europe 

(notably in Britain and Germany), the divergence of the field from other disciplines can 

be traced to the 1720s continental university curriculum. Formally, official academic 

distinctions were made in the 1910s and 1890s, respectively. The goals of the field of public 

administration are related to the democratic values of improving equality, justice, 

security, efficiency and effectiveness of public services in a non-profit venue; business 

administration, on the other hand, is primarily concerned with expanding market share, 

generating revenue and earning profit. For a field built on concepts 

(accountability, governance, decentralization and clientele), these concepts are often ill-

defined and typologies often ignore certain aspects of these concepts (Dubois & Fattore 

2006).  

The more specific term "public management" refers to ordinary, routine or typical 

management that aims to achieve public good. In some definitions, "public management" 

refers to private sector, market-driven perspective on the operation of government. This 

typically involves putting senior executives on performance contracts, rather 

than tenured positions, instituting pay-for-performance systems for executives, creating 

revenue-generating agencies and so on. This latter view is often called "new public 

management" (NPM) by its advocates. New Public Management represents a reform 

attempt that emphasizes the professional nature of public administration. NPM advocates 

aim to replace the academic, moral or disciplinary emphasis of traditional public 

administration with a professional focus. Some theorists advocate a "bright line" 

differentiation of the professional field from related academic disciplines like political 

science and sociology; it remains interdisciplinary in nature. 

One public administration scholar, Donald Kettl, argues that "public 

administration sits in a disciplinary backwater", because "for the last generation, scholars 
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have sought to save or replace it with fields of study like implementation, public 

management, and formal bureaucratic theory". Kettl states that "public administration, as 

a subfield within political science...is struggling to define its role within the 

discipline". He notes two problems with public administration: it "has seemed 

methodologically to lag behind" and "the field's theoretical work too often seems not to 

define it"-indeed, "some of the most interesting recent ideas in public administration have 

come from outside the field". Public administration theory is the domain in which 

discussions of the meaning and purpose of government, the role of bureaucracy in 

supporting democratic governments, budgets, governance, and public affairs takes place. 

In recent years, public administration theory has periodically connoted a heavy 

orientation toward critical theory and postmodern philosophical notions of government, 

governance, and power. However, many public administration scholars support a classic 

definition of the term emphasizing constitutionality, public service, bureaucratic forms of 

organization, and hierarchical government. 

Comparative public administration 

Comparative public administration or CPA is defined as the study of 

administrative systems in a comparative fashion or the study of public administration in 

other countries. There have been several issues which have hampered the development of 

comparative public administration, including: the major differences between Western 

countries and developing countries; the lack of curriculum on this sub-field in public 

administration programs; and the lack of success in developing theoretical models which 

can be scientifically tested. Even though CPA is a weakly formed field as a whole, this sub-

field of public administration is an attempt at cross-cultural analysis, a "quest for patterns 

and regularities of administrative action and behavior." CPA is an integral part to the 

analysis of public administration techniques. The process of comparison allows for more 

widely applicable policies to be tested in a variety of situations. Comparative public 

administration emerged during the post-World War II period in order to seek 

international developmental strategies which aided in the containment of communism  

during the Cold War. (Riggs 1954, Heady 1960) The developers of this field expanded on a 

general theory, a research agenda, and generalized "lessons learned". (Riggs 1954, Heady 

1960) A prominent figure of Public Administration, Woodrow Wilson, commented on the 

study by saying, "Like principles of civil liberty are everywhere fostering like methods of 

government; and if comparative studies of the ways and means of government should 

enable us to offer suggestions which will practicably combine openness and vigor in the 

administration of such governments with ready docility to all serious, well-sustained 

public criticism, they will have approved themselves worthy to be ranked among the 

highest and most fruitful of the great departments of political study". As the financial 

state of the powering countries began to stabilize toward the decline of the Cold War, the 

field of CPA began to diminish. The resulting decline caused the lack of further expansion 

of this study making it irrelevant. 
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Comparative public administration lacks curriculum, which has prevented it from 

becoming a major field of study. This lack of understanding of the basic concepts that 

build this field's foundation has ultimately led to its lack of use. For example, William 

Waugh, a professor at Georgia State University has stated "Comparative studies are 

difficult because of the necessity to provide enough information on the sociopolitical 

context of national administrative structures and processes for readers to understand why 

there are differences and similarities." He also asserts, "Although there is sizable literature 

on comparative public administration it is scattered and dated." Waugh argues that 

public administration requires an understanding of different administrative structures 

and a comparison of different public administration models. The literature to build this 

base of knowledge is scattered and often hard to obtain. The lack or ill-formed use of 

comparative public administration has been detrimental for many countries, including 

the United States. Fred Riggs a political scientist, states that "comparisons to the United 

States also can be problematic, because of the tendency of many American scholars to 

presume the American organizational structures and processes are models for other 

nations to emulate, which was a failing of early developmental administrative studies." In 

this, he claims the misuse and misapplication of comparative public administration has 

led to it being underdeveloped. 

The development and better use comparative public administration could lead to 

better understanding. In 2002, the National Security Strategy was used in the battle of 

hearts and minds.51 They tried to assimilate with an Arab and Islamic audience to push 

American values and democracy in an attempt to stop terrorism, when in fact the lack of 

comparison on the public level was ineffective and backfired. The lack of willingness to 

understand their culture led to more tension in the Middle East. In conclusion of these 

events there are not enough resources directed to the study of comparative public 

administration. For a basic understanding of sociopolitical structure of a society or 

culture is a key component of comparative public administration. Despite all of its set 

backs there are examples of the application of well-formed Comparative Public 

Administration working in the world today. One of which is the comparison on the 

national level David Clark an author in this field states "In spite of similarities in public 

management reform rhetoric, it is argued that there is increasing divergence in the 

philosophy & practice of public service in the two nations, & and these differences reflect 

regimes that incorporate different ideals of citizenship." This highlights the benefit of 

proper comparison of public administration. By examining patterns that emerge in 

international public sectors one can identify similarities and differences in many things 

including ideals of citizenship on the local level. Although the United States failed use of 

Comparative Public Administration in the Middle East is noted, they did properly 

incorporate it domestically. "During the Clinton administration, the focus on residential 

energy consumption in the United States was elevated to a high level with the 

inauguration of the Million Solar Roofs initiative, in which the Department of Energy 
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(DOE) sponsored workshops, developed a pool of existing federal lending and financing 

options, and worked with partners in the solar and building industries to remove market 

barriers to strengthen grassroots demand for solar technologies". 

This grassroots demand may have come from the comparative knowledge that 

concluded "In the United States, residential and commercial buildings combined now use 

71% of all electricity produced and account for 79% of all electricity expenditures. Annual 

CO2emission attributed to electricity consumption in these U.S. buildings constitute 4% 

of the country's annual total CO2 emission, which is approximately equivalent to the total 

CO2 emission of Japan, France, and the United Kingdom combined. These levels support 

the claim of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change that energy use in buildings 

offer more potential for reducing carbon emission than any other single sector in the 

United States and abroad.". This example compares CO2 emission in the United States to 

other countries and through the buildings sector; the US could cut down on CO2 

emission. The field of comparative public administration is often misunderstood for the 

definition itself is complex and requires layers of understanding. The field will require 

many more years of collaborative research before it becomes a widely recognized 

academic study. 

Master's degrees 

Some public administration programs have similarities to business 

administration programs, in cases where the students from both the Master's in Public 

Administration (MPA) and Master's in Business Administration (MBA) programs take 

many of the same courses. In some programs, the MPA (or MAPA) is more clearly distinct 

from the MBA, in that the MPA often emphasizes substantially different ethical and 

sociological criteria that pertain to administering government programs for the public 

good that have not been key criteria for business managers, who typically aim to 

maximize profit or share price. The MPA is related to similar graduate-level government 

studies programs including Master of Arts (MA) programs in public affairs, public policy, 

and political science. MPA degrees may be more likely to include program emphases 

on policy analysis techniques or other topical focuses such as the study of international 

affairs as opposed to MA degrees, which tend to focus on constitutional issues such 

as separation of powers, administrative law, contracting with government, problems 

of governance and power, and participatory democracy. Some MPA degrees may be more 

oriented towards training students to undertake public service work tasks, whereas some 

MA programs may have a more academic, theoretical focus. Some universities offer their 

Masters in public administration as an MA degree (e.g., Carleton University in Ottawa, 

Canada and the University of Kerala in India). Some universities offer mid-career Master's 

programs, sometimes called an MC/MPA, that can be taken part-time (often outside of 

business hours) by public servants and public service managers who are working full-

time. Community programs may offer internships or continuing education crs. One 
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example is the Maxwell School's mid-career Masters at Syracuse University, which was 

launched by Robert Iversen in the 1970s. 

Doctoral degrees 

There are two types of doctoral degrees in public administration: the Doctor of 

Public Administration (DPA) and the Ph.D. in public administration. The DPA is an 

applied-research doctoral degree in the field of public administration, focusing on the 

practice of public administration more than on its theoretical aspects. The DPA requires 

coursework beyond the Masters level and a thesis, dissertation or other doctoral project. 

Upon successful completion of the doctoral requirements, the title of "Doctor" is awarded 

and the post-nominals of D.P.A. can be used. Some universities use the Ph.D. as their 

doctoral degree in public administration (e.g., Carleton University in Ottawa, Canada, and 

the University Of Kerala in India). The Ph.D. is typically sought by individuals aiming to 

become professors of public administration or researchers. Individuals pursuing a Ph.D. 

in public administration often pursue more theoretical dissertation topics than their DPA 

counterparts. 

Notable scholars 

Notable scholars of public administration have come from a range of fields. In the 

period before public administration existed as its own independent discipline, scholars 

contributing to the field came from economics, sociology, management, political science, 

administrative law, and, other related fields. More recently, scholars from public 

administration and public policy have contributed important studies and theories. 

International organizations 

There are a number of international public administration organizations. The 

Commonwealth Association of Public Administration and Management (CAPAM) is 

diverse, as it includes the 54 member states of the Commonwealth from India and the UK 

to Nauru. Its biennial conference brings together ministers of public service, top public 

officials and leading scholars. The oldest organization is the International Institute of 

Administrative Sciences (IIAS). Based in Brussels, Belgium, the IIAS is a worldwide 

platform providing a space for exchanges that promote knowledge and good practices to 

improve the organization and operation of public administration. The IIAS also aims to 

ensure that public agencies will be in a position to better respond to the current and 

future expectations and needs of society. The IIAS has set up four entities: the 

International Association of Schools and Institutes of Administration (IASIA), the 

European Group for Public Administration (EGPA), The Latin American Group for Public 

Administration (LAGPA) and the Asian Group for Public Administration (AGPA). IASIA is 

an association of organizations and individuals whose activities and interests focus on 

public administration and management. The activities of its members include education 

and training of administrators and managers. It is the only worldwide scholarly 

association in the field of public management. EGPA, LAGPA and AGPA are the regional 

sub-entities of the IIAS. Another body, the International Committee of the US-
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based Network of Schools of Public Policy, Affairs, and Administration (NASPAA), has 

developed a number of relationships around the world. They include sub regional and 

National forums like CLAD, INPAE and NISPAcee, APSA, ASPA.  The Center for Latin 

American Administration for Development (CLAD), based in Caracas, Venezuela, this 

regional network of schools of public administration set up by the governments in Latin 

America is the oldest in the region. The Institute is a founding member and played a 

central role in organizing the Inter-American Network of Public Administration 

Education (INPAE). Created in 2000, this regional network of schools is unique in that it 

is the only organization to be composed of institutions from North and Latin America and 

the Caribbean working in public administration and policy analysis. It has more than 49 

members from top research schools in various countries throughout the hemisphere.   

NISPAcee is a network of experts, scholars and practitioners who work in the field 

of public administration in central Europe and Eastern Europe, including the Russian 

Federation and the Caucasus and Central Asia. The US public administration and political 

science associations like NASPAA, American Political Science Association (APSA) and 

American Society of Public Administration (ASPA). These organizations have helped to 

create the fundamental establishment of modern public administration. Eastern Regional 

Organization for Public Administration (EROPA) is a state-membership based 

organization, open to other organizations and individuals, headquartered in The 

Philippines with centres and membership organized around the Asia Pacific region. 

EROPA organizes annual conferences, and publishes a journal Asian Review of Public 

Administration (ARPA). It has a number of centres in the region, and assists in 

networking experts with its members.  

Public management 

"Public management" is an approach to government administration and non-

profit administration that resembles or draws on private-

sector management and business techniques and approaches. These business approaches 

often aim to maximize efficiency and effectiveness and provide improved customer 

service. A contrast is drawn with the study of public administration, which emphasizes 

the social and cultural drivers of government that many contend (e.g., Graham T. 

Allison and Charles Goodsell) makes it different from the private sector. Studying and 

teaching about public management are widely practiced in developed nations. 

Organizations 

Many entities study public management in particular, in various countries, 

including: 

• In the US, the American Society for Public Administration. Indiana University 

Bloomington 

• In Canada, the Institute of Public Administration of Canada, the Observatoire de 

l'Administtation publique, and various projects of the Federation of Canadian 

Municipalities and Infrastructure Canada 
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• In the UK, Warwick Business School, the London School of Economics, University 

College London, the UK local democracy project and London Health Observatory. 

• In the Netherlands, The Hague University of Applied Sciences 

• In Australia, the Institute of Public Administration Australia. 

• In France, the École nationale d'administration, the Sciences Po School of Public 

Affairs, the INET, National Institute of Territorial Studies, and the IMPGTfr, Institute 

of Public Management and Territorial Governance in Aix-en-Provence, Aix-Marseille 

University. 

• In Belgium, the Public Governance Institute, KU Leuven. 

• In Germany, the German University of Administrative Sciences Speyer, the Hertie 

School of Governance, the Bachelor and Master of Politics, Administration & 

International Relations (PAIR) at the Zeppelin University Friedrichshafen, and the 

Bachelor and Master of Public Policy & Management and the Executive Public 

Management Master of University of Potsdam. 

• In Switzerland, the University of Geneva and the Swiss Graduate School of Public 

Administration (IDHEAP). 

• In Italy, the SDA Bocconi School of Management, the graduate business school 

of Bocconi University in Milan, Italy. 

• In Cyprus, the Cyprus International Institute of Management or CIIM. 

• In Ireland, the Institute of Public Administration, Dublin. 

• In South Africa, Regenesys Business School through the Regenesys School of Public 

Management and MANCOSA.  

Comparative public management, through government performance auditing, 

examines the efficiency and effectiveness of two or more governments. 

Public management academic resources 

• International Journal of Public Sector Management, ISSN 0951-558, Emerald Group 

Publishing 

• Public Management Review, ISSN 1471-9045 (electronic) ISSN 1471-

907 (paper) Routledge 

• Public Works Management & Policy, ISSN 1552-7549 (electronic) ISSN 1087-

724X (paper), SAGE Publications 
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WORK MOTIVATION AND LIFE SATISFACTION                                                                    

AMONG SCHOOL TEACHERS 
 

* PRATIBHA ** V. N. YADAV *** DAVENDER **** ANNUKUMARI 
 

ABSTRACT: 

The present study aims to find out the relationship between work motivation and 

life satisfaction among public and private school teachers. The samplecomprises of 100 

teachers (50 from public schools and 50 from private schools). Work Motivation 

Questionnaire by Agrawal (1998) and Life Satisfaction Scale by Alam and Srivastva (2001) 

were used to assess work motivation and life satisfaction respectively. Correlational 

analysis and t-test were used for statistical analysis. The correlation was significant 

between work motivation and life satisfaction. There existed no significant differences 

between work motivation of public and private school teachers.  Significant difference 

was found between life satisfaction of public and private school teachers. The study also 

revealed that life satisfaction in public school teachers is better than in private school 

teachers. 

Keywords: Work motivation, life satisfaction, school teachers. 

Work motivation "is a set of energetic forces that originate both within as well as 

beyond an individual's being, to initiate work-related behavior, and to determine its form, 

direction, intensity, and duration"(Pinder, 2008). Work motivation is described as the 

psychological processes that direct, energize, and maintain action toward a job, task, role, 

or project (Campbell & Pritchard, 1976; Kanfer, 1990). Pinder (1998) described work 

motivation as the set of internal and external forces that initiate work-related behaviour 

and determine its form, direction, intensity and duration. He also contended that an 

essential feature of this definition is that work motivation is an invisible, internal and 

hypothetical construct, and that researchers, therefore, have to rely on established 

theories to guide them in the measurement of observable manifestation of work 

motivation. Du Toit (1990) added that three groups of variables influence work 

motivation, namely individual characteristics, such as peoples’ own interests, values and 

needs; work characteristics, such as task variety and responsibility and organisational 

characteristics, such as its policies, procedures and customs. Van Nielerk (1987) saw work 

motivation as the creation of work circumstances that influence workers to perform a 

certain activity or task of their own free will, in order to reach the goals of the 

organization, and simultaneously satisfy their own needs. Work motivation refers to the 

psychological processes that influence individual behavior with respect to the attainment 

of workplace goals and tasks. However, measuring the determinants and consequences of 

work motivation is complex because these psychological processes are not directly 

observable and there are numerous organizational and environmental obstacles that can 

affect goal attainment. 
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Knippenberg(2008) analyzed work motivation and performance from the 

perspective of social identity theory and self-categorization theory. Central in this analysis 

is the relation of organizational identification with the motivation to exert effort on behalf 

of the collective. A theoretical analysis as well as a review of empirical studies of the 

relationship of organizational identification with motivation and performance leads to the 

conclusion that identification is positively related to work motivation, task performance, 

and contextual performance to the extent that (a) social identity is salient, and (b) high 

performance is perceived to be in the group’s or organization’s interest. 

Life satisfaction is considered to be the cognitive or judgmental component of 

subjective well-being. Life satisfaction can be assessed globally or by specific domain area, 

such as satisfaction with work, marriage, and health. It represents how satisfied people 

feel with their life generally, as contrasted with positive affect (sometimes called just 

'happiness'), which represents how they feel at a single point in time. That is, life 

satisfaction involves people thinking about their life as a whole, including factors such as 

whether they are achieving their goals, are doing as well as other people around them, 

and are happy generally rather than just right now. Life satisfaction is thus a longer-term 

measure than affect. Life satisfaction is important predictor for subsequent health 

outcomes, quality of life, and the risk of mortality. 

Life satisfaction represents a global cognitive evaluation or judgment of one’s 

satisfaction with his/her life. According to this view, life satisfaction can be viewed as an 

attitude: .a summary evaluation ofobjects along a dimension ranging from positive to 

negative. (Petty, Wegener, &Fabrigar, 1997). In other words, life satisfaction is an 

evaluative summary of one’s likingor disliking of one’s life (i.e., the attitudinal object). 

Life satisfaction is one among a range of concepts that is assumed to reflect the conditions 

of‘a good life’. Dennerstein, Dudley, Guthrie and Barrett (2000) made a study. The aims of 

this study were to examine the relation between life satisfaction and the menopausal 

transition, identify factors predictive or associated with life satisfaction, and determine 

the relation between life satisfaction and other health outcomes. The conclude life 

satisfaction was closely related to mood, predicted by earlier attitudes, and affected by 

relationship to partner, stress, and lifestyle. Life satisfaction was unrelated to menopause 

status, hormone levels, or hormone replacement therapy. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

1. To study the relationship between work motivation and life satisfaction. 

2. To study the difference between work motivation of private and public school 

teachers. 

3. To study the difference between life satisfaction of private and public school teachers. 

HYPOTHESES OF STUDY 

1. There will be no relationship between work motivation and life satisfaction. 

2. There will be no difference between work motivations of private and public school 

teachers. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Affect
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3.  There will be no difference between life satisfactions of private and public school 

teachers. 

METHODOLOGY 

Design: A correlational design and t- test were used for the analysis of data. 

Sample:  The target population consisted of 100 teachers (50 teachers from public schools 

and 50 teachers from private schools ofBhiwani district). 

TOOLS 

WORK MOTIVATION QUESTIONNAIRE 

The Work Motivation Questionnaire by Agrawal(1998) consisting of 26 items for 

measuring the work motivation of subjects. All the items in this scale are to be responded 

on five point Likertscale. The reliability co-efficient by Spearmen-Brown formula is very 

high i.e. .994. 

LIFE SATISFACTION 

The life Satisfaction Scale was developed by Alam and Srivastva (2001). This scale 

consists of 60 items related to six areas viz; health, personal, economic, marital, social and 

job. The responses are given in yes-no format. The test-retest reliability is .84 and the 

validity of the scale is .82. 

PROCEDURE 

All the subjects were approached personally. Subject was seated comfortably and 

given instructions as per manual. Both the questionnaires were scored as per the scoring 

pattern.Theobtained data were statistically analyzed by using SPSS software . 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The present study was designed to study the work motivation and life satisfaction 

of public and private school teachers. The scores were statistically analyzed to obtain 

Pearson coefficient of correlation between work motivation and life satisfaction. t- test 

was computed to study the difference between work motivation and life satisfaction for 

the two groups of teachers. 

Table 1: Showing the correlation coefficient between work motivation and life 

satisfaction. 

Variables Correlation coefficient Significance level 

Work motivation and 

life satisfaction 

           .623 P < .01 

Table 1 indicates that there is a positive and strong relationship between the two 

variables. Hence, the hypothesis that there would be no relationship between work 

motivation and life satisfaction is rejected. 

Table2: Showing the Means, SDs and the t-ratios. 

Variables Public school 

Teachers 

Private school 

Teachers 

t-ratio Significance 

level 

Mean SD Mean SD 

Work 95.24 14.71 90.22 18.07 1.523 ns 
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Motivation 

Life 

Satisfaction 

41.88 5.15 36.14 6.27 4.997 P < .01 

Table 2 shows that the work motivation mean value of public school teachers was 

higher than the private school teachers.The t-ratio (1.523, ns) for work motivation is not 

significantwhich indicates that there exists no significant differences between public and 

private school teachers, as far as work motivation is concerned. So, the hypothesis 

predicting that “there will be no significant difference between work motivation of public 

and private school teachers” is retained. 

The t-ratio(4.997, p<.01) is significant which indicates that public school teachers 

are more satisfied than the private school teachers in their lives. So, the hypothesis “there 

is no significant difference between life satisfaction of public and private school teachers” 

is rejected. 

Life satisfaction has been related to job satisfaction, interpersonal relationships, 

socioeconomic status, education, family background, and many other variables. All these 

relationships indicate that life satisfaction is a multidimensional concept. Mustafa & 

Othman (2010) examined the perceptions of Pekanbaru State Senior High School 

teachers, Riau Province, Indonesia about the effect of work motivation on teacher’s work 

performance. It was found out that teacher’s work motivation was in medium high level 

(entire mean= 3.39 with SD of .48) which revealed that the teacher’s motivation can be 

categorized in to better level. A similar study by Hoy &Miskel (1996) stated that most 

teachers had motivation to learn because teacher’s had interest and responsibility to 

educate students. The most important aspect of Mustafa’s study was the will to succeed 

and the teachers’ attitude to be successful in their work was high.  

Results of this study further revealed that there was a significant correlation 

between work motivation and teacher’s work performance. Regression analysis showed 

that work motivation contributes 61% to teacher’s work performance and this showed 

that work motivation factor had significant contribution on teacher’s work performance. 

They suggested that such factor is essential to improve teacher’s performance. 

Boardman (1985) studied the relationship between life satisfaction and job 

satisfaction among teachers. The conclusionswere: (a)The positive correlation between 

life and job satisfaction supports the spillover model. (b) Teachers were more satisfied 

with their life than their jobs. (c) Teachers generally reported high levels of satisfaction 

with aspects of their life and aspects of their job. (d) Age, marital status, and teaching 

assignment had an impact on the satisfaction of teachers. 

Thomas (2010) investigated work motivation in relation to job satisfaction and 

biographical variables of teachers working in secondary schools.Results indicated a 

significant relationship between work motivation and job satisfaction. Significant 

differences inwork motivation and job satisfaction were observed among secondary 
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school teachers. No significant differences were found between work motivation and 

gender, age, marital status and teachers working in different types of school management. 
 

LIMITATIONS 

The present study was designed scientifically and was conducted using suitable 

techniques. Accuracy and perfection cannot be possibly drawn in a single research work, 

as all the factors are difficult to be taken into stride by an individual in a stipulated 

amount of time. Some of the limitations are: 

➢ A large domain of the sample was required for generalization of results. 

➢ The purposive sample of teachers should be more to enlighten more on the variables 

studied. 

➢ The respondents were confined to only one city i.e. Bhiwani (a small city). Metro 

cities respondents would have revealed more about the variables under study. 

➢ Data were collected on availability basis. Proper sampling criteria would have served 

better results. 

IMPLICATIONS 

➢ For improving the skills of teaching some teachers especially private school teachers 

required to behighly motivated for better teaching. 

➢ School administration should providefacilities and environment that help the 

employees in improving work motivation, life satisfaction etc. 
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DETERMINATION OF AGE WITH RADIOMETRIC DATING 
 

* DR.U.PADMANABHA RAJU 

Introduction: 

Radiometric dating or radioactive dating is a technique used to date materials 

such as rocks or carbon, in which trace radioactive impurities were selectively 

incorporated when they were formed. The method compares the abundance of a naturally 

occurring radioactive isotope within the material to the abundance of its decay products, 

which form at a known constant rate of decay. The use of radiometric dating was first 

published in 1907 by Bertram Boltwood and is now the principal source of information 

about the absolute age of rocks and other geological features, including the age 

of fossilized life forms or the age of the Earth itself, and can also be used to date a wide 

range of natural and man-made materials. Together with stratigraphic principles, 

radiometric dating methods are used in geochronology to establish the geologic time 

scale. Among the best-known techniques are radiocarbon dating, potassium argon 

dating and uranium–lead dating. By allowing the establishment of geological timescales, 

it provides a significant source of information about the ages of fossils and the deduced 

rates of evolutionary change. Radiometric dating is also used to 

date archaeological materials, including ancient artifacts. Different methods of 

radiometric dating vary in the timescale over which they are accurate and the materials to 

which they can be applied. 

Fundamentals of radiometric dating 

Radioactive decay 

 
Example of a radioactive decay chain from lead-212 (212Pb) to lead-208 (208Pb) . 

Each parent nuclide spontaneously decays into a daughter nuclide (the decay product) via 

an α decay or a β− decay. The final decay product, lead-208 (208Pb), is stable and can no 

longer undergo spontaneous radioactive decay. 
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All ordinary matter is made up of combinations of chemical elements, each with 

its own atomic number, indicating the number of protons in the atomic nucleus. 

Additionally, elements may exist in different isotopes, with each isotope of an element 

differing in the number of neutrons in the nucleus. A particular isotope of a particular 

element is called a nuclide. Some nuclides are inherently unstable. That is, at some point 

in time, an atom of such a nuclide will undergo radioactive decay and spontaneously 

transform into a different nuclide. This transformation may be accomplished in a number 

of different ways, including alpha decay (emission of alpha particles) and beta 

decay (electron emission, positron emission, or electron capture). Another possibility 

is spontaneous fission into two or more nuclides. 

While the moment in time at which a particular nucleus decays is unpredictable, 

a collection of atoms of a radioactive nuclide decays exponentially at a rate described by a 

parameter known as the half-life, usually given in units of years when discussing dating 

techniques. After one half-life has elapsed, one half of the atoms of the nuclide in 

question will have decayed into a "daughter" nuclide or decay product. In many cases, the 

daughter nuclide itself is radioactive, resulting in a decay chain, eventually ending with 

the formation of a stable (nonradioactive) daughter nuclide; each step in such a chain is 

characterized by a distinct half-life. In these cases, usually the half-life of interest in 

radiometric dating is the longest one in the chain, which is the rate-limiting factor in the 

ultimate transformation of the radioactive nuclide into its stable daughter. Isotopic 

systems that have been exploited for radiometric dating have half-lives ranging from only 

about 10 years (e.g., tritium) to over 100 billion years (e.g., samarium-147).  

For most radioactive nuclides, the half-life depends solely on nuclear properties 

and is essentially a constant. It is not affected by external factors such 

as temperature, pressure, chemical environment, or presence of a magnetic or electric 

field. The only exceptions are nuclides that decay by the process of electron capture, such 

as beryllium-7, strontium-85, and zirconium-89, whose decay rate may be affected by 

local electron density. For all other nuclides, the proportion of the original nuclide to its 

decay products changes in a predictable way as the original nuclide decays over time. This 

predictability allows the relative abundances of related nuclides to be used as a clock to 

measure the time from the incorporation of the original nuclides into a material to the 

present. 

Accuracy of radiometric dating 

The basic equation of radiometric dating requires that neither the parent nuclide 

nor the daughter product can enter or leave the material after its formation. The possible 

confounding effects of contamination of parent and daughter isotopes have to be 

considered, as do the effects of any loss or gain of such isotopes since the sample was 

created. It is therefore essential to have as much information as possible about the 

material being dated and to check for possible signs of alteration. Precision is enhanced if 

measurements are taken on multiple samples from different locations of the rock body. 
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Alternatively, if several different minerals can be dated from the same sample and are 

assumed to be formed by the same event and were in equilibrium with the reservoir when 

they formed, they should form an isochron. This can reduce the problem 

of contamination. In uranium–lead dating, the concordia diagram is used which also 

decreases the problem of nuclide loss. Finally, correlation between different isotopic 

dating methods may be required to confirm the age of a sample. For example, the age of 

the Amitsoq gneisses from western Greenland was determined to be 3.6 ± 0.05 million 

years ago (MA) using uranium–lead dating and 3.56 ± 0.10 Ma using lead lead dating, 

results that are consistent with each other. 

Accurate radiometric dating generally requires that the parent has a long enough 

half-life that it will be present in significant amounts at the time of measurement (except 

as described below under "Dating with short-lived extinct radionuclides"), the half-life of 

the parent is accurately known, and enough of the daughter product is produced to be 

accurately measured and distinguished from the initial amount of the daughter present in 

the material. The procedures used to isolate and analyze the parent and daughter 

nuclides must be precise and accurate. This normally involves isotope-ratio mass 

spectrometry. The precision of a dating method depends in part on the half-life of the 

radioactive isotope involved. For instance, carbon-14 has a half-life of 5,730 years. After an 

organism has been dead for 60,000 years, so little carbon-14 is left that accurate dating 

cannot be established. On the other hand, the concentration of carbon-14 falls off so 

steeply that the age of relatively young remains can be determined precisely to within a 

few decades.  

Closure temperature 

If a material that selectively rejects the daughter nuclide is heated, any daughter 

nuclides that have been accumulated over time will be lost through diffusion, setting the 

isotopic "clock" to zero. The temperature at which this happens is known as the closure 

temperature or blocking temperature and is specific to a particular material and isotopic 

system. These temperatures are experimentally determined in the lab by artificially 

resetting sample mineral susing a high-temperature furnace. As the mineral cools, the 

crystal structure begins to form and diffusion of isotopes is less easy. At a certain 

temperature, the crystal structure has formed sufficiently to prevent diffusion of isotopes. 

This temperature is what is known as closure temperature and represents the 

temperature below which the mineral is a closed system to isotopes. Thus an igneous or 

metamorphic rock or melt, which is slowly cooling, does not begin to exhibit measurable 

radioactive decay until it cools below the closure temperature. The age that can be 

calculated by radiometric dating is thus the time at which the rock or mineral cooled to 

closure temperature. Dating of different minerals and/or isotope systems (with differing 

closure temperatures) within the same rock can therefore enable the tracking of the 

thermal history of the rock in question with time, and thus the history of metamorphic 
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events may become known in detail. This field is known as thermochronology or 

thermochronometry. 

 

 

The age equation 

 
Sm/Nd isochron plotted of samples from the Great Dyke, Zimbabwe. The age is 

calculated from the slope of the isochron (line) and the original composition from the 

intercept of the isochron with the y-axis. 

The mathematical expression that relates radioactive decay to geologic time is 

D = D0 + N(t) (eλt − 1) 

where 

t is age of the sample, 

D is number of atoms of the daughter isotope in the sample, 

D0 is number of atoms of the daughter isotope in the original composition, 

N is number of atoms of the parent isotope in the sample at time t (the present), 

given by N(t) = Noe-λt, and λ is the decay constant of the parent isotope, equal to 

the inverse of the radioactive half-life of the parent isotope[16] times the natural 

logarithm of 2. 

The equation is most conveniently expressed in terms of the measured 

quantity N(t) rather than the constant initial value No. 

The above equation makes use of information on the composition of parent and 

daughter isotopes at the time the material being tested cooled below its closure 

temperature. This is well-established for most isotopic systems. However, construction 

of an isochron does not require information on the original compositions, using merely 

the present ratios of the parent and daughter isotopes to a standard isotope. Plotting an 

isochron is used to solve the age equation graphically and calculate the age of the 

sample and the original composition. 

Modern dating methods 

Radiometric dating has been carried out since 1905 when it 

was invented by Ernest Rutherford as a method by which one might determine the age of 
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the Earth. In the century since then the techniques have been greatly improved and 

expanded. Dating can now be performed on samples as small as a nanogram using a mass 

spectrometer. The mass spectrometer was invented in the 1940s and began to be used in 

radiometric dating in the 1950s. It operates by generating a beam of ionized atoms from 

the sample under test. The ions then travel through a magnetic field, which diverts them 

into different sampling sensors, known as "Faraday cups", depending on their mass and 

level of ionization. On impact in the cups, the ions set up a very weak current that can be 

measured to determine the rate of impacts and the relative concentrations of different 

atoms in the beams. 

Uranium–lead dating method 

Main article: Uranium–lead dating 

 
A concordia diagram as used in uranium–lead dating, with data from the Pfunze 

Belt, Zimbabwe. All the samples show loss of lead isotopes, but the intercept of the 

errorchron (straight line through the sample points) and the concordia (curve) shows the 

correct age of the rock. 

Uranium–lead radiometric dating involves using uranium-235 or uranium-238 to 

date a substance's absolute age. This scheme has been refined to the point that the error 

margin in dates of rocks can be as low as less than two million years in two-and-a-half 

billion years. An error margin of 2–5% has been achieved on younger Mesozoic rocks.  

Uranium–lead dating is often performed on the mineral zircon (ZrSiO4), though it 

can be used on other materials, such as baddeleyite, as well as monazite (see: monazite 

geochronology). Zircon and baddeleyite incorporate uranium atoms into their crystalline 

structure as substitutes for zirconium, but strongly reject lead. Zircon has a very high 

closure temperature, is resistant to mechanical weathering and is very chemically inert. 

Zircon also forms multiple crystal layers during metamorphic events, which each may 

record an isotopic age of the event. In situ micro-beam analysis can be achieved via 

laser ICP-MS or SIMS techniques.  

One of its great advantages is that any sample provides two clocks, one based on 

uranium-235's decay to lead-207 with a half-life of about 700 million years, and one based 

on uranium-238's decay to lead-206 with a half-life of about 4.5 billion years, providing a 
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built-in crosscheck that allows accurate determination of the age of the sample even if 

some of the lead has been lost. This can be seen in the concordia diagram, where the 

samples plot along an errorchron (straight line) which intersects the concordia curve at 

the age of the sample. 

Samarium–neodymium dating method 

Main article: Samarium–neodymium dating 

This involves the alpha decay of 147Sm to 143Nd with a half-life of 1.06 x 1011 years. 

Accuracy levels of within twenty million years in ages of two-and-a-half billion years are 

achievable.  

Potassium–argon dating method 

Main article: Potassium–argon dating 

This involves electron capture or positron decay of potassium-40 to argon-40. 

Potassium-40 has a half-life of 1.3 billion years, and so this method is applicable to the 

oldest rocks. Radioactive potassium-40 is common in micas, feldspars, and hornblendes, 

though the closure temperature is fairly low in these materials, about 350 °C (mica) to 

500 °C (hornblende). 

Rubidium–strontium dating method 

Main article: Rubidium–strontium dating 

This is based on the beta decay of rubidium-87 to strontium-87, with a half-life of 

50 billion years. This scheme is used to date old igneous and metamorphic rocks, and has 

also been used to date lunar samples. Closure temperatures are so high that they are not a 

concern. Rubidium-strontium dating is not as precise as the uranium-lead method, with 

errors of 30 to 50 million years for a 3-billion-year-old sample. 

Uranium–thorium dating method 

Main article: Uranium–thorium dating 

A relatively short-range dating technique is based on the decay of uranium-234 

into thorium-230, a substance with a half-life of about 80,000 years. It is accompanied by 

a sister process, in which uranium-235 decays into protactinium-231, which has a half-life 

of 32,760 years. 

While uranium is water-soluble, thorium and protactinium are not, and so they 

are selectively precipitated into ocean-floor sediments, from which their ratios are 

measured. The scheme has a range of several hundred thousand years. A related method 

is ionium–thorium dating, which measures the ratio of ionium (thorium-230) to thorium-

232 in ocean sediment. 

Radiocarbon dating method 

Radiocarbon dating is also simply called Carbon-14 dating. Carbon-14 is a 

radioactive isotope of carbon, with a half-life of 5,730 years, (which is very short compared 

with the above isotopes) and decays into nitrogen. In other radiometric dating methods, 

the heavy parent isotopes were produced by nucleosynthesis in supernovas, meaning that 

any parent isotope with a short half-life should be extinct by now. Carbon-14, though, is 
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continuously created through collisions of neutrons generated by cosmic rays with 

nitrogen in the upper atmosphere and thus remains at a near-constant level on Earth. The 

carbon-14 ends up as a trace component in atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2). 

A carbon-based life form acquires carbon during its lifetime. Plants acquire it 

through photosynthesis, and animals acquire it from consumption of plants and other 

animals. When an organism dies, it ceases to take in new carbon-14, and the existing 

isotope decays with a characteristic half-life (5730 years). The proportion of carbon-14 left 

when the remains of the organism are examined provides an indication of the time 

elapsed since its death. This makes carbon-14 an ideal dating method to date the age of 

bones or the remains of an organism. The carbon-14 dating limit lies around 58,000 to 

62,000 years.  

The rate of creation of carbon-14 appears to be roughly constant, as cross-checks 

of carbon-14 dating with other dating methods show it gives consistent results. However, 

local eruptions of volcanoes or other events that give off large amounts of carbon dioxide 

can reduce local concentrations of carbon-14 and give inaccurate dates. The releases of 

carbon dioxide into the biosphere as a consequence of industrialization have also 

depressed the proportion of carbon-14 by a few percent; conversely, the amount of 

carbon-14 was increased by above-ground nuclear bomb tests that were conducted into 

the early 1960s. Also, an increase in the solar wind or the Earth's magnetic field above the 

current value would depress the amount of carbon-14 created in the atmosphere. 

Fission track dating method 

 
Apatite crystals are widely used in fission track dating. 

This involves inspection of a polished slice of a material to determine the density 

of "track" markings left in it by the spontaneous fission of uranium-238 impurities. The 

uranium content of the sample has to be known, but that can be determined by placing a 

plastic film over the polished slice of the material, and bombarding it with slow neutrons. 

This causes induced fission of 235U, as opposed to the spontaneous fission of 238U. The 

fission tracks produced by this process are recorded in the plastic film. The uranium 
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content of the material can then be calculated from the number of tracks and the neutron 

flux. 

This scheme has application over a wide range of geologic dates. For dates up to a 

few million years micas, tektites (glass fragments from volcanic eruptions), and 

meteorites are best used. Older materials can be dated 

using zircon, apatite, titanite, epidote and garnet which have a variable amount of 

uranium content.[29] Because the fission tracks are healed by temperatures over about 

200 °C the technique has limitations as well as benefits. The technique has potential 

applications for detailing the thermal history of a deposit. 

Chlorine-36 dating method 

Large amounts of otherwise rare 36Cl (half-life ~300ky) were produced by 

irradiation of seawater during atmospheric detonations of nuclear weapons between 1952 

and 1958. The residence time of 36Cl in the atmosphere is about 1 week. Thus, as an event 

marker of 1950s water in soil and ground water, 36Cl is also useful for dating waters less 

than 50 years before the present. 36Cl has seen use in other areas of the geological 

sciences, including dating ice and sediments. 

Luminescence dating methods 

Main article: Luminescence dating 

Luminescence dating methods are not radiometric dating methods in that they do 

not rely on abundances of isotopes to calculate age. Instead, they are a consequence 

of background radiation on certain minerals. Over time, ionizing radiation is absorbed by 

mineral grains in sediments and archaeological materials such as quartz and potassium 

feldspar. The radiation causes charge to remain within the grains in structurally unstable 

"electron traps". Exposure to sunlight or heat releases these charges, effectively 

"bleaching" the sample and resetting the clock to zero. The trapped charge accumulates 

over time at a rate determined by the amount of background radiation at the location 

where the sample was buried. Stimulating these mineral grains using either light 

(optically stimulated luminescence or infrared stimulated luminescence dating) or heat 

(thermoluminescence dating) causes a luminescence signal to be emitted as the stored 

unstable electron energy is released, the intensity of which varies depending on the 

amount of radiation absorbed during burial and specific properties of the mineral. 

These methods can be used to date the age of a sediment layer, as layers 

deposited on top would prevent the grains from being "bleached" and reset by sunlight. 

Pottery shards can be dated to the last time they experienced significant heat, generally 

when they were fired in a kiln. 

Other methods 

Other methods include: 

• argon–argon (Ar–Ar) 

• iodine–xenon (I–Xe) 

• lanthanum–barium (La–Ba) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neutron_flux
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neutron_flux
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mica
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tektite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zircon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apatite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Titanite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epidote
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garnet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radiometric_dating#cite_note-29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chlorine-36
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_weapon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luminescence_dating
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Background_radiation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ionizing_radiation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quartz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Potassium_feldspar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Potassium_feldspar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Optically_stimulated_luminescence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermoluminescence_dating
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argon%E2%80%93argon_dating
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iodine%E2%80%93xenon_dating
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Lanthanum%E2%80%93barium_dating&action=edit&redlink=1
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• lead–lead (Pb–Pb) 

• lutetium–hafnium (Lu–Hf) 

• potassium–calcium (K–Ca) 

• rhenium–osmium (Re–Os) 

• uranium–lead–helium (U–Pb–He) 

• uranium–uranium (U–U) 

• krypton–krypton (Kr–Kr) 

Dating with short-lived extinct radionuclides 

Absolute radiometric dating requires a measurable fraction of parent nucleus to 

remain in the sample rock. For rocks dating back to the beginning of the solar system, 

this requires extremely long-lived parent isotopes, making measurement of such rocks' 

exact ages imprecise. To be able to distinguish the relative ages of rocks from such old 

material, and to get a better time resolution than that available from long-lived isotopes, 

short-lived isotopes that are no longer present in the rock can be used.  

At the beginning of the solar system, there were several relatively short-lived 

radionuclides like 26Al, 60Fe, 53Mn, and 129I present within the solar nebula. These 

radionuclides—possibly produced by the explosion of a supernova—are extinct today, but 

their decay products can be detected in very old material, such as that which 

constitutes meteorites. By measuring the decay products of extinct radionuclides with 

a mass spectrometer and using isochronplots, it is possible to determine relative ages of 

different events in the early history of the solar system. Dating methods based on extinct 

radionuclides can also be calibrated with the U-Pb method to give absolute ages. Thus 

both the approximate age and a high time resolution can be obtained. Generally a shorter 

half-life leads to a higher time resolution at the expense of timescale. 

The 129I – 129Xe chronometer 
129I beta-decays to 129Xe with a half-life of 16 million years. The iodine-xenon 

chronometer[31] is an isochron technique. Samples are exposed to neutrons in a nuclear 

reactor. This converts the only stable isotope of iodine (127I) into 128Xe via neutron capture 

followed by beta decay (of 128I). After irradiation, samples are heated in a series of steps 

and the xenon isotopic signature of the gas evolved in each step is analysed. When a 

consistent 129Xe/128Xe ratio is observed across several consecutive temperature steps, it can 

be interpreted as corresponding to a time at which the sample stopped losing xenon. 

Samples of a meteorite called Shallowater are usually included in the irradiation 

to monitor the conversion efficiency from 127I to 128Xe. The difference between the 

measured 129Xe/128Xe ratios of the sample and Shallowater then corresponds to the 

different ratios of 129I/127I when they each stopped losing xenon. This in turn corresponds 

to a difference in age of closure in the early solar system. 

The 26Al – 26Mg chronometer 

Another example of short-lived extinct radionuclide dating is the 26Al – 26Mg 

chronometer, which can be used to estimate the relative ages of chondrules. 26Al decays 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lead%E2%80%93lead_dating
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lutetium%E2%80%93hafnium_dating
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K%E2%80%93Ca_dating
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rhenium%E2%80%93osmium_dating
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Uranium%E2%80%93lead%E2%80%93helium_dating&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uranium%E2%80%93uranium_dating
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Krypton%E2%80%93krypton_dating&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meteorite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass_spectrometer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radiometric_dating#cite_note-IXe-31
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isochron_dating
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aluminium-26
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chondrules
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to 26Mg with a half-life of 720 000 years. The dating is simply a question of finding the 

deviation from the natural abundance of 26Mg (the product of 26Al decay) in comparison 

with the ratio of the stable isotopes 27Al/24Mg. 

The excess of 26Mg (often designated 26Mg* ) is found by comparing the 26Mg/27Mg ratio 

to that of other Solar System materials.  

The 26Al – 26Mg chronometer gives an estimate of the time period for formation of 

primitive meteorites of only a few million years (1.4 million years for Chondrule 

formation).  
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DECISION MAKING STYLES AMONG PROFESSIONAL AND                                                 

NON-PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS 
 

* B.RAVINDRA 

ABSTRACT 

Ravindra.B (2012) has studied that Decision Making Styles among Professional 

and Non-Professional students. It is hypothesized that type of organization, gender and 

nature of course would significantly influence the Decision Making Styles of the students. 

The material used for this study is Decision Making Style questionnaire adapted by 

Myers-Briggs (1983) consists of 16 statements. Sample of the study was 240 i.e. 

Professional and Non-Professional, Male and Female, Private and Government 

Organization 2x120. Simple random technique was used for this study. The results were 

analyzed and discussed by using appropriate statistical techniques (means, SD’s, t-test 

and ANOVA). Results indicate that Female students are using more frequently Feeling- 

Decision Making Styles when compare to their counter parts. Professional students are 

using more often Thinking- Decision Making Styles when compare to Non-Professional 

students. Also we observe the significant differences in Decision Making Styles when 

interactions were made. 
 

Key Words: Decision Making Styles, Professional, Non-Professional students, Government 

and Private Organizations. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

We all make decisions of varying importance every day, so the idea that decision 

making can be a rather sophisticated art may at first seem strange. However, studies have 

shown that most people are much poorer at decision making than they think. An 

understanding of what decision making involves, together with a few effective techniques, 

will help produce better decisions. Ask yourself if the decision involves a moral or non-

moral area. It is actually a little easier to discern the will of God in moral areas because 

most of the times you will find clear direction in God's Word. If God has already revealed 

his will in Scripture, your only response is to obey. Non-moral areas still require the 

application of biblical principles, however, sometimes the direction is harder to 

distinguish.  

Decision-making is one of the defining characteristics of leadership. It’s core to 

the job description. Making decisions is what managers and leaders are paid to do. Yet, 

there isn’t a day that goes by that you don’t read something in the news or the business 

press that makes you wonder, “What were they thinking?” or “Who actually made that 

decision?” That’s probably always been the case, but it seems exponentially more so in the 

opening decade of the new millennium where everything seems marked with, “too big, 

too fast, too much, and too soon.” 

A decision is a choice between two or more alternatives. If you only have one 

alternative, you do not have a decision. Webster’s 9th Dictionary adds some richness to 
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the idea of choice by introducing the idea of uncertainty. It has this to say about the word 

“decide”, the root of “decision” Decide: to arrive at a solution that ends uncertainty or 

dispute. From Latin decidere which means to cut off. A typical thesaurus might use 

words like accommodation, agreement, arrangement, choice, compromise, declaration, 

determination, outcome, preference, resolution, result, and verdict to try and give the 

concept of “decision” some dimension. In our minds Webster’s definition and these 

potentially illuminating synonyms seem to miss the driving idea behind a decision. A 

decision as an irrevocable allocation of resource. 

This is where the concept of attention comes in. Attention implies the use of 

resource. It means you actually allocate some time, money, effort—something—to 

turning your intentions into action.  The concept of irrevocability means commitment: 

putting time, money, and/or resource on the line to put your decision into action. Having 

decided, you’re not going to re-litigate your decision every time someone has a new 

thought. Getting to that point with confidence is what separates low quality decisions 

from high quality decisions, and mediocre decision makers from good and great ones. 

The process of decision making is one of the most complex mechanisms of human 

thinking, as various factors and courses of action intervene in it, with different results. 

Orasanu and Connolly (1993) define it as a series of cognitive operations performed 

consciously, which include the elements from the environment in a specific time and 

place. Narayan and Corcoran-Perry (1997) consider decision making as the interaction 

between a problem that needs to be solved and a person who wishes to solve it within a 

specific environment.  

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Masahiro Fujita, Syugo Hotta (2010) investigates the effects of information 

differentials among judicial panel members on group decision-making. Professional 

judges are exposed to pre-trial information, including inadmissible evidence and 

testimony. Lay participants, on the other hand, are only allowed to view and evaluate 

evidence presented in trials, thereby forming a knowledge gap in regards to evidentiary 

information and materials. In order to examine the effect of these information gaps on 

deliberative processes and trial outcomes, a total of 24 civic participants were randomly 

assigned to three-person groups and deliberated on two fictitious criminal cases. The 

scenarios that the participants received prior to deliberation varied in the amount of 

information given. The deliberations were both video-recorded and transcribed. Analysis 

of the deliberations showed that both shared knowledge among members and unshared 

knowledge held by the member to whom had been given more information appeared 

more salient during the deliberative process. 

Christoph Kowalski et. al., (2010) study many people working in human services 

in Western countries suffer from burnout, characterized by emotional exhaustion, 

depersonalization, and decreased personal performance. Prevention of emotional 

exhaustion (the first phase of burnout) constitutes a great challenge because emotional 
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exhaustion may cause increasing turnover rates in staff and lead to a lesser quality of care. 

Prevention of emotional exhaustion requires knowledge of its predictors. The aim of this 

study was to investigate the associations between emotional exhaustion, social capital, 

workload, and latitude in decision-making among German professionals working in the 

care of persons with intellectual and physical disabilities. Logistic regression identified 

the following three significant predictors of emotional exhaustion in the sample: 

workload (OR, 4.192; CI, 2.136–8.227), latitude in decision-making (OR, 0.306; CI, 0.115–

0.811), and male gender (OR, 4.123; CI, 1.796–9.462). Nagel kerke's Pseudo-R2 was 0.344. 

The results of this study demonstrate that specific factors in work organization are 

associated with emotional exhaustion. Taking into account socio-demographic changes 

and the upcoming challenges for human services professionals, the results underline the 

importance of considering aspects of organization at the workplace to prevent burnout. 

Specific circumstances of male employees must be considered. 

Clark Brigges and Patrick Little (2008) studied the impact of organizational 

cultural and personality traits on decision making in technical organization and found 

that usually high-impact, tension-filled decision activities have long term effects and  the 

generally follow analytical decision methods aimed at maximizing objectives.  Marc 

Wittmann and Maritn P. Paulus (2008) studied decision making impulsivity and time 

perception and found that time is an important dimension when individuals make 

decisions. Time perception leads to a notion of the association between an altered sense 

of time and impulsivity. 

METHODOLOGY 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

• To study whether there are any significant differences between Male and Female 

students in their Decision Making Styles. 

• To examine whether there are any significant differences between Professional and 

Non-Professional students in their Decision Making Styles. 

• To examine whether there are any significant differences between students studying 

in Government and Private colleges in their Decision Making Styles. 

HYPOTHESES 

• There would be significant difference between Male and Female students in their 

Decision Making Styles. 

• There would be significant difference between Professional and Non-Professional 

students in their Decision Making Styles. There would be significant difference 

between Government and Private College students in their Decision Making Styles. 

• There would be significant interaction among three independent variables Gender, 

Nature of Course and Type of Organization with regard to Decision Making Styles. 
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SAMPLE OF THE STUDY 

Table. I: Distribution of the sample 

Institution 

Men Women 

Total 
Professional 

Non-

Professional 
Professional 

Non-

Professional 

Govt. 30 30 30 30 120 

Private 30 30 30 30 120 

Total 60 60 60 60 240 

From among above population 240 students are selected by systematic sampling 

technique in such a way that they fit into a 2×2× 2 factorial designs. There are 120 Male 

students and 120 Female students, 120 Professional and 120 Non-Professional students and 

120 Government and 120 college students studying in Private colleges their age ranged 

from 21-25 years. The sample distribution is presented in Table No. 1. 

VARIABLES 

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES:  

1. Gender  

2. Nature of Course  

3. Type of Organization  

DEPENDENT VARIABLE  

1. DECISION MAKING STYLES 

TOOL 

Decision Making Styles of the sample were assessed by using Decision Making 

Styles questionnaire adapted from the Myers-Briggs type indicator, 1983. It consist of two 

parts; Part-A and Part-B. In Part-A, there are nine statements with options a and b. the 

subject is requested to select the responses that comes closest to how he/she usually feel 

or act. There is no right or wrong responses to any of these items. Whatever the subject 

chooses is the right answer for him/her. Part-B consists of seven items. In each item there 

are two words, the subject is required to select one word from the pair that appeals to 

him/her. 

The reliability of the questionnaire was established by using test re-test method 

and the value is 0.80 and the validity is 0.89. 

The subject’s responses provide measures on four Decision Making Styles namely 

Thinking, Feelings, Intuition and Sensation. Higher score indicates the dominant 

Decision Making Styles. 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

As there are three independent variables in the study and each variable is varied 

into two ways a 2×2×2 factorial design was employed. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

The obtained data are quantitatively analyzed using descriptive statistics such as 

Means, SD’s and inferential statistics such as ANOVA and t-test.  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

SENSATION 

Table-2 Presents the Means and SD's for scores on Sensation-Decision Making Styles. 

Table: 2 Means and SD’s for Scores on Sensation-Decision Making Styles. 

 

Male Female 

Professional 
Non-

Professional 
Professional 

Non-

Professional 

Government 
Mean=6.77 

SD=1.45 

Mean=5.47 

SD=1.8 

Mean=5.1 

SD=1.6 

Mean=5.77 

SD=2.31 

Private 
Mean=5.7 

SD=2.25 

Mean=4.83 

SD=2.31 

Mean=6.73 

SD=1.7 

Mean=6.38 

SD=1.76 

Male professional students studying in government colleges (M=6.77) use 

Sensation-Decision Making Styles more often than other group of subjects. Whereas, 

male non-professional students studying in private colleges (M=4.83) use less frequently 

sensation-decision making styles. There are mean differences among the 8 groups of 

subjects with regard to sensation-decision making styles. The data are further subjected 

to analysis of variance (ANOVA), to test whether there are any significant differences 

among the 8 groups of subjects to using sensation as a decision making styles and the 

results are presented in table-3.  

Table: 3 Summary of ANOVA of scores on Sensation--Decision Making Styles. 

Sources of Variation Sum of Square Df 
Mean Sum 

of Square 
F – value 

Gender 5.40 1 5.40 1.46@ 

Course 13.06 1 13.06 3.54@ 

Organization 1.06 1 1.06 0.28@ 

gender * course 22.81 1 22.81 6.18* 

gender * organization 58.01 1 58.01 15.72* 

course * organization 1.35 1 1.35 0.36@ 

gender * course * 

organization 
8.06 1 8.06 2.18@ 

Wss 856.20 232 3.69  

Tss 965.98 239   

Note: * Significant at 0.05 level, @ Not significant 

The F-value of 1.46, 3.54 and 0.28 for the variables Gender, Nature of course and 

Type of organization are all not significant indicating that there are no significant 

differences between male and female, professional and non-professional and students 

studying in government and private colleges in using sensation-decision making 

styles.The F-values of 6.18 for interaction between gender and nature of course and 15.72 

for interaction between Gender and Type of Organization are significant indicating that 
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there is significant interaction between Gender and Nature of Course and Gender and 

Type of Organization with regard to Sensation-Decision Making Styles. The other 

interaction effects are not significant. 
 

INTUITION 

Table-4Presents Means and SD's for scores on Intuition-Decision making styles. 

Table: 4 Means and SD’s for Scores on Intuition--Decision Making Styles. 

 

Male Female 

Professional 
Non-

Professional 
Professional 

Non-

Professional 

Government Mean=2.3 

SD=1.58 

Mean=2.6 

SD=1.65 

Mean=2.8 

SD=1.52 

Mean=2.1 

SD=1.99 

Private 
Mean=2.3 

SD=1.49 

Mean=3.4 

SD=1.92 

Mean=1.77 

SD=1.48 

Mean=2.34 

SD=1.74 
Male non-professional students studying in private colleges use (M=3.4) Intuition-

Decision Making Styles more often where as Female Professional students studying in 

Private colleges use less frequently Intuition-Decision Making Styles. The data are further 

subjected to analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the results are present in table-5. 

Table: 5 Summary of ANOVA of scores on Intuition-Decision Making Styles. 

Sources of Variation 
Sum of 

Square 
Df 

Mean Sum 

of Square 
F – value 

Gender 9.60 1 9.60 3.41@ 

Course 6.01 1 6.01 2.13@ 

Organization 0.00 1 0.00 0.00@ 

gender * course 8.81 1 8.81 3.13@ 

gender * organization 9.60 1 9.60 3.41@ 

course * organization 16.01 1 16.01 5.69@ 

gender * course * 

organization 
 0.81 1  0.81 0.29@ 

Wss 652.53 232 2.81  

Tss 703.40 239   

Note:  @ Not significant 

The F-value of 3.41, 2.13 and 0.00 for the variables Gender, Nature of Course and 

Type of Organization are not significant indicating that there are no significant 

differences between Male and Female, Professional and Non-Professional students 

studying in Government and Private colleges, with regard to Intuition-Decision Making 

Styles. However, the F-value of 5.69 for interaction between Nature of Course and Type of 
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Organization is significant indicating that there is significant interaction between Natures 

of Course and Type of Organization with regard to Intuition-Decision Making Styles. 

THINKING: 

Table-6 Presents the Means and SD's for scores on Thinking-Decision Making Styles. 
 

Table: 6 Means and SD’s for Scores on Thinking-Decision Making Styles. 

 

Male Female 

Professional 
Non-

Professional 
Professional 

Non-

Professional 

Government 
Mean=4.4 

SD=1.90 

Mean=3.93 

SD=1.81 

Mean=4.5 

SD=2.09 

Mean=4.0 

SD=1.68 

Private 
Mean=4.8 

SD=1.82 

Mean=4.16 

SD=2.03 

Mean=3.86 

SD=1.73 

Mean=3.34 

SD=1.93 

Male professional students studying in private colleges use (M=4.8) Thinking-

Decision Making Styles more often where as Female Non-Professional students studying 

in Private colleges (M=3.34) use Thinking-Decision Making Styles less frequently. Table-7 

Presents the summery of ANOVA of scores on Thinking-Decision Making Styles. 

Table: 7 Summary of ANOVA of scores on Thinking-Decision Making Styles. 

Sources of Variation Sum of Square Df 
Mean Sum 

of Square 
F – value 

Gender 9.20 1 9.20 2.60@ 

Course 16.53 1 16.53 4.67* 

Organization 1.50 1 1.50 0.42@ 

gender * course 0.03 1 0.03 0.01@ 

gender * organization 13.53 1 13.53 3.83@ 

course * organization 0.10 1 0.10 0.02@ 

gender * course * 

organization 
0.10 1 0.10 0.02@ 

Wss 819.96 232 3.53  

Tss  860.99 239   

Note: * Significant at 0.05 level, @ Not significant 

The F-value of 4.67 for the variable nature of course is significant at 0.05 levels 

where as the other F-values 2.60 and 0.42 for the variable Gender and Type of 

Organization is not significant. There is a significant difference between Professional and 

Non-Professional students in Thinking-Decision Making Styles. Professional students use 

(M=43.9) more often than those of Non-Professional students (M=3.85). All F-values for 

the interaction effects are not significant suggesting that there is no significant 

interaction among the 3 independent variables with regard to Thinking-Decision Making 

Styles as some of the F-values are significant. The data are further subjected to t-test in 
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order to find out whether there are any significant differences among the 8 groups of 

subjects in Thinking-Decision Making Styles and the results are present in table-8. 
 

Table: 8 t-scores for Thinking-decision making styles. 

 

Group-

1 

(3.345) 

Group-

2 

(3.867) 

Group-

3 

(3.933) 

Group-

4 (4.0) 

Group-

5 

(4.167) 

Group-

6 (4.4) 

Group-

7 (4.5) 

Group-

8 (4.8) 

Group-

1 

(3.345) 

-- 0.474 1.25 1.45 1.64 2.18* 2.31* 3.09* 

Group-

2 

(3.867) 

 -- 0.06 0.12 0.27 0.48 0.57 0.84 

Group-

3 

(3.933) 

  -- 0.15 0.477 0.99 1.134 1.88 

Group-

4 (4.0) 
   -- 0.35 0.873 1.04 1.81 

Group-

5 

(4.167) 

    -- 0.466 0.64 1.29 

Group-

6 (4.4) 
     -- 0.2 0.85 

Group-

7 (4.5) 
      -- 0.6 

Group-

8 (4.8) 
       -- 

Note: * Significant at 0.05 level 

  Group-1: Female Non-profession Private              Group-2: Female Profession Private 

  Group-3: Male Non-profession Govt.     Group-4: Female Non-profession Govt.        

  Group-5: Male Non-profession Private     Group-6: Male Profession Govt. 

  Group-7: Female Profession Govt.     Group-8: Male Profession Private 

Group-1 prefer significant with group-6, group-7 and group-8 only where as other group 

difference are not significant. 

FEELINGS: 

Table-9 Presents the Means and SD's of scores on Feeling-Decision Making Styles. 

Table: 9 Means and SD’s of Scores on Feeling--Decision Making Styles. 

 

Male Female 

Professional 
Non-

Professional 
Professional 

Non-

Professional 
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Government 
Mean=3.6 

SD=1.43 

Mean=3.53 

SD=1.41 

Mean=3.53 

SD=1.43 

Mean=3.7 

SD=1.21 

Private 
Mean=3.27         

SD=1.05 

Mean=3.5 

SD=1.48 

Mean=3.97 

SD=1.13 

Mean=4.38 

SD=1.21 

Female Non-Professional students studying in Private colleges use Feeling-

Decision Making Styles more frequently, where as Male Professional students studying in 

Private colleges use the Feeling-Decision Making Styles less frequently as there are mean 

differences among the 8 groups of subjects in Feeling-Decision Making Styles. The data 

are further subjected to analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the results are presented in 

table-10. 
 

Table: 10 Summary of ANOVA of scores on Feeling-Decision Making Styles. 

Sources of Variation 
Sum of 

Square 
Df 

Mean Sum of 

Square 

F - 

value 

Gender 10.41 1 10.41 6.16* 

Course 2.01 1 2.01 1.19@ 

Organization 2.01 1 2.01 1.19@ 

gender * course 0.60 1 0.60 0.35@ 

gender * organization 8.06 1 8.06 4.77* 

course * organization 1.06 1 1.06 0.63@ 

gender * course * 

organization 
0.01 1 0.01 0.01@ 

Wss 391.73 232 1.68  

Tss 415.93 239   

Note: * Significant at 0.05 level, @ Not significant 

The F-value of 6.16 for the variable gender is significant indicating that there is a 

significant difference between male and female students in using Feeling-Decision 

Making Style, female students use Feeling-Decision Making Styles more often than male 

students. The F-value for the variables nature of  course and type of organization are not 

significant indicating that there are significant difference between professional and non-

professional as well as students studying in private and government colleges with regard 

to Feeling-Decision Making Styles. As with regard to interaction effects for the interaction 

between gender and type of organization alone are significant indicating that there is 

significant interaction between gender and type of organization with regard to Feeling-

Decision Making Styles. As some of the F-values are significant. The data are further 

subjected to t-test and results are presented in table-11 
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Table: 11 t-scores for Feelings-decision making styles. 

 
Group-

1 (3.27) 

Group-

2 (3.5) 

Group-

3 (3.53) 

Group-

4 (3.53) 

Group-

5 (3.6) 

Group-

6 (3.7) 

Group-

7 

(3.97) 

Group-

8 

(4.38) 

Group-

1 (3.27) 
-- 0.741 0.86 0.83 1.064 1.65 2.69* 4.26* 

Group-

2       

(3.5) 

 -- 0.08 0.81 0.27 0.60 1.42 2.66* 

Group-

3 (3.53) 
  -- 0 0.19 0.53 1.73 2.65* 

Group-

4 (3.53) 
   -- 0.194 0.53 1.37 2.65* 

Group-

5 (3.6) 
    -- 0.31 1.15 2.43* 

Group-

6 (3.7) 
     -- 0.96 2.42* 

Group-

7 

(3.97) 

      -- 1.46 

Group-

8 

(4.38) 

       -- 

  Group-1: Male Profession Private             Group-2: Male Non-profession Private 

  Group-3: Male Non-profession Govt.                 Group-4: Female Profession Govt. 

  Group-5: Male Profession Govt.               Group-6: Female Non-profession Govt. 

  Group-7: Female Profession Private                   Group-8: Female Non-profession   Private. 

group-1 differ significantly with group-7 and group-8 differ significantly with 

group-2, group-3, group-4, group-5 and group-6 only the other mean difference are not 

significant. 

DISCUSSION 

The 1st hypothesis states that there would be significant difference between male 

and female students in their Decision Making Styles. F value of 6.16 for feeling Decision 

Making Styles alone is significant where as F- values of 1.46, 3.41 and 2.60 for sensation; 

intuition and thinking Decision Making Styles respectively, are not significant based on 

the results. The 7th hypothesis is partially accepted for feelings Decision Making Styles 

only. There is a significant difference between male and female students with regard to 

Feelings Decision Making Styles only. Female students use Feelings Decision Making 

Styles more frequently than those of male students. The results are in agreement with 

other finding of Christoph Kowalski et. al.,(2010), Maria L. Sanz de Acedo Lizarraga et. al., 
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(2007) who also found statistical difference among male and female in their Feelings 

Decision Making Styles. 

The 2nd hypothesis states that there would be significant difference between 

professional and non-professional students in their Decision Making Styles. The f value of 

4.67 for the Thinking Decision Making Styles is alone significant, that there would be 

significant difference between professional and non-professional students with regard to 

Thinking Decision Making Styles. Professional students use Thinking Decision Making 

Styles more often than those of non-professional students. The f value of 3.54, 2.13 and 1.19 

for Sensation, Intuition and Feelings Decision Making Styles are not significant, based on 

the results. The 8th hypothesis is partially accepted as warranted by the results. 

The 3rd hypothesis predicted that there would be significant difference between 

government and private college students in their Decision Making Styles. As f values of 

0.28, 0.00, 0.42 and 1.19 for Sensation, Intuitions, Thinking and Feelings Decision Making 

Styles are all not significant. It can be said that there is no significant difference between 

government and private college students in their Decision Making Styles based on the 

result. The 9th hypothesis is not accepted as warranted by the results the findings are 

supported by earlier research done by Satid Elbanna (2006) who perused significant 

differences among organizational level. 

The 4th hypothesis states that there would be significant interaction among 

gender, nature of course and type of organization with regard Decision Making Styles.  

15.72 for interaction between gender and type of organization with regard to Sensation 

Decision Making Styles and f value of 5.695 for interaction between Natures of course and 

Type of organization with regard to Intuition Decision Making Styles is significant. The 

other f values for interaction are not significant therefore; based on the results the 10th 

hypothesis is partially accepted.  

CONCLUSIONS 

There is a significant difference between male and female students use Feeling 

Decision Making Styles more frequently than those of male students. 

Professional students use Thinking Decision Making Styles more frequently than non-

professional students. 

Sensation is the major Decision Making Styles of college students. 

Based on the results obtained the following conclusions are drawn 

• Female students use feeling-decision making styles more frequently than male 

students. 

• Professional students use Thinking-Decision Making Styles more often than non-

professional students. 

• There is no significant difference between Government and Private College students 

in their Decision Making Styles. 

• There is a significant interaction among 3 independent variables Gender, Nature of 

Course and Type of Organization with regard to Decision Making Styles. 
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UNDERSTANDING GENETIC ENGINEERING AND                                                             

GENETIC MANIPULATION TECHNIQUES 
 

* DR.BALIBANI NARAYANA RAO 

INTRODUCTION: 

Genetic engineering also called genetic modification or genetic manipulation, 

is the direct manipulation of an organism's genes using biotechnology. It is a set 

of technologies used to change the genetic makeup of cells, including the transfer of 

genes within and across species boundaries to produce improved or novel organisms. 

New DNA is obtained by either isolating and copying the genetic material of interest 

using recombinant DNAmethods or by artificially synthesising the DNA. A construct is 

usually created and used to insert this DNA into the host organism. The first recombinant 

DNA molecule was made by Paul Berg in 1972 by combining DNA from the monkey 

virus SV40 with the lambda virus. As well as inserting genes, the process can be used to 

remove, or "knock out", genes. The new DNA can be inserted randomly, or targeted to a 

specific part of the genome. An organism that is generated through genetic engineering is 

considered to be genetically modified (GM) and the resulting entity is a genetically 

modified organism (GMO). The first GMO was a bacterium generated by Herbert 

Boyer and Stanley Cohen in 1973. Rudolf Jaenisch created the first GM animal when he 

inserted foreign DNA into a mouse in 1974. The first company to focus on genetic 

engineering, Genentech, was founded in 1976 and started the production of human 

proteins. Genetically engineered human insulin was produced in 1978 and insulin-

producing bacteria were commercialised in 1982. Genetically modified food has been sold 

since 1994, with the release of the Flavr Savr tomato. The Flavr Savr was engineered to 

have a longer shelf life, but most current GM crops are modified to increase resistance to 

insects and herbicides. GloFish, the first GMO designed as a pet, was sold in the United 

States in December 2003. In 2016 salmon modified with a growth hormone were sold. 

Genetic engineering has been applied in numerous fields including research, 

medicine, industrial biotechnology and agriculture. In research GMOs are used to study 

gene function and expression through loss of function, gain of function, tracking and 

expression experiments. By knocking out genes responsible for certain conditions it is 

possible to create animal model organisms of human diseases. As well as producing 

hormones, vaccines and other drugs genetic engineering has the potential to cure genetic 

diseases through gene therapy. The same techniques that are used to produce drugs can 

also have industrial applications such as producing enzymes for laundry detergent, 

cheeses and other products. The rise of commercialised genetically modified crops has 

provided economic benefit to farmers in many different countries, but has also been the 

source of most of the controversy surrounding the technology. This has been present 

since its early use, the first field trials were destroyed by anti-GM activists. Although there 

is a scientific consensus that currently available food derived from GM crops poses no 

greater risk to human health than conventional food, GM food safety is a leading concern 
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with critics. Gene flow, impact on non-target organisms, control of the food supply 

and intellectual property rights have also been raised as potential issues. These concerns 

have led to the development of a regulatory framework, which started in 1975. It has led to 

an international treaty, the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety, that was adopted in 2000. 

Individual countries have developed their own regulatory systems regarding GMOs, with 

the most marked differences occurring between the USA and Europe. Genetic engineering 

is a process that alters the genetic structure of an organism by either removing or 

introducing DNA. Unlike traditionally animal and plant breeding, which involves doing 

multiple crosses and then selecting for the organism with the desired phenotype, genetic 

engineering takes the gene directly from one organism and inserts it in the other. This is 

much faster, can be used to insert any genes from any organism (even ones from 

different domains) and prevents other undesirable genes from also being added. 

Genetic engineering could potentially fix severe genetic disorders in humans by 

replacing the defective gene with a functioning one. It is an important tool in research 

that allows the function of specific genes to be studied. Drugs, vaccines and other 

products have been harvested from organisms engineered to produce them. Crops have 

been developed that aid food security by increasing yield, nutritional value and tolerance 

to environmental stresses. The DNA can be introduced directly into the host organism or 

into a cell that is then fused or hybridised with the host. This relies on recombinant 

nucleic acid techniques to form new combinations of heritable genetic material followed 

by the incorporation of that material either indirectly through a vector system or directly 

through micro-injection, macro-injection or micro-encapsulation. Genetic engineering 

does not normally include traditional breeding, in vitro fertilisation, induction 

of polyploidy, mutagenesis and cell fusion techniques that do not use recombinant 

nucleic acids or a genetically modified organism in the process. However, some broad 

definitions of genetic engineering include selective breeding. Cloning and stem 

cell research, although not considered genetic engineering, are closely related and genetic 

engineering can be used within them. Synthetic biology is an emerging discipline that 

takes genetic engineering a step further by introducing artificially synthesised material 

into an organism. Plants, animals or micro organisms that have been changed through 

genetic engineering are termed genetically modified organisms or GMOs. If genetic 

material from another species is added to the host, the resulting organism is 

called transgenic. If genetic material from the same species or a species that can naturally 

breed with the host is used the resulting organism is called cisgenic. If genetic 

engineering is used to remove genetic material from the target organism the resulting 

organism is termed a knockout organism. In Europe genetic modification 

is synonymous with genetic engineering while within the United States of America and 

Canada genetic modification can also be used to refer to more conventional breeding 

methods. 
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Humans have altered the genomes of species for thousands of years 

through selective breeding, or artificial selection as contrasted with natural selection, and 

more recently through mutagenesis. Genetic engineering as the direct manipulation of 

DNA by humans outside breeding and mutations has only existed since the 1970s. The 

term "genetic engineering" was first coined by Jack Williamson in his science 

fiction novel Dragon's Island, published in 1951 – one year before DNA's role 

in heredity was confirmed by Alfred Hershey and Martha Chase, and two years 

before James Watson and Francis Crick showed that the DNA molecule has a double-helix 

structure – though the general concept of direct genetic manipulation was explored in 

rudimentary form in Stanley G. Weinbaum's 1936 science fiction story Proteus Island. In 

1972, Paul Berg created the first recombinant DNA molecules by combining DNA from the 

monkey virus SV40 with that of the lambda virus. In 1973 Herbert Boyer and Stanley 

Cohen created the first transgenic organism by inserting antibiotic resistance genes into 

the plasmid of an Escherichia coli bacterium. A year later Rudolf Jaenisch created 

a transgenic mouse by introducing foreign DNA into its embryo, making it the world’s 

first transgenic animal. These achievements led to concerns in the scientific community 

about potential risks from genetic engineering, which were first discussed in depth at 

the Asilomar Conference in 1975. One of the main recommendations from this meeting 

was that government oversight of recombinant DNA research should be established until 

the technology was deemed safe. In 1976 Genentech, the first genetic engineering 

company, was founded by Herbert Boyer and Robert Swanson and a year later the 

company produced a human protein (somatostatin) in E.coli. Genentech announced the 

production of genetically engineered human insulin in 1978. In 1980, the U.S. Supreme 

Court in the Diamond v. Chakrabarty case ruled that genetically altered life could be 

patented. The insulin produced by bacteria was approved for release by the Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA) in 1982. 

In 1983, a biotech company, Advanced Genetic Sciences (AGS) applied for U.S. 

government authorisation to perform field tests with the ice-minus strain of Pseudomonas 

syringae to protect crops from frost, but environmental groups and protestors delayed the 

field tests for four years with legal challenges. In 1987, the ice-minus strain of P. 

syringae became the first genetically modified organism (GMO) to be released into the 

environment when a strawberry field and a potato field in California were sprayed with 

it. Both test fields were attacked by activist groups the night before the tests occurred: 

"The world's first trial site attracted the world's first field trasher". The first field trials 

of genetically engineered plants occurred in France and the USA in 1986, tobacco plants 

were engineered to be resistant to herbicides. The People’s Republic of China was the first 

country to commercialise transgenic plants, introducing a virus-resistant tobacco in 

1992. In 1994 Calgene attained approval to commercially release the first genetically 

modified food, the Flavr Savr, a tomato engineered to have a longer shelf life. In 1994, the 

European Union approved tobacco engineered to be resistant to the 
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herbicide bromoxynil, making it the first genetically engineered crop commercialised in 

Europe. In 1995, Bt Potato was approved safe by the Environmental Protection Agency, 

after having been approved by the FDA, making it the first pesticide producing crop to be 

approved in the USA. In 2009 11 transgenic crops were grown commercially in 25 

countries, the largest of which by area grown were the USA, Brazil, Argentina, India, 

Canada, China, Paraguay and South Africa. In 2010, scientists at the J. Craig Venter 

Institute created the first synthetic genome and inserted it into an empty bacterial cell. 

The resulting bacterium, named Mycoplasma laboratorium, could replicate and produce 

proteins. Four years later this was taken a step further when bacterium was developed 

that replicated a plasmid containing a unique base pair, creating the first organism 

engineered to use an expanded genetic alphabet. In 2012, Jennifer 

Doudna and Emmanuelle Charpentier collaborated to develop the CRISPR/Cas9 system, a 

technique which can be used to easily and specifically alter the genome of almost any 

organism.  

Process 

Creating a GMO is a multi-step process. Genetic engineers must first choose what 

gene they wish to insert into the organism. This is driven by what the aim is for the 

resultant organism and is built on earlier research. Genetic screens can be carried out to 

determine potential genes and further tests then used to identify the best candidates. The 

development of microarrays, transcriptomes and genome sequencing has made it much 

easier to find suitable genes. Luck also plays its part; the round-up ready gene was 

discovered after scientists noticed a bacterium thriving in the presence of the herbicide.  

Gene isolation and cloning 

The next step is to isolate the candidate gene. The cell containing the gene is 

opened and the DNA is purified. The gene is separated by using restriction enzymes to 

cut the DNA into fragments or polymerase chain reaction(PCR) to amplify up the gene 

segment. These segments can then be extracted through gel electrophoresis. If the chosen 

gene or the donor organism's genome has been well studied it may already be accessible 

from a genetic library. If the DNA sequence is known, but no copies of the gene are 

available, it can also be artificially synthesised. Once isolated the gene is ligated into 

a plasmid that is then inserted into a bacterium. The plasmid is replicated when the 

bacteria divide, ensuring unlimited copies of the gene are available. 

Before the gene is inserted into the target organism it must be combined with other 

genetic elements. These include a promoter and terminator region, which initiate and 

end transcription. A selectable marker gene is added, which in most cases 

confers antibiotic resistance, so researchers can easily determine which cells have been 

successfully transformed. The gene can also be modified at this stage for better expression 

or effectiveness. These manipulations are carried out using recombinant DNA techniques, 

such as restriction digests, ligations and molecular cloning.[57] 
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Inserting DNA into the host genome 

There are a number of techniques available for inserting the gene into the host 

genome. Some bacteria can naturally take up foreign DNA. This ability can be induced in 

other bacteria via stress (e.g. thermal or electric shock), which increases the cell 

membrane's permeability to DNA; up-taken DNA can either integrate with the genome or 

exist as extrachromosomal DNA. DNA is generally inserted into animal cells 

using microinjection, where it can be injected through the cell's nuclear envelope directly 

into the nucleus, or through the use of viral vectors. In plants the DNA is often inserted 

using Agrobacterium-mediated recombination, taking advantage of the Agrobacteriums T-

DNA sequence that allows natural insertion of genetic material into plant cells. Other 

methods include biolistics, where particles of gold or tungsten are coated with DNA and 

then shot into young plant cells, and electroporation, which involves using an electric 

shock to make the cell membrane permeable to plasmid DNA. Due to the damage caused 

to the cells and DNA the transformation efficiency of biolistics and electroporation is 

lower than agrobacterial transformation and microinjection. As only a single cell is 

transformed with genetic material, the organism must be regenerated from that single 

cell. In plants this is accomplished through the use of tissue culture. In animals it is 

necessary to ensure that the inserted DNA is present in the embryonic stem cells. Bacteria 

consist of a single cell and reproduce clonally so regeneration is not necessary. Selectable 

markers are used to easily differentiate transformed from untransformed cells. These 

markers are usually present in the transgenic organism, although a number of strategies 

have been developed that can remove the selectable marker from the mature transgenic 

plant. 

Further testing using PCR, Southern hybridization, and DNA sequencing is 

conducted to confirm that an organism contains the new gene. These tests can also 

confirm the chromosomal location and copy number of the inserted gene. The presence 

of the gene does not guarantee it will be expressed at appropriate levels in the target 

tissue so methods that look for and measure the gene products (RNA and protein) are 

also used. These include northern hybridisation, quantitative RT-PCR, Western blot, 

 immunofluorescence,  ELISA and phenotypic analysis. The new genetic material can be 

inserted randomly within the host genome or targeted to a specific location. The 

technique of gene targeting uses homologous recombination to make desired changes to a 

specific endogenous gene. This tends to occur at a relatively low frequency in plants and 

animals and generally requires the use of selectable markers. The frequency of gene 

targeting can be greatly enhanced through genome editing. Genome editing uses 

artificially engineered nucleases that create specific double-stranded breaks at desired 

locations in the genome, and use the cell’s endogenous mechanisms to repair the induced 

break by the natural processes of homologous recombination and nonhomologous end-

joining. There are four families of engineered nucleases: meganucleases, zinc finger 

nucleases, transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs), and the Cas9-
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guideRNA system (adapted from CRISPR). TALEN and CRISPR are the two most 

commonly used and each has its own advantages. TALENs have greater target specificity, 

while CRISPR is easier to design and more efficient. In addition to enhancing gene 

targeting, engineered nucleases can be used to introduce mutations at endogenous genes 

that generate a gene knockout.  

Applications  

Genetic engineering has applications in medicine, research, industry and 

agriculture and can be used on a wide range of plants, animals and micro 

organisms. Bacteria, the first organisms to be genetically modified, can have plasmid DNA 

inserted containing new genes that code for medicines or enzymes that process food and 

other substrates. Plants have been modified for insect protection, herbicide resistance, 

virus resistance, enhanced nutrition, tolerance to environmental pressures and the 

production of edible vaccines. Most commercialised GMOs are insect resistant or 

herbicide tolerant crop plants. Genetically modified animals have been used for research, 

model animals and the production of agricultural or pharmaceutical products. The 

genetically modified animals include animals with genes knocked out, increased 

susceptibility to disease, hormones for extra growth and the ability to express proteins in 

their milk.  

Medicine  

Genetic engineering has many applications to medicine that include the 

manufacturing of drugs, creation of model animals that mimic human conditions 

and gene therapy. One of the earliest uses of genetic engineering was to mass-produce 

human insulin in bacteria. This application has now been applied to, human growth 

hormones, follicle stimulating hormones (for treating infertility), human 

albumin, monoclonal antibodies, antihemophilic factors, vaccines and many other 

drugs. Mouse hybridomas, cells fused together to create monoclonal antibodies, have 

been adapted through genetic engineering to create human monoclonal antibodies. In 

2017, genetic engineering of chimeric antigen receptors on a patient's own T-cells was 

approved by the U.S. FDA as a treatment for the cancer acute lymphoblastic 

leukemia. Genetically engineered viruses are being developed that can still confer 

immunity, but lack the infectious sequences. Genetic engineering is also used to create 

animal models of human diseases. Genetically modified mice are the most common 

genetically engineered animal model. They have been used to study and model cancer 

(the oncomouse), obesity, heart disease, diabetes, arthritis, substance abuse, anxiety, 

aging and Parkinson disease. Potential cures can be tested against these mouse models. 

Also genetically modified pigs have been bred with the aim of increasing the success 

of pig to human organ transplantation. Gene therapy is the genetic engineering of 

humans, generally by replacing defective genes with effective ones. Clinical 

research using somatic gene therapy has been conducted with several diseases, 

including X-linked SCID, chronic lymphocytic leukemia(CLL), and Parkinson's disease. In 
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2012, Alipogene tiparvovec became the first gene therapy treatment to be approved for 

clinical use. In 2015 a virus was used to insert a healthy gene into the skin cells of a boy 

suffering from a rare skin disease, epidermolysis bullosa, in order to grow, and then graft 

healthy skin onto 80 percent of the boy's body which was affected by the 

illness. Germline gene therapy would result in any change being inheritable, which has 

raised concerns within the scientific community. In 2015, CRISPR was used to edit the 

DNA of non-viable human embryos, leading scientists of major world academies to call 

for a moratorium on inheritable human genome edits. There are also concerns that the 

technology could be used not just for treatment, but for enhancement, modification or 

alteration of a human beings' appearance, adaptability, intelligence, character or 

behavior. The distinction between cure and enhancement can also be difficult to 

establish. Researchers are altering the genome of pigs to induce the growth of human 

organs to be used in transplants. Scientists are creating "gene drives", changing the 

genomes of mosquitoes to make them immune to malaria, and then spreading the 

genetically altered mosquitoes throughout the mosquito population in the hopes of 

eliminating the disease.  

Research 

Genetic engineering is an important tool for natural scientists. Genes and other 

genetic information from a wide range of organisms can be inserted into bacteria for 

storage and modification, creating genetically modified bacteria in the process. Bacteria 

are cheap, easy to grow, clonal, multiply quickly, relatively easy to transform and can be 

stored at -80 °C almost indefinitely. Once a gene is isolated it can be stored inside the 

bacteria providing an unlimited supply for research. Organisms are genetically engineered 

to discover the functions of certain genes. This could be the effect on the phenotype of 

the organism, where the gene is expressed or what other genes it interacts with. These 

experiments generally involve loss of function, gain of function, tracking and expression. 

• Loss of function experiments, such as in a gene knockout experiment, in which an 

organism is engineered to lack the activity of one or more genes. In a simple 

knockout a copy of the desired gene has been altered to make it non-

functional. Embryonic stem cells incorporate the altered gene, which replaces the 

already present functional copy. These stem cells are injected into blastocysts, which 

are implanted into surrogate mothers. This allows the experimenter to analyse the 

defects caused by this mutation and thereby determine the role of particular genes. It 

is used especially frequently in developmental biology. When this is done by creating 

a library of genes with point mutations at every position in the area of interest, or 

even every position in the whole gene, this is called "scanning mutagenesis". The 

simplest method, and the first to be used, is "alanine scanning", where every position 

in turn is mutated to the unreactive amino acid alanine.  

• Gain of function experiments, the logical counterpart of knockouts. These are 

sometimes performed in conjunction with knockout experiments to more finely 
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establish the function of the desired gene. The process is much the same as that in 

knockout engineering, except that the construct is designed to increase the function 

of the gene, usually by providing extra copies of the gene or inducing synthesis of the 

protein more frequently. Gain of function is used to tell whether or not a protein is 

sufficient for a function, but does not always mean it's required, especially when 

dealing with genetic or functional redundancy.  

• Tracking experiments, which seek to gain information about the localisation and 

interaction of the desired protein. One way to do this is to replace the wild-type gene 

with a 'fusion' gene, which is a juxtaposition of the wild-type gene with a reporting 

element such as green fluorescent protein (GFP) that will allow easy visualisation of 

the products of the genetic modification. While this is a useful technique, the 

manipulation can destroy the function of the gene, creating secondary effects and 

possibly calling into question the results of the experiment. More sophisticated 

techniques are now in development that can track protein products without 

mitigating their function, such as the addition of small sequences that will serve as 

binding motifs to monoclonal antibodies.  

• Expression studies aim to discover where and when specific proteins are produced. 

In these experiments, the DNA sequence before the DNA that codes for a protein, 

known as a gene's promoter, is reintroduced into an organism with the protein 

coding region replaced by a reporter gene such as GFP or an enzyme that catalyses 

the production of a dye. Thus the time and place where a particular protein is 

produced can be observed. Expression studies can be taken a step further by altering 

the promoter to find which pieces are crucial for the proper expression of the gene 

and are actually bound by transcription factor proteins; this process is known 

as promoter bashing.  

Industrial  

Organisms can have their cells transformed with a gene coding for a useful 

protein, such as an enzyme, so that they will overexpress the desired protein. Mass 

quantities of the protein can then be manufactured by growing the transformed organism 

in bioreactor equipment using industrial fermentation, and then purifying the 

protein. Some genes do not work well in bacteria, so yeast, insect cells or mammalians 

cells can also be used. These techniques are used to produce medicines such 

as insulin, human growth hormone, and vaccines, supplements such as tryptophan, aid in 

the production of food (chymosin in cheese making) and fuels. Other applications with 

genetically engineered bacteria could involve making them perform tasks outside their 

natural cycle, such as making biofuels, cleaning up oil spills, carbon and other toxic 

waste and detecting arsenic in drinking water. Certain genetically modified microbes can 

also be used in biomining and bioremediation, due to their ability to extract heavy metals 

from their environment and incorporate them into compounds that are more easily 

recoverable. In materials science, a genetically modified virus has been used in a research 
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laboratory as a scaffold for assembling a more environmentally friendly lithium-ion 

battery. Bacteria have also been engineered to function as sensors by expressing a 

fluorescent protein under certain environmental conditions.  

Agriculture  

One of the best-known and controversial applications of genetic engineering is 

the creation and use of genetically modified crops or genetically modified livestock to 

produce genetically modified food. Crops have been developed to increase production, 

increase tolerance to abiotic stresses, alter the composition of the food, or to produce 

novel products.  

The first crops to be realised commercially on a large scale provided protection 

from insect pests or tolerance to herbicides. Fungal and virus resistant crops have also 

been developed or are in development. This make the insect and weed management of 

crops easier and can indirectly increase crop yield. GM crops that directly improve yield 

by accelerating growth or making the plant more hardy (by improving salt, cold or 

drought tolerance) are also under development. In 2016 Salmon have been genetically 

modified with growth hormones to reach normal adult size much faster. GMOs have been 

developed that modify the quality of produce by increasing the nutritional value or 

providing more industrially useful qualities or quantities. The Amflora potato produces a 

more industrially useful blend of starches. Soybeans and canola have been genetically 

modified to produce more healthy oils. The first commercialised GM food was 

a tomato that had delayed ripening, increasing its shelf life. Plants and animals have been 

engineered to produce materials they do not normally make. Pharming uses crops and 

animals as bioreactors to produce vaccines, drug intermediates, or the drugs themselves; 

the useful product is purified from the harvest and then used in the standard 

pharmaceutical production process. Cows and goats have been engineered to express 

drugs and other proteins in their milk, and in 2009 the FDA approved a drug produced in 

goat milk.  

Other applications  

Genetic engineering has potential applications in conservation and natural area 

management. Gene transfer through viral vectors has been proposed as a means of 

controlling invasive species as well as vaccinating threatened fauna from 

disease. Transgenic trees have been suggested as a way to confer resistance to pathogens 

in wild populations. With the increasing risks of maladaptation in organisms as a result of 

climate change and other perturbations, facilitated adaptation through gene tweaking 

could be one solution to reducing extinction risks. Applications of genetic engineering in 

conservation are thus far mostly theoretical and have yet to be put into practice. Genetic 

engineering is also being used to create microbial art. Some bacteria have been genetically 

engineered to create black and white photographs. Novelty items such as lavender-

colored carnations, blue roses, and glowing fish have also been produced through genetic 

engineering. 
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Regulation  

The regulation of genetic engineering concerns the approaches taken by 

governments to assess and manage the risks associated with the development and release 

of GMOs. The development of a regulatory framework began in 1975, at Asilomar, 

California. The Asilomar meeting recommended a set of voluntary guidelines regarding 

the use of recombinant technology. As the technology improved USA established a 

committee at the Office of Science and Technology, which assigned regulatory approval of 

GM plants to the USDA, FDA and EPA. The Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety, an 

international treaty that governs the transfer, handling, and use of GMOs, was adopted on 

29 January 2000. One hundred and fifty-seven countries are members of the Protocol and 

many use it as a reference point for their own regulations. One of the key issues 

concerning regulators is whether GM products should be labeled. The European 

Commission says that mandatory labeling and traceability are needed to allow for 

informed choice, avoid potential false advertising and facilitate the withdrawal of 

products if adverse effects on health or the environment are discovered. The American 

Medical Association and the American Association for the Advancement of Science say 

that absent scientific evidence of harm even voluntary labeling is misleading and will 

falsely alarm consumers". Labeling of GMO products in the marketplace is required in 64 

countries. Labeling can be mandatory up to a threshold GM content level (which varies 

between countries) or voluntary. In Canada and the USA labeling of GM food is 

voluntary, while in Europe all food (including processed food) or feed which contains 

greater than 0.9% of approved GMOs must be labelled.  

Controversy  

Critics have objected to the use of genetic engineering on several grounds, that 

include ethical, ecological and economic concerns. Many of these concerns involve GM 

crops and whether food produced from them is safe, whether it should be labeled and 

what impact growing them will have on the environment. These controversies have led to 

litigation, international trade disputes, and protests, and to restrictive regulation of 

commercial products in some countries. Accusations that scientists are "playing God" and 

other religious issues have been ascribed to the technology from the beginning. Other 

ethical issues raised include the patenting of life, the use of intellectual 

property rights, the level of labeling on products, control of the food supply and the 

objectivity of the regulatory process. Although doubts have been raised, economically 

most studies have found growing GM crops to be beneficial to farmers. Gene 

flow between GM crops and compatible plants, along with increased use of 

selective herbicides, can increase the risk of "superweeds" developing. Other 

environmental concerns involve potential impacts on non-target organisms, including soil 

microbes, and an increase in secondary and resistant insect pests. Many of the 

environmental impacts regarding GM crops may take many years to be understood are 

also evident in conventional agriculture practices. With the commercialisation 
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of genetically modified fish there are concerns over what the environmental consequences 

will be if they escape. There are three main concerns over the safety of genetically 

modified food: whether they may provoke an allergic reaction; whether the genes could 

transfer from the food into human cells; and whether the genes not approved for human 

consumption could outcross to other crops. There is a scientific consensus that currently 

available food derived from GM crops poses no greater risk to human health than 

conventional food, but that each GM food needs to be tested on a case-by-case basis 

before introduction. Nonetheless, members of the public are much less likely than 

scientists to perceive GM foods as safe.  
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LEGAL PRACTITIONERS PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY IS TO PROVIDE  

LEGAL AID – HUMAN RIGHT OF NEEDY PERSONS 
 

* PETIKAM.SAILAJA 
 

ABSTRACT 

Equal justice is a fair treatment within the purview of judicial process.  Equal 

justice is, therefore, corrective of inequalities which cause social imbalance, without 

which justice in society cannot be propounded in reality.  Equality of law and equality 

before law is an imperative provided in the fundamental right in the Indian Constitution. 

Legal aid as human right is implicit in Article 7, 8, and 10 of the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights.  It is also clearly provided in clause 3 of Article 14 of the International 

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. The profession of law has been recognized as a 

profession of high calling and of the noblest order since time immemorial it is an 

honorable profession as ancient as magistracy, as noble as virtue and a necessary as 

justice1. The most remarkable thing to be noted in legal aid rules framed by Bar Council of 

India is that an Advocate is held directly responsible for giving legal aid to the poor. 

Key words: Law and Justice, Free Legal services, Legal Practitioners liability, Human 

rights, Courts 

INTRODUCTION 

Law is a means to an end, the being justice.  Access to justice and free Legal 

services are necessary in any civilized society. Equal access to law for the rich and the 

poor alike is essential to the maintenance of rule of law. The Preamble of the Indian 

Constitution provides that the India to become a Sovereign, Socialist, Secular, Democratic 

and Republic, that the State provides to secure to all citizens - Justice, Liberty, Equality 

and Fraternity. It is still more important in a democratic setup based on rule of law for 

safeguarding human rights and assuring dignity of the individuals which is the 

responsibility of the state.  Hence, providing legal aid to the needy persons cannot be 

vitiated whether it is a Legal Practitioner professional liability or social liability.  

LEGAL SERVICE 

Legal service means help or assistance or free service in the field of law.  Apex 

Court of India from time to time asserted that legal aid is not a charity but a paramount 

duty of a welfare state.  Now legal assistance from state can be claimed as matter of right, 

therefore, the legal service is being used in place of legal aid.2 The term “Legal Service” 

includes the rendering of any service in the conduct of any case or other legal proceeding 

before any Court or other authority or tribunal and the giving of advice on any legal 

matter”. Now the scope of legal services is increasing day by day. Broadly, legal services 

include-  

a) Legal Aid or Assistance 

 
1 Gaur, K.D.: “Professional Responsibility of Lawyer”, Cochin University. 
2 Section 2(1) (C) of the Legal Services Act, 1987. 
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b) Lok Adalat, and  

c) Public Interest Litigation. 

Legal Aid – A basic Human Right 

Legal aid as human right is implicit in Article 7,8, and 10 of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights.  It is also clearly provided in clause 3 of Article 14 of the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.  Even in article 6(3) (6) of the 

American Convention of Human Rights, Legal aid is prescribed as a fundamental right. It 

is rightly said by learned hand that the important commandant for the human right is 

“Thou shall not ration justice”.  Right to counsel is also provided by 6th Amendment of the 

Constitution of US3. Lord Denning has rightly observed that “since the Second World 

War, the greatest revolution in the law has been the system of legal aid.  It means that in 

many cases, the Lawyer’s fees and expenses are paid for by the State and not by the party 

concerned”. 

The innocent and unassisted persons, obviously, would be at a great disadvantage 

to fight a legal battle than a legally aided person. The Legal aid system, as such, is a legal 

technology of peaceful transformation of society so as to ensure equal justice-cum-social 

justice. The concept of legal aid is rightly stated to be the spirit of equality and its 

movement is dedicated and devoted to the philosophy of equal justice to the indigent.  

Equal justice is a fair treatment within the purview of judicial process.  Equal justice is, 

therefore, corrective of inequalities which cause social imbalance, without which justice 

in society cannot be propounded in reality.  Equality of law and equality before law is an 

imperative provided in the fundamental right in the Indian Constitution.  With a view to 

make downtrodden and destitute, dejected and rejected, forlorn and forgotten, lowly and 

lost, legal service has been a remedy, which is provided in Indian Constitution. 

THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS ACT, 1993 

This Act provides for the constitution of National Human Rights Commission 

(NHRC), State Human Rights Commissions (SHRC) and Human Rights Courts for better 

protection of Human Rights. Human Rights mean the rights relating to life, liberty, 

equality and dignity of the individual guaranteed by the Constitution or embodied in the 

International Covenants4 and enforceable by Courts in India.5  

COMMITTEE FOR IMPLEMENTING LEGAL AID SCHEMES (CILAS) 

The State Government and Government of India have constituted Committees6  

from time to time consisting of eminent jurists for submitting reports recommending 

 
3 Justice J.N.Bhatt:“”Right to Legal Aid – A basic human right” Nyaya Deep.  The official journal of 

NALSA, Volume VII, issue 4, October 2006, p.50. 
4 Section 2 (f) of the Protection of Human Rights Act, 1993, International Covenants means the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights(ICCPR) and the International Covenant on 

Economic, Social and Cultural Rights(ICESCR) adopted by the General Assembly of the United 

Nations on the 16th December, 1966.  
5 Section 2(d) of the Protection of Human Rights Act, 1993 defines Human Rights. 
6 Following are the Reports submitted by such Committees from time to time –  
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schemes for rendering legal aid services to the poor, needy and weaker sections of the 

society in India. On the basis of the above reports the Committee known as the 

“Committee for Implementing Legal Aid Schemes (CILAS) was formed by Government of 

India in 1981.  In 1980 the Government of India appointed the CILAS by resolution to 

implement legal aid programmes.  It evolved a model scheme for legal aid programme 

and legal aid and advice boards have been set-up in the states and union territories.  The 

Committee is funded by grants from Central Government.  As there are difficulties, the 

Government decided to constitute Statutory Legal Service Authority.7   To provide legal 

aid for this purpose the Legal Services Authorities Act 19878 was enacted.  In addition, the 

National Services Authorities Rules, 1985 and Supreme Court Legal Services Committee 

Regulations 1996 were made.   

FREE LEGAL AID 

The preamble of the Indian Constitution highlights, Justice – “Social, Economic 

and political” as a core Constitutional value.  It serves to remind that the mere possession 

of rights, as expressed in the Constitution, without effective means for their enforcement 

and enjoyment, would mean nothing to the teeming million of our country.  In the matter 

of priority, the right of access to justice ought to be viewed as one among the highest. 

Conceptually, justice is a virtue which transcends all barriers. The legal aid movement as 

statutorily envisioned and associated with Lok Adalats, legal literacy and legal awareness 

movements – all owe their origin to Articles 149,2110 and 39 A11 of the constitution of India.  

The goal of the administration of justice cannot be achieved but for these being there.  

Justice is threatened by the vice of inequality and unequal justice becomes injustice if a 

person does not have the means of detaining access to justice.  In spite of ours being a 

welfare state, this inequality has increased.  It is a tremendous task, in a vast and thickly 

populated country like ours, to provide a well-structured and comprehensive legal aid 

programme within the reach of everyone who is needy.  For a large section of society, 

Courts and justice are meaningless.  There are women and children, mentally retarded 

and disabled, industrial workers, people in remote villages, victims of trafficking in 

 
1. P.N. Bhagavathi Report, Guj. (1971) 

2. Krishna Iyer Report, Central Government (1973) 

3. Dr. L.M. Singhvi Report, Raj.(1974) 

4. Nayak Report, MP (1974)  

5. P.N. Bhagavathi Report, Central Government (1977) 

6. Ramakrishna Report, TN,(1979) 
7 Legal Services Authorities as per the Legal Services Authority Act 1987 – (a) The National Legal 

Services Authority (Sec.3), (b) The State Legal Services Authority (Sec.6), (c) High Court Legal 

Services Committee (Sec.8-A), (d) District Legal Services Authority (Sec.9), (e) Taluk Legal Service 

Committee (Sec.11-A)  
8 Act No.39 of 1987. 
9 Article 14 of the India Constitution provides right to equality – the state shall not deny to any person 

equality before law and equal protection of law.  
10 Article 21 of Constitution provides personal liberty.  
11 Article 39 A of the Constitution declares Free  Legal Aid  
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human beings, suffers of man-made calamities like caste atrocities and ethnic violence or 

victims of natural calamities such as earthquake, drought, flood and to add-the latest in 

the list – “Tsunami” 

It is a constant reminder to the judge and the legal fraternity that legal aid is an 

essential part of justice dispensation.  At the same time, it is an en entrustment of the 

faith of the people of India, as expressed through parliament in the judiciary, that but for 

legal aid to the needy, justice is not done.  It is a mistake to assume that providing legal 

aid is an outcome of our charitable impulses, but the realistic view is that it is our sheer 

obligation to our fellow human beings. 

MODES OF LEGAL SERVICES12: 

Legal services may be provided in all or any one or more than one of following modes, 

namely: 

(a)  Process fees and all other charges payable or incurred in connection with any 

legal proceedings except Court fees; 

(b) Representation by a legal practitioner in a legal proceeding. 

(c) Obtaining of certified copied of orders and other documents in the legal 

proceedings. 

(d) Preparation of a paper book including printing and translation of documents, in 

the legal proceedings; 

(e) Any other expenses which chairman of Legal Services Committee or District 

Authority deem fit to grant in special circumstances of a given case. 

LEGAL SERVICES NOT TO BE PROVIDED IN CERTAIN CASES13: 

1. Proceedings wholly or partly in respect of : 

a. Defamation or  

b. Malicious prosecution or  

c. A person charges with contempt of Court proceedings and  

d. Perjury  

2. Proceedings relating to any election  

3. Proceedings incidental to any proceedings referred to in sub sections (1&2) 

4. Proceedings in respect of offences where the fine imposed is not more than Rs.50/- 

5. Proceedings in respect of economic offences and offences against social laws, such as, 

the Protection of Civil Rights Act 1955, and the Immoral Traffic (Prevention Act) 1956 

unless in such cases the aid is sought by the victim.  The Chairman may in any 

appropriate case grant legal services even in such proceedings  

6. where a person seeking legal services; 

a. is concerned with the proceedings only in representative or official capacity; or  

 
12 Ibid, Regulation 13 
13 Ibid, Regulation 14  
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b. if a formal party to the proceedings, not materially concerned in the outcome of the 

proceedings and his interest or not likely to be prejudiced on account of the absence 

of proper representation 

HONORARIUM PAYABLE TO LEGAL SERVICE ADVOCATES14  

1. The Legal Service Advocate shall be paid such honorarium as may be fixed by the 

Committee.  

2. No legal service Advocate to whom any case is assigned either for legal advice or for 

legal services shall receipt any fee or remuneration whether in case or in kind or any 

other advantage, monitory or otherwise, from the aided person or from any other 

person on his behalf.  

3. The legal service Advocate who has completed his assignment shall submit a 

statement showing the honorarium due to him together with the report of the work 

done to secretary of the Committee, who shall after due scrutiny sanction of the fee 

and expense payable to him.  In case of any dispute on the quantum payable to the 

Legal Service Advocate, the matter shall be placed before the Chairman for decision.  

WITHDRAWAL OF LEGAL SERVICE15 : 

The Committee may either or its own motion or otherwise withdraw legal services 

granted to any aided person in the following circumstances viz. – 

a. in the event of it being found that the aided person was possessed of sufficient means 

or that he obtained legal service by misrepresentation or fraud; 

b. in the event of any material change in the circumstances of the aided person; 

c. in the event of any misconduct, misdemeanour or negligence on the part of the aided 

person in the course of receiving legal services;  

d. in the event of the aided person not cooperating with the Committee or with the legal 

service Advocates assigned by the Committees; 

e. in the event of the aided person engaging a legal practitioner other than the one 

assigned by the Committee; 

f. in the event of death of the aided person; except in the case of civil proceedings where 

the right or liability services  

g. in the event of application for legal service or the matter in question is found to be an 

abuse of the process of or of legal services.  

Legal service shall not be withdrawn without giving due notice thereto the aided 

person to showcase as to why the legal service should not be withdrawn.  

Every Advocate shall in the practice of profession of law bear in mind that any one 

genuinely in need of a Lawyer is entitled to legal assistance even though he cannot pay for 

its fully and adequately and that within the limits of an Advocates Economic Condition, 

Free Legal Assistance to the indigent and oppressed is one of the highest obligation an 

Advocate goes to society”.  Therefore, Bar Councils also play a vital role in the matter of 

 
14 Ibid, Regulation 16  
15 Ibid, Regulation 18  
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providing free legal aid.  Since a more comprehensive Act, titled as “Legal Services 

Authorities Act 1987”16, to provide free and competent legal services to the weaker 

sections of the society to ensure that opportunities for securing justice are not denied to 

any citizen by reason of economic or other disabilities.  

COURTS AND LEGAL AID 

Access to justice and free legal services are essential in any civilized society.  It is 

still more important in a democratic setup based on rule of the individuals as the 

responsibility of the state.  Our constitution has considered the individual as the local 

point, of all development which is reflected in various provisions of the constitution and 

more particularly in fundamental rights of citizens.  Since rights and duties run parallel to 

each other, the fundamental duties of the citizens have also been added to the pages of 

the constitution, making citizens conscious of their legal rights and corresponding 

obligation for a dignified existence. For the preservation of Rule of Law and democracy 

and for making the fundamental rights more effective, the legal aid to the poor and week 

persons is necessary.  This fact has been considered by the Courts and it has been made 

clear that the right to free legal aid i.e. Article 39-A17 is included with in the meaning of 

right to life and personal liberty under Article 21 of the constitution of India.  Thus free 

legal aid and Lok Adalat are the instruments of speedy justice for the poor and needy.  

The constitutional obligation of access to justice can be achieved only through these 

mechanisms which deliver the justice to the door steps of the poor.  Legal aid is an 

essential part of the administration of justice.  For providing credibility to the present 

legal and judicial systems, it is imperative to provide effective legal aid to the poor and the 

needy. 

It is significant to note that the Supreme Court of India in several land mark 

judicial pronouncements in Hussainara Khatoon Vs Home Secretary18, M.H. Hosket 

Vs State of Maharashtra19, Khatri Vs State of Bihar20 and Sukadas Vs Union 

Territory of Arunachal Pradesh have ruled that right to free legal aid at the State cost is 

a part of the fundamental right and it is not confined to prisoners only.  Since protection 

of the human rights is of violation thereof, has to be viewed with concern.  Therefore, free 

legal aid and settlement of the disputes of the poor, needy and downtrodden who live in 

the lower economic margin of the society is an imperative need in a democratic state 

which aims at an egalitarian social order.  Needless to say, that the greatest achievement 

 
16  Act No. 39 of 1987.  
17 Article 39-A incorporated by way of 42nd amendment of the constitution provides “the State shall 

secure that operation of the legal system promotes justice, on the basis of equal opportunity, and shall 

in particular, provide free legal aid, by suitable legislation or schemes or in other way, to ensure that 

opportunity for securing justice are not denied to any citizen by reason of economic or other 

disabilities.    
18 AIR 1978 SC 1548: 1978 Cr. L.J. 1678  
19 AIR 1981 SC 928  
20 AIR 1986 SC 991: 1986 Cr.L.J. 1084: 1986 All L.J.774 
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of the Supreme Court in all these years is the protection of fundamental rights of the 

citizens and more particularly there has been expanding horizon of Article 21.    

Article 39 A of the Constitution of India provides for equal justice and free legal 

aid.  The Apex Court had been very liberal in interpreting Article 39 A in Hussainara 

Khatoon’s, case21 Khatris case22 and Sukhdar’s case23. In Gopalachari Vs State of Kerala24 

the right to legal aid was extended even to a proceeding under section 110 Cr.P.C.   The 

U.S. Supreme Court in Johnaon Vs Zerbes25 for the first time had interpreted the right to 

counsel as inclusive of appointment of counsel to an indigent person in federal criminal 

proceedings.  In Zeve powell Vs State of Alabama26, it was held that failure of according 

benefit of counsel would amount to denying the “due process of law, it was again 

reiterated in Belts Vs Brady27 and Robert Galloway white Vs State of Maryland28.  The 

Economic Opportunity Act, 1949 and the Equal Access to Justice Act, 1941, Legal Aid and 

Advice Act, 1949, as per the recommendations of Rushcliffee Committee of 1946 and 

Criminal Justice Act, 1972 are certain enactments concerned with this aspect.  Under 

section 37 of Criminal Justice Act 1972 before imposing custodial penalty on an accused, 

Magistrate is bound to provide him legal aid.  Legal Aid movement in India had gained 

momentum after Rushcliffee Committee Report in England.  The Legal Aid and Legal 

Advice Committee in state o Bombay under the Chairmanship of Justice N.H.Bhawathi in 

1949 was the first of its kind in India and it was followed by Government of West Bengal 

in 1949 and subsequent thereto the gradual evolution was through legal aid programmes 

by law Commission’s Reports, law Ministers Conferences and the Committees for 

implementing legal aid scheme in India.  In Civil cases, provisions are made for indigent 

persons.  Section 304 of Cr.P.C. deals with legal aid to an accused at State expenses in 

certain cases.  The Human Rights and International Covenants also recognize the free 

legal aid. 

ELIGIBILITY AND PROCEDURE FOR LEGAL SERVICES  

To acquire the legal services from the Advocates under the Legal Services 

Authority Act, 1987 the following aspects must be followed by the persons.   

(a) ELIGIBILITY FOR LEGAL SERVICES 

The National Legal Services Scheme is framed for downtrodden masses of our 

country, therefore, free legal service are not available to all persons.  They are meant only 

for eligible persons.  There are three tests for the determination of eligibility, which are: 

Means test, Prima-facie case test and reasonableness test. 

 
21 AIR 1979 SC 1360 
22 AIR 1981 SC 928 
23 AIR 1986 SC 991 
24 AIR 1981 SC 674 
25 304 D.S. 458 (1938) 
26 247 U.S. (1932) 
27 316 U.S. 455 (1942) 
28 373 U.S. 59 (1963) 
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MEANS TEST 

Legal services under the Act29 are not provided to all persons who apply for it but 

these are rendered to those who actually need it.  A person who possesses ample means to 

meet out the cost of litigation is not a deserving case for legal aid.  Before providing legal 

services the annual income of the applicant is always taken into consideration.  Initially 

the income limits was Rs.9000 and 12,000 for the cases in other than Supreme Court and 

the cases in Supreme Court respectively.  Now this limit has been raised to Rs. 25,000 and 

Rs.50,000 respectively. 

Prima facie case Test 

Obviously, the State cannot afford to give financial support to those cases where 

the chances of success are very dim and assistance to applicant proves useless.  The 

underlying idea behind this test is that public fund should not be allowed to be misused 

in the supporting or defending a litigation where no prima facie case is made out.  This 

test should be applied strictly with due diligence and case. 

REASONABLENESS TEST 

Sometimes, it may appear that applicant’s case satisfies means test and Prima 

facie test but it is otherwise not reasonable to provide free legal services, for example, in 

the cases of defamation, election, economic offence, untouchability, immoral traffic, food 

adulteration etc.  It is not reasonable to render legal services at the cost of State of state 

exchequer. 

(b)  ELIGIBILITY UNDER THE ACT 

Section 12 of the L.S.A. Act30, 1987 provides that every person who has to file or defend a 

case shall be entitled to legal services under this Act if that person is – 

• A member of the Schedule Caste or Schedule Tribe  

• A victim of trafficking in human beings or beggar as referred to in Article 2331 of the 

constitution. 

• A woman or a child. 

• A mentally ill or otherwise disabled person. 

• A person under circumstances of underserved want such a being a victim of a mass 

disaster, ethnic violence, caste atrocity, flood, drought, earthquake or industrial 

disaster; or  

• An industrial workman; or  

• In custody, including custody in a protective home within the meaning of clause (g) 

of section 2 of the Immoral Traffic (Prevention) Act, 1956 (104 of 1956); or in a juvenile 

home within the meaning of clause((j) of section 2 of the Juvenile Justice Act, 1986 (53 

 
29 Legal Services Authorities  Act, 1987 
30 Legal Service Authorities Act, 1987. 
31 Article 23 of the Constitution deals the Right against Exploitation.  Beggar is one kind of forced 

labour in means involuntary work without paying remuneration. 
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of 1986); or in a psychiatric hospital or  psychiatric nursing home within the meaning 

of clause(g) of section 2 of Mental Health Act, 1986 (14 of 1987); or  

• At the time of passing the Act legal aid could be available to the person who was in 

receipt of annual income less than rupees nine thousand or such other higher amount 

as may be prescribed by the State Government, if the case is before a Court other than 

the Supreme Court.  And less than rupees twelve thousand or such other higher 

amount as may be prescribed by the Central Government, if the case is before the 

Supreme Court.  Now the ceiling of income has been raised to Rs.25,000 if case is 

before Court upto the level of High Court and Rs.50,000 if the case is before the 

Supreme Court of India. 

APPLICATION FOR LEGAL AID OR ADVICE 

Any person desiring Legal Aid or advice may make an application addressed to 

the secretary of the concerned Authority/Committee or the Chairman of the Taluka Legal 

Services Committee, as the case may be. 

An affidavit shall accompany the application for Legal Aid, which shall be regarded as 

sufficient to decide the eligibility to legal aid, unless the concerned District 

Authority/Committee has reason to disbelieve such an affidavit. 

The District Authority/Committee shall maintain a register of application wherein all 

applications for legal aid and advice shall be entered and the action taken an such 

applications shall be noted against the entry relating to each of such applications. 

The application shall proceed as early as possible and preferably within one month. 

No application for legal aid or advice shall be allowed if the District Authority 

/Committee are satisfied that: 

• The applicant has knowing made false statement or furnished false information 

regarding case or his means or place of residence; or 

• In the case of contemplated Civil, Criminal or Revenue or any other matter proposed 

to be initiated in a Court of law, the applicant (in case of plaintiff, complainant, or 

petitioner only), there is no prima facie case to initiate such proceedings, or 

• The applicant is not entitled to the same under section 12 or any other provision of 

law or the Act and the rules framed, thereunder, 

• Having regarded to all the circumstances of the case it is otherwise not just and 

reasonable to grant it. 

HONORARIUM PAYABLE TO LEGAL PRACTITIONER ON THE PANEL 

The concerned Committee/District Authority shall prepare a panel of legal 

practitioners who are prepared to represent or plead the case on behalf of the needy 

persons.  In the first instance endeavour shall be made to arrange services of the legal 

practitioner on honorary basis.  If such services cannot be so arranged or cannot be so 

arranged without providing assistance by another legal practitioner, the concerned 

Committee/ District Authority may appoint a legal practitioner and pay the fee at the 

following rates: 
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• Court of Tehsildar, Executive Magistrate, Civil Judge (Junior Division) cum Judicial 

Magistrate, Sub-Divisional officer, Assistant collector and other similar Courts etc. Rs 

40/- per cases; 

• Court of Collector-cum-District Magistrate, Additional Collector –Cum-Additional 

District Magistrate, Civil Judge (Senior Division) cum Chief Judicial Magistrate and 

Civil Judge (Senior Division) cum Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate, Revenue 

Appellate Authority and other similar Tribunals Rs.600-/ per case. 

• Court of District & Session Judge, Additional District and session Judge Rs.900/- per 

case. 

• High Court Rs.1100-/ per case. 

• In any case for reason to be recorded in writing to is considered by the chairman to be 

to such nature/important requiring payment of higher fees to the legal practitioner, 

may pay higher fees as it deems fit.   

FEE SHALL BE PAID IN TWO INSTALLMENTS AS UNDER 

(a) Half of the fee on engagements of the legal practitioner after first hearing of the 

case. 

(b) Remaining fee after final decision of the case. 

The NALSA32 is of the view that the honorarium of Lawyers should be raised to 

improve the quality of services by legal aid Lawyers.  Such legal practitioner to whom any 

case is assigned either for legal advice or for legal aid shall not receive any fee or 

remuneration whether in cash or in kind from any other person on his behalf and he shall 

submit a certificate to that effect. Such legal practitioner on the panel, who has completed 

his assignment, shall submit a statement showing the fee due to him in connection with 

the legal proceeding conducted by him on behalf of such person to the secretary of the 

District Authority/Committee.  The secretary shall, after due scrutiny obtain sanction of 

the chairman and on such sanction being given the remaining amount shall be paid by 

the secretary to the legal practitioner.  It shall however, be open to such legal practitioner 

to waive the remaining fee in whole or in part. 

LEGAL SERVICES IN CERTAIN CASES 

Before passing of the legal services Authorities Act, 1987 legal aid could not be 

provided in the cases, which involve fully or partially the following matters: 

1. Defamation, 

2. Malicious Prosecution, 

3. Contempt of Court, 

4. Breach of Oath,  

5. Election Proceedings, 

6. Cases of offence where pecuniary punishment is not more than Rs.50/-; 

 
32 NALSA – National Legal Services Authority is established under the National Legal Services 

Authority Act, 1987 for the purpose of to exercise the powers and perform the function conferred as 

per the Act.   
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7. Any matter under Civil Right Protection Act, 1955; 

8. Any matter under Immoral Traffic (Prohibition) Act, 1956; 

9. Any matter under social and economical offences.   

In special cases the chairman of the Supreme Court legal services Committee can 

provide legal services even in the above cases.  Usually legal aid is not refused in the cases 

where a question of public importance is concerned.  Where legal services are provided as 

a special case, reasons are required to be recorded.  Where the Authority or the 

Committee has assigned a legal services Lawyer he cannot get any case or kind or other 

benefit from the person aided by the Committee.  The assigned Lawyer is entitled for his 

honorarium as decided by the Committee. 

After passing of the Act there is no ban to provide legal services in mentioned cases, 

therefore, the scope of legal services should not be restricted. 

DUTIES OF AIDED PERSON 

There are the following duties of the person who has obtained legal services from 

any authority or Committee: 

(1) The aided person will reap the fruit of services provided by the Authority or 

Committee in accordance with directions given by the chairman or the secretary of 

the authority 

(2) He will execute a bond in which he shall undertake to make payment of all 

expenditure made by the Committee in representing his case when the Court passes 

the decree in favour and also make an order for the payment of coast. 

(3) He will disclose all the material facts to the assigned Lawyer and remain present 

before the Committee or Advocate as and when required at his own expenses. 

In this aspect the state and district legal services authorities while providing legal 

services to the aided persons should ensure that competent Lawyers are engaged to 

defend the case of indigent persons as more often, on behalf of the adversary, senior 

counsels are engaged, who are of unequal strength and are qualitatively superior.  In 

Kadra Pahadiya Vs State of Bihar33 the Supreme Court directed that the prisoner would 

be provided legal services of a fairly competent Lawyer at state cost.  It will not be out of 

place to make a mention that initially the legal aid programme in India could not succeed 

as was thought of because of the employment of relatively junior Lawyer to take up legal 

aid cases. 

To achieve this purpose, in view of the recent direction of the National Legal 

Services authority (NALSA), the fees structure of the Lawyer appointed by the legal aid 

Committee, needs rethinking, so that there would be healthy competition amongst the 

members of the Bar to take up the cases where the legal aid has been provided. As 

highlighted above, the drive should be for establishing more number of counseling and 

conciliation centre’s so as to persuade, guide and motivate the litigants to resolve the 

 
33 AIR 1981 SC 939 = 1981 Cri. LJ 481 (ar p.941 of AIR) 
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dispute amicably by way of compromise, so that nobody will be looser and nobody will be 

gainer which ultimately brings about credibility in administration of justice. 

LEGAL AID AND LEGAL PROFESSION  

According to Mahatma Gandhi34 litigation would ruin the plaintiff and the 

defendant and this is to no advantage of either party.  Even in advanced legal system 

litigation is advised to be avoided indeed, litigation may be considered as advanced from 

the quarrel.  It is sometimes alleged that due to involvement of pecuniary interest, 

Lawyers encourage litigation instead of repressing them.  They feel themselves happy 

when men have disputes so they may enrich themselves rather than help poor people to 

come out of their miseries.  Therefore the litigation is not the trump of morality but 

weakness of it.  Though litigation is criticized on various grounds, yet we find that it is 

inevitable in our society.  An individual is a natures creation having his own mental 

faculty, thinking power and view point, therefore, he may not agree upon all matters with 

other individuals.  Whom there are disputes that cannot be reconciled by amicable 

means; the litigation is the only appropriate method of solving them. 

The profession of law has been recognized as a profession of high calling and of 

the noblest order since time immemorial it is an honorable profession as ancient as 

magistracy, as noble as virtue and a necessary as justice35.  But today, we find that the law 

of supply and demand operates in all its nacked fury in the legal profession.  There is 

practically no limit to the fees, which a Lawyer may charge from his clients.  This directly 

leads to an inequality in the equality of legal representation as between the rich and the 

poor.  Litigation is still “trail by battle under another form36 counsel being the champions’ 

purse the weapons.  In any dispute between the rich and the poor, between the haves and 

the have not’s, the former has direct advantage over the latter since he can afford the best 

Lawyer while the other cannot.  Therefore, for lack of means to retain an able Lawyer, the 

impecunious litigant may be disadvantaged37.  When Medical profession is nationalized in 

order to provide adequate medical services to the community, the idea of nationalization 

of legal profession will also be considered in future if it fails to cope with the need of our 

society. 

The most remarkable thing to be noted in legal aid rules framed by Bar Council of 

India is that an Advocate is held directly responsible for giving legal aid to the poor.  The 

rule 15 provides that it shall be duty of every Advocate of at least five years standing to 

conduct at least five years standing to conduct atleast six cases free of his professional 

charges.  No such Advocate shall be entitled to refuse to conduct such cases if so asked for 

by the legal aid Committees. Under these rules the students of final years of law may be 

 
34 Hedge V.S.Gandhi’s : “Philosophy of Law”, Concept Publishing Co, New Delhi (1983)62 
35 Gaur, K.D.: “Professional Responsibility of Lawyer”, Cochin University. 
36 Madhva Menon, N.R : “Gujarat Legal Aid Committee”- Consumer Confrontation Vol.5 No.7, 

September, 1985 p.26.  
37 Jerome, Frank, Courts on Trial, Princeton, New Jersey (1973) 
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given opportunity to appear in a Court of law in legal aid case of the discretion of State 

Legal Board or District legal Aid Committee.  The Bar Council of India Legal Aid 

Committee is empowered to frame out necessary rules and regulations. 

CONCLUSION 

Advocates Act 1961 is a law relating to legal practitioners and to provide for the 

constitution of Bar Councils and All India Bar.  Section 6 of the Advocates Act 1961 speaks 

about the functions of the State Bar Councils.  Apart from admitting persons as Advocates 

on its Role, preparing and maintaining such role, entertaining and determining cases of 

misconduct against Advocate on its role, organization legal aid to the poor in the 

prescribed manner is also one of its functions.  In this regard the State Bar Council of 

constitute a fund for giving legal aid or advice in according with the Rules made in this 

behalf.38   The State Bar Councils empower to constitute one or more funds to the 

prescribed manners for the purpose of giving legal or advice in accordance with the rules 

made in this behalf.39 Whatever is being done by legal profession it not enough.  Legal Aid 

is primarily the responsibility of the Bar.  The Scheme sponsored by the Government 

cannot be operative without full support of the Bar and such support cannot come unless 

Lawyers come forward voluntarily.  The poor litigants in India are looking towards the 

members of the Bar that they will give a helping hand to implement free legal aid scheme 

and will uphold the noble tradition of the profession. 

 
38 Section 6 (1)( eee) of Advocates Act 1961 speaks about organizing legal aid to the poor in the 

prescribed manner 
39 Section 6(2) of Advocates Act 1961, The State Bar Council may receive grant or donations or gifts 

or benefications so received will have to be credited to the appropriate fund/s for the purpose of 

giving legal aid or advice.  
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A STUDY OF SELF-EFFICACY AND JOB SATISFACTION  
 

* DR.A.SATYAVATHI 
 

Abstract:  

The aim of the research is studying the relationship between Teacher Self-efficacy 

and Job Satisfaction among Secondary School Teachers (N = 122), besides testing whether 

the correlations obtained for the comparable sample differ significantly and concludes 

that both the aspects are significant statistically.  In respect of Teacher Self-efficacy the 

variables like Locality, Qualification, Marital Status, Experience, and Type of Management 

are found statistically significant.  In respect of Teacher Job Satisfaction all the variables 

viz., Sex, Locality, Qualification, Age, Marital Status, Experience and Type of Management 

are statistically corroborated.   The Teacher Self-efficacy and Job Satisfaction aspects are 

independent and they are inter-dependent.  The investigation shows that there is 

significance of relationship between the Dimensions of Teacher Self-efficacy and Job 

Satisfaction.  The area wise means in merit order of Teacher Self-efficacy is Mastery 

experiences, Physiological & Psychological arousal, Vicarious experiences and Social 

persuasion aspects, while the mean value in merit order in respect of Job Satisfaction of 

Teachers is –  Inter-Personal Relations, Teaching Learning, Professional, and  Innovation 

aspects. 

Introduction: 

It is widely recognized that education, adequate in quality and scale is the most 

powerful instrument for national development, welfare and security.  The instrument 

must of course be wisely used.  Education is such a potent instrument that bad education 

is not only bad in itself but it can do great harm, lasting harm.  The growth rate of science 

and technology, globally speaking, is extraordinarily fast – almost unbelievably fast.  The 

growth in science and technology that is, the new discoveries and developments in the 

next decade or so would be about equal in volume to the knowledge that mankind has 

gathered over the preceding several centuries.  All these developments are possible 

through education in which the teacher is an important personality to achieve the 

educational tasks.  The Human Resource Development Ministry, Government of India has 

declared its new policy of concentrating in enhancing quality among the Pupils at 

Secondary level.   

It is considered that the teacher is the important personality who is responsible to 

maintain the discipline and enhance quality among the future generation.  Hence, this is 

the right time to focus the need of study of relationship between Self-efficacy and Job 

Satisfaction among the sample of Secondary Schools in Vizanagaram District.  The prime 

object of the present study is to measure the Teacher Self-efficacy in relation to Job 

Satisfaction among the Secondary School Teachers in Vizianagaram District.  Thus a 

systematic study of Self-efficacy and Job Satisfaction of Secondary School Teachers in the 

present environmental context is very much needed.  It is also intended to study the 
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influence of intervening variables of Self-efficacy and Job Satisfaction among these 

teachers. 

According to Albert Bandura (1976), the Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) 

incorporates both social/environmental and cognitive elements and the behaviours 

themselves.   Bandura emphasizes that Self-efficacy is the most pervading and important 

of the psychological mechanisms of self-influence.  He also stated that unless people 

believe that they can produce desired effects and forestall undesired ones by their actions, 

they have little incentive to act.  

According to Jonnets and others (1978) Job Satisfaction is a part of life Satisfaction 

prepares individual for better thinking and divergent thinking and divergent problem 

solving abilities.  In terms of the declaration of Indian Education Commission (1964-66) 

that ‘nothing is more important than providing teachers best professional preparations 

and creating satisfactory condition of work in which there can full be effective’.  Lavinga 

(1974) found female teachers were more satisfied than male teachers.  The study of Gupta 

(1980) reveal that no significant effect of marital status on job satisfaction.  According to 

Dixit (1984) no significance of difference is found that the variables age, sex, experience 

have no effect on Job satisfaction. 

The theoretical questions arises in the mind of the investigator that teacher Self-

efficacy correlate with Job Satisfaction?  Is there significance of relationship between the 

dimensions of Teacher Self-efficacy and Job Satisfaction?  How do the demographic and 

professional variables influence the Self-efficacy and Job Satisfaction aspects?  Is there any 

significance of difference between high and low Self-efficacy in relation to Job satisfaction 

and vice-versa? 

Problem: 

 The aim of study is to establish the relationship between Teacher Self-Efficacy and 

Job Satisfaction among the Secondary Schools in Vizianagaram District.  

Objectives of the Study: 

1. To study the relationship between Teacher Self-efficacy and Job Satisfaction.   

2. To find out the significance of relationship between Dimensions of – Teacher Self-

Efficacy and Job Satisfaction.  

3. To find out the significance of difference between the demographic and professional 

variables in respect of Teacher Self-efficacy and Job Satisfaction. 

4. To find out significant difference between High and Low Teacher Self-Efficacy in 

relation to Job Satisfaction; High and Low Teacher Job Satisfaction in relation to Self-

Efficacy. 

Hypotheses: 

(1) There is no significance of relationship between Teacher Self-Efficacy and Job 

Satisfaction. 

(2) There is no significance of relationship between the Dimensions of Teacher Self-

Efficacy and Job Satisfaction. 
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(3) Teachers considered under Sex, Locality, Qualification, Age, Marital Status, 

Experience, and Type of Management do not differ significantly in their Teacher   

Self-Efficacy and Job Satisfaction. 

(4) Teachers of Low and High categories do not differ significantly in their Teacher 

Self-Efficacy in relation to Job Satisfaction; and Teachers Job Satisfaction in relation 

to Self-Efficacy. 

Procedure adopted:                    

 In order to test the hypotheses, the investigator is planned and executed in four 

phases.  In the first phase development and standardization of Teacher Self-efficacy and 

Job Satisfaction self-rating scales.  In the second phase measurement of Teachers’ opinion 

is collected with the help of above two self-rating scales.  In the third phase using 

appropriate statistical procedure is adopted to find out the significance of relationship 

between Teacher Self-efficacy and Job Satisfaction.  In the Fourth and last phase adopted 

by using appropriate statistical procedures to find out the significance of difference 

between the demographic and professional variables in their Teacher Self-efficacy and Job 

Satisfaction. 

Administration of the Tools: 

 After developing and standardizing these two tools following the predictive 

validity as suggested by John, W.Best and James V.Kahn, the final and fresh scales are 

prepared for administration with specific instructions.   Each statement in both the tools 

are followed with the five alternatives as suggested by Likert’s methods of summated 

rating technique.  This technique is used because it is most forward technique.  Those five 

alternatives are – Strongly agree (SA), Agree (A), Neutral (N), Disagree (DA) and Strongly 

Disagree (SDA).  A clear instruction was given to the respondents to express their opinion 

by putting a tick mark against the response category to which they are agreed with.  Each 

scale is stated with the personal data sheet.  These two scales are administered to 122 

Teachers from among twenty one Secondary Schools in the district of Vizanagaram. 

Collection of Data: 

 For collection of data, the investigator personally visited each institution and 

administered these scales to the teachers.  They advised to put their name, sex, 

qualification, designation, Age, experience etc., and address of the institution etc., as 

mentioned in the demographic data provided to the tools.  Teachers are further requested 

not to leave any item of the tool.  Most of the teachers have responded on the spot and 

return the tools to the investigator.  Thus these two tools collected and scores are 

analyzed according to the statistical procedure of Garrette, H.E.(1981). 

Scoring: 

 The responses scored according to the key provided against each item of the 

questionnaires of Self-efficacy and Job Satisfaction.  For all the positive items scores from 

5 to 1 for the responses viz., Strongly agree (SA), Agree (A), Neutral (N), Disagree (DA) 

and Strongly Disagree (SDA) are given and weightages will be awarded vice-versa  for all 
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negative items from 1 to 5.   Basing on the above scoring procedure both the tools were 

scored and computed as required and created the statistical profiles presented in the 

analysis of data.  Thus the total score of Teacher Self-efficacy tool will be in between 46 – 

230.  The Job Satisfaction tool score is lies in between 25 – 125.  

Sample: 

 The sample selected for the present investigation is Secondary School Teachers in 

Vizianagaram District.  Random sampling technique is followed to draw the sample for 

the present study.  To measure the Teacher Self-efficacy and Job Satisfaction of the 

selected sample of Teachers, the collected data was categorized as Sex (Male= 69; Female 

= 53), Locality (Rural = 49; Urban = 73), Qualification (TTC = 68; B.Ed. = 54); Age (Below 

40 years = 65; Above 40 years = 57), Marital Status (Married – 63; Unmarried – 59), 

Experience (Below 15 years = 60; Above 15 years = 62), Type of management (Govt/Aided = 

74; Private Unaided = 48).  Thus it is found to be a satisfactory sample and the sample is 

believed to be an adequate to test the hypotheses.  Thus the total sample of these seven 

Engineering College Teachers is 122. 

Delimitation of the Study: 

This study is delimited to the Teachers working in Secondary Schools in around of 

Vizianagaram City in Vizianagaram District only. To measure the opinion of teachers in 

their Teacher Self-Efficacy and Job Satisfaction self-rating Scale is used.  Of many 

dimensions of Teacher Self-Efficacy – Mastery experiences, Vicarious experiences, Social 

persuasion and Physiological and psychological arousal are taken into account.  Similarly 

of many dimensions of Teacher Job Satisfaction – Professional, Teaching Learning, 

Innovation and Inter-Personal relations  aspects are taken into consideration. 

Tool Description: 

 The Teacher Self-efficacy tool was originally designed by Prof.Albert Bandura, 

USA (1976), which was used by Dr.Ch.Satya Rao for his research study (2008) with four 

Dimensions viz., Mastery experiences (12 items), Vicarious experiences (12 items), Social 

persuasion (11 items) and Physiological and Psychological arousal (11 Items).  Whereas the 

Job Satisfaction tool was designed and constructed by Dr.VSR Pakalapati (2004) with four 

dimensions viz., Professional aspects (07 Items), Teaching learning aspects (06), 

Innovation aspects (06 items) and Inter-personal relations aspects (06 items).  

Statistical Procedure adopted: 

  After presenting the methodological aspects, the statistical procedure was used to 

establish the relationship between the two variables, i.e., Teacher Self-efficacy and Job 

Satisfaction ‘r’ values are computed.  To measure the significant differences between these 

two variables in relation to the demographic and professional variables the means, 

standard deviations and Critical Ratio values are computed. 
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Analysis of Data: 

 The following statistics were calculated for arriving at conclusions likes co-

efficient correlation to find the relationship between Teacher Stress and Professional 

Pleasure also obtained the Critical Ratio values variables wise. 

Table 1 Table showing significance of ‘r’ between Teacher  Self-efficacy and Job 

Satisfaction 

Variable category N Df ‘r’ Probability 

 Teacher Self-efficacy 
Teacher Job Satisfaction 

 
122 

 
120 

 
0.64 

Significant at 
0.01 Level 

  The value of ‘r’ is significant and hence, the hypothesis is rejected.  Hence, the 

null hypothesis that ‘there is no significance of relationship between Teacher Self-efficacy 

and Job Satisfaction’ is rejected. 

Table 2 Significance of relationship between the Dimensions of Teacher Self-

Efficacy  of Dr.Ch.Satyarao (1994) (Nimmas Teacher Self-efficacy Scale) 

From the above table it is concluded that the obtained ‘r’ values are significant at 

0.01 levels respectively.  The dimensions viz., Mastery experiences, Vicarious experiences, 

Social persuasion and Physiological and Psychological arousal of Teacher Self-efficacy are 

correlated and statistically corroborated.  Hence, the null hypothesis stated that, ‘no 

significance of relationship between the dimensions of Teacher Stress’ is rejected. 

Table 3 Significance of relationship between the Dimensions of Teacher Job 

Satisfaction  of Dr.VSR Pakalapati (2004) 

 Professional Teaching 
Learning 

Innovation Inter-Personal 
Relations 

Professional 1.00 0.59 0.41 0.49 

Teaching 
Learning 

 1.00 0.47 0.67 

Innovation   1.00 0.56 

Inter-Personal 
Relations 

   1.00 

 Mastery 
experience
s 

Vicarious 
experience
s 

Social 
persuasion 

Physiological 
&Psychological arousal 

Mastery 
experiences 

1.00 0.49 0.67 0.58 

Vicarious 
experiences 

 1.00 0.46 0.51 

Social 
persuasion 

  1.00 0.39 

Physiological 
&Psychologica
l arousal 

   1.00 
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 From the above table it can be concluded that the obtained ‘r’ values are 

significant at 0.01 levels respectively.  The dimensions viz., Professional, Teaching 

Learning, Innovation and Inter-Personal Relations aspects of Teacher Job Satisfaction are 

correlated and statistically significant.  Hence, the null hypothesis stated that ‘no 

significance of relationship between the dimensions of Teacher Job Satisfaction’ is 

rejected. 

Table 4 Table showing the significance of difference of Mean Between the various 

variables of Secondary School Teachers in their Self-efficacy 

Variable category Mean S.D N C.R 

Male  

 

Female  

124.88 

 

118.52 

28.49 

 

28.69 

69 

 

53 

 

1.21@ 

Rural area  

 

Urban area  

116.18 

 

126.47 

24.96 

 

23.38 

49 

 

73 

 

2.29* 

TTC., 

 

B.Ed., 

125.36 

 

115.27 

24.65 

 

27.36 

68 

 

54 

 

2.11* 

Below 40 years 

Experience 

 

Above 40 years 

Experience 

125.67 

 

117.76 

25.61 

 

25.89 

65 

 

57 

 

1.69@ 

Married  

 

Unmarried  

126.24 

 

115.21 

23.45 

 

24.42 

63 

 

59 

 

2.54* 

Below 15 years Age 

 

Above 15 years Age 

117.82 

 

126.74 

22.53 

 

22.65 

60 

 

62 

 

2.18* 

Govt./Aided  

 

Private Unaided  

126.91 

 

116.94 

21.43 

 

23.11 

74 

 

48 

 

2.39* 

*Significant at 0.05 level 

@Not Significant at any level  

 From the above table it can be concluded that the Critical Ratio values in respect 

of  Locality, Qualification, Marital Status and Experience category teachers do differ 

significantly.  The obtained value of Critical ratio values are more than 1.96 but less than 

2.58, which is significant at 0.05 level and the null hypotheses are rejected.  While the 

Critical Ratio values in respect of variables Sex and Age of the Teachers do not differed 

significantly and the hypothesis is accepted.   
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Table 5 Table showing the significance of difference of Mean Between the Various 

variables of Secondary School Teachers in their Job Satisfaction 

Variable category Mean S.D N C.R 

Male 

 

Female  

90.85 

 

94.76 

12.63 

 

9.14 

69 

 

53 

 

1.99* 

Rural area  

 

Urban area  

99.98 

 

94.29 

14.21 

 

12.11 

49 

 

73 

 

2.14* 

TTC., 

 

B.Ed., 

93.67 

 

88.41 

11.69 

 

12.63 

68 

 

54 

 

2.36* 
Below 40 years Experience 

 

Above 40 years Experience 

89.47 

 

93.85 

12.16 

 

12.42 

65 

 

57 

 

1.97* 

Married  

 

Unmarried  

94.37 

 

88.81 

12.36 

 

12.32 

63 

 

59 

 

2.49* 

Below 15 years Age 

 

Above 15 years Age 

94.63 

 

89.68 

13.21 

 

12.93 

60 

 

62 

 

2.09* 

Govt./Aided  

 

Private Unaided  

88.67 

 

93.29 

10.63 

 

12.14 

74 

 

48 

 

2.15* 

**Significant at 0.01 level 

*Significant at 0.05 level 

 The above table disclosed that the obtained Critical Ratio values of all variables in 

respect of Job Satisfaction of Secondary School Teachers are more than 1.96 but less than 

2.58, which is significant at 0.05 levels respectively.  Hence, the null hypotheses stated 

that the ‘there is no significance of difference between the variables – Sex, Locality, 

Qualification, Age, Experience and Type of Management of Institution of Teachers in 

their Job Satisfaction’ is rejected.    

Table 6 Table showing the Mean values of the Dimensions in respect  

of Self-efficacy and  Job Satisfaction (N = 122) 

                                         SELF-EFFICACY                               JOB SATISFACTION 

Dimension Mean S.D Dimension Mean S.D 

Mastery 

experiences 

37.73 

 

7.73 Professional 27.48 5.37 

Vicarious 

experiences 

35.89 7.42 Teaching 

Learning 

28.69 4.96 

Social 34.95 7.93 Innovation 26.76 4.79 
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Persuasion 

Physiological 

&Psychological 

arousal 

36.53 7.65 Inter-Personal 

Relations 

28.62 5.11 

 From the above table it is observed that the dimensions of Self-efficacy – the 

highest mean value in merit order are ‘Mastery experiences’ aspect followed by 

‘Physiological & Psychological arousal’, ‘Vicarious experiences’ and ‘Social persuasion’.  

Further, the dimensions of Job Satisfaction – the highest mean value in merit order are –  

‘Teaching Learning’, ‘Inter-Personal Relations’, ‘Professional’ and ‘Innovation’ aspects. 

Table 7 Table showing the significance of difference of ‘t’ between High and Low 

Teacher Self-efficacy in relation to Teacher Job Satisfaction and Vice-versa 

Variable category Mean S.D N C.R 

High Self-efficacy 

 

Low Self-efficacy 

129.42 

 

105.23 

21.13 

 

24.39 

71 

 

45 

 

5.48** 

 

High Job Satisfaction 

 

Low Job Satisfaction 

94.89 

 

78.94 

10.16 

 

12.43 

83 

 

33 

 

6.56** 

**Significant at 0.01 level 

 From the above table it is concluded that the mean value of High Self-efficacy in 

relation to Job Satisfaction is greater than that of Self-efficacy.  Hence, the hypothesis is 

rejected.  Further, the mean value in respect of High Job Satisfaction in relation to Self-

efficacy is greater than Low Job Satisfaction.  Hence, the hypothesis is rejected. 

 Discussion of Results: 

1) There is significance of relationship between Teacher Self-efficacy and Job Satisfaction 

among the Secondary School Teachers. 

2)There is significance of relationship between the dimensions of Teacher Self-efficacy. 

3) There is significance of relationship between the dimensions of Teacher Satisfaction. 

4) In respect of Teacher Self-efficacy, there is significance of difference between the 

variables like – Locality, Qualification, Marital Status, Experience and Type of 

Institution.  Further, no significance of difference is found in respect of the variables 

Sex and Age category Teachers. 

5) In respect of Teacher Job Satisfaction, there is significance of difference between all 

the variables like – Sex, Locality, Experience, Age, Marital Status, Experience and Type 

of Institution.   

6) The highest mean in respect of dimensions of Teacher Self-efficacy is – ‘Mastery 

experiences’ followed by ‘Physiological & Psychological arousal’, ‘Vicarious 

experiences’ and ‘Social Persuasion’.  Further the highest mean value in respect of 

dimensions of Teacher Job Satisfaction is ‘Teaching Learning’ followed by ‘Inter-

Personal Relations’, ‘Professional’ and ‘Innovation’.  
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7)There is significance of difference between High and low Self-efficacy in relation to 

Job Satisfaction.  And, there is significance of difference between High and Low Job 

Satisfaction  in relation to Teacher Self-efficacy. 

The Teacher Self-efficacy aspect is influencing the Job Satisfaction.  Further, the 

results of the study reveal that the Teacher Self-efficacy variables Locality, Qualification, 

Marital Status, experience and type of institution do differed significantly, whereas the 

Job Satisfaction all the variables like Sex, Locality, Age, Experience, Marital Status, 

Experience and Type of Institution categories are do differed significantly.  In view of the 

above study, more attention is required to pursue the causes of disparity among the 

Secondary School Teachers in their Self-efficacy and Job Satisfaction so as to enhance the 

quality among the Teacher community. 
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